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The ONLY VdS-Approved Company* in 
the Middle East and North Africa Region

Deutschland Technology is an experienced company in the 
fields of fire fighting and fire detection technologies. With 
more than 19 years of experience, we have executed more 
than 150 successful projects all over the Middle East and 
North Africa region. Headquartered in Cairo, we have a dozen 
branches all over the MENA region.

With our HI-FOG high pressure water mist fire fighting system 
and our highly reliable SIL2 Autronica detection system,  we 
provide turnkey solutions for oil & gas applications including 
design, engineering, project management, installation, 
testing, commissioning and after sales services.

Visit our stand R15 or directly contact 
our Oil & Gas Division manager:
Mohamed Osama

www.autronicafire.comwww.marioff.com

osama@hi-fog-egypt.com
+2 010 999 234 92
www.hi-fog-egypt.com

OUR SUCCESS STORIES INCLUDE:
• The Holy Mosque - Makkah
• Egyptian Parliament - Cairo
• GUPCO: 50+ Gas Turbines
• Shell Offshore Platform - Nigeria
• Shell Offshore Platform - Morocco
• General Intelligence Services - New Capital City
• Sheikh Zayed Tunnel - UAE 
• Asfour Crystal Factory - Egypt

FOR MORE INFORMATION

* Deutschland Technology is the only VdS-approved installer company in the MENA region



Marketing & Client Care Director    Eng. Ahmed Mohy      +2-010-062-44-952 
Marketing & Client Care Manager    Eng. Mohamed Fathy  +2-010-277-71-011 

ADES Forms Joint Venture with 
Vantage Drilling International to 
Provide Deepwater Drilling 
Services in Egypt”

ADES services:
1. Offshore Jack-up Rigs.
2. Drillship.
3. Semi-submersible Rigs.
4. Land Rigs.

5. Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV) Services.
6. Offshore Projects.
7. Platform maintenance.
8. Marine Vessel Operations.
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TAM OILFIELD SERVICES a BHGE ALS-AMO business partner in Egypt has now 
been certified and authorized to build and service Artificial Lift Core products.

TAM OILFIELD SERVICES, after modernizing and refurbishing its service facility in 
Alexandria, Egypt is now a certified Service Center for BHGE Artificial Lift System .

(+2) 02 - 2736 - 4529
(+2) 02 -2736 - 0659
tam@tamoilfield.com
www.tamoilfield.com
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“Mediterranean Sea Treasure

” 

Since ancient times and the Eastern Mediterranean region is full 
of many important events that have played a historical role in the 
life of humanity and nowadays the role of this region comes again 
after the discovery of huge gas, and this region is characterized as 
much important, as it includes huge strategic reserves from energy, 
according to international estimates, these reserves reached about 

122 trillion cubic foot from Natural Gas.

Geopolitical transforms and changes impose itself on Eastern Mediterranean 
region, which makes exploit energy resources from the region, specially Natural 
Gas, more complex and tangle.

Exploit natural resources issue remained permanent contention in Eastern 
Mediterranean region, in a time supposedly it is controlled by navy borders 
demarcation agreements between number of countries.

Early Production from  Egyptian ZOHR field, is considered a big change on 
Natural Gas trade map in Eastern Mediterranean, as Egypt is the most realistic 
way to reap economic benefits for Natural Gas market in Eastern Mediterranean 
region, without worsening of regional tensions, at least in the near term.

Short-term practical course for Cyprus, Israel and Lebanon after Natural Gas 
discoveries at Economic zones for these countries in the Mediterranean, is 
to build a network of short pipelines and benefit from gas liquefaction plants 
in Egypt. That three countries will need external buyers of Natural Gas after 
developing their fields with limited domestic markets, at a time Global gas 
markets are close to saturation.

Egypt already has a well-developed domestic gas market, which can 
accommodate the initial production of these fields easily. The availability of 
cheap electricity can allow Egypt to host more energy-intensive industries, 
which increases its consumption of gas.

Egypt has the right of priority to obtain gas for the domestic market from its 
fields, and has two stations to convert gas from its gas state to liquefied gas, 
which enables export once increase in production, and also needs to operate it.

We can not miss to welcome you to MOC 2018 on the land of Egypt , and 
we hope that the exhibition will be this year as we are used to, a great forum 
for senior Oil industry leaders in the Mediterranean region, Petroleum Today 
Magazine is pleased this year, that it will issue all the exhibition news daily to 
provide the best media service for all who works in the Oil Sector.

And In the end, we salute you all and wish for Egypt pride and dignity.
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Egypt News

H.E Tarek Al-Mullah Minister of Petroleum and Mineral 
Resources confirmed that Egypt has many opportunities 
which will support Egypt growth production from Gas on 
the near and average futures, in the light of development 
oil fields projects specially currently implemented in the 
sea or the other planned next stage, a number of 16 projects 
with total investments estimated more than $25 billion and 
these projects will be on stream during the coming years 
consecutively.
Al-Mullah added that during the past four years, Petroleum 
Sector succeeded in implementing 24 projects in total 
investments $16.2 billion and reached total production 
about 4.1 billion cubic feet of gas daily, and about 36 
thousand barrels condensates. 
He noted that first produce of ZOHR field in addition to 
Atool, Nawras and west delta Nile fields contributed 
strongly in increasing gas production recently, and currently 
ongoing to complete next phase production from ZOHR 

field according to time set to reach production rate 2.7 
billion cubic feet daily, in addition to starting the second 
phase of west delta Nile fields (North Alexandria and West 
Mediterranean)and put them on production plan before the 
end of current year, to raise production from these fields to 
reach 1.6 billion cubic feet daily,  these efforts is our way 
to achieve sufficiency from gas by the end of current year.

Egypt Executes 16 Gas Projects With Investments More Than $25 Billion 

Ministers Board approved on a project of a law to give  license to the 
Minister of petroleum at contracting with Egyptian Petroleum corporation  
and IEOC Production Company, to edit exploration commitment 
agreement and exploitation in Ras Kattarah area in Western Desert which 
was issued under law No.4 in 1989 revised by law number 17 in 1994.
Ministers Board also agreed on project law with giving a license to 
Minister of Petroleum at contracting with the Egyptian Petroleum 
corporation and Cayron Zafarana Petroleum Company LTD, and Oshiner 
Zafarana LTD Company and Sahara Oil and Gas Company to search for 
Oil and exploit it in development area North Zafarana in the Gulf of Suez.

As well as License to Minister of Petroleum at contracting with  The Egyptian Petroleum corporation and BG Delta 
limited (SHELL) Company and PICL (Egypt) Corporation limited, to  edit commitment for Oil exploration agreement 
at West Delta area which was issued under law No. 89 in 1995 amendment by law number 9 in 2002 and the act number 
188 in 2008.
 As well as License to Minister of Petroleum at contracting with General Petroleum Company to search for Oil and development 
exploit in Bakr and Kareem development areas in Eastern Desert and Sedr, Asal and Matarmah development areas in Sinai.

Ministers Board  Approves Number of Search and Exploration for Oil and Gas Conventions

 Chairman of the Egyptian Holding Company for Natural Gas (EGAS) said that 
Egypt now provide the full needs of the industrial sector of natural gas after run 
the second floating station and linked to the national gas net.
 A large number of fertilizers, iron and steel and cement companies in Egypt 
suffers from a lack of natural gas regular reaching but also fully snapped in some 
cases due to the Ministry of Petroleum conversion most local andimported gas 
quantities into electric power stations.
 Khalid Abdul-Badiexplained, according to Reuters news agency, «he said the 
industrial sector in Egypt does not have any trouble getting its needs of gas. 

Indeed we have provided gas to all industrial sector factories with starting the second Alngez station.»
Egypt hired two ships for Regas this year to provide the needs of gas forelectricity sector and factories.
 A number of steel company›s officials in telephone contact with Reuters to provide the required gas for their factories from 
the beginning of the first of November.
President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi said earlier this month that the factories in Egypt will not face any problems in getting its gas 
by the end of November.

Suez Court of First Instance, headed by Judge Mohamed 
YahyaRafat Fined, foreign oil tanker «Nassau Energy», 
and owned by partners from European countries, and 
flying the flag of Liberia the amount of 58.00085 million 
thousand pounds, for the benefit of the fishing sector in 
the Red Sea, and that after having a broken oil pipeline 
in Suez in thesea water at Zeiteyatport and polluting the 
sea water, equivalent to 4 thousand barrels of crude oil.
The oil tanker during its pumping petroleum oil in a 
pipeline to the Red Sea, broke the line and caused the 
leak 4 thousand barrels of crude oil into the sea water, 
contamination of vast tracts of the Red Sea and the Gulf of 
Suez water, and the destruction of the naval environment 
and the excuse and fish in polluted areas.
The Court notified the security authorities in Port Tawfiq 
Port Suez with the contents of the decision that is to 
conserve the oil tanker «Nassauenergy» in the draft of 
the Suezport of, after encounter exist two days before 
the decision in the draft of the verdict ago after leaving 
Egypt after the disaster that caused, the pretext is to 
reconciliation with the EEAA .

BP announced that it has signed a preliminary agreement 
with Egypt to accelerate the development of Atull marine 
gas field, which is now expected to begin production in 2018.
The signing of the agreement with the Egyptian Minister of 
Petroleum after discussions between Bob Dudley, CEO of 
BP and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
Dudley said in a statement: «We are pleased that we are 
making rapid progress towards the development of Atull 
after less than eight months from the announcement of the 
discovery.»
BP was announced relatively large field discovery in March 
and reserves estimated about 1.5 trillion cubic feet of gas 
and 31 million barrels of condensation.
It is expected that the full development work of the field Atull 
consists of two stages: the first consists of 2 developedwells 
linked to the existing infrastructure, production is expected 
to begin delivered in 2018.Itis expected the success of this 
stage to lead to pumping additional investments for drilling 
other wells and increase production.
The Paranoiac Petroleum company will (one of the 
participating companies the Bp and the petroleum sector) 
implement and operateAtull development operations.

Egypt fines European oil tanker 58 million 
pounds for having a broken oil pipeline in Suez

BP agrees with Egypt to speed of the 
development of Atulfield

Egypt provides a full need of factories of natural gasper day

Petroleum Today14 April  2018-



Egypt News
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agreement and exploitation in Ras Kattarah area in Western Desert which 
was issued under law No.4 in 1989 revised by law number 17 in 1994.
Ministers Board also agreed on project law with giving a license to 
Minister of Petroleum at contracting with the Egyptian Petroleum 
corporation and Cayron Zafarana Petroleum Company LTD, and Oshiner 
Zafarana LTD Company and Sahara Oil and Gas Company to search for 
Oil and exploit it in development area North Zafarana in the Gulf of Suez.
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Ministry of  Petroleum intends to pay back new payment from 
receivables for foreign partners before the end of current financial 
year, it will be complete financing from slides which Egypt got loan 
from International Bank and African Development Bank. 
An Administrator Source in the Ministry of Petroleum, said that the 
Ministry requested from the Government to pay new payment from 
receivables for foreign partners before the end of current financial 
year, according to some Egyptian Newspapers. 
The source added, «We are now waiting for the government to give 
cash part from African Development and International Bank loan, to 
pay part from receivables for foreign partners», according to the source.

Ministry of Petroleum succeeded in reducing receivables of Global oil Companies to be $2.3 billion by the end of past 
financial year, and that after applying Economic reform development program during the past period.

Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources Tarek Al-Mulla stressed that the development and upgrading of the infrastructure 
and the development of oil ports is one of the main axes of the ministry›s work program .
He pointed out that there are several integrated projects in the field of transportation, reception, storage and circulation of 
petroleum products that have been completed, as well as ongoing work .
The most important of these projects is the Petroleum Products and Terminals Station at Sumed Port, Ain Sokhna, with an 
investment of about $415 million, which is currently being implemented. It includes the construction of a seawater berth in 
Ain Sokhna with a length of 2.5 km and depths of 19 meters. The platform is connected to platform-3 to receive the change 
unit (FSRU) , Liquefied natural gas (LNG) tankers and tankers of petroleum products and gas .
The minister pointed out that it is currently underway within the second phase of the completion of the pier maritime 
work up to a depth of 19 meters and the establishment of two platforms to receive tankers of petroleum products and LPG 
interchangeably as this phase includes the construction of a pipeline and two warehouses and pumps to receive, push butane 
and pump it to the national grid, and the third phase includes the construction of 9 Warehouses with a total capacity of about 
300,000 cubic meters to receive, store and handling of diesel which is scheduled to be operational by the end of this year .

The Government will issue shares of 11 
companies affiliate for the Petroleum Sector 
at stock market during the coming period in 
percentages ranging from15 to 30%, and the 
purpose of thesis to expansion investors base.
The Governmental shares issue includes 8 
companies stated for the first time at stock 
market, from these companies which will 
take place in the first stage, Petroleum Sector 
Refining services Companies comes on its 
head  ENPPI Company which is being raised 
for the first time, Egyptian Drilling Company 
for the first time, and MIDOR Company for the first time, Asyut Refining Company for the first time, and Alexandria for 
Mineral Oil Company AMOC already in stock exchange market.
In Petrochemicals Sector, Sidi Krir Petrochemicals Company already in stock market, Egyptian Company for Ethylene 
Production ETHEDCO for the first time, Abu Kir fertilizers Company already in stock market, The Valley for Phosphate and 
Fertilizers Industries Company for the first time, The Egyptian Methanex for Methanol Production IMETHANEX  Company  
for the first time, The Egyptian Alkyl Gasoline Production Company ELAB for the first time.

Shares of 11 Companies Affiliate For The Petroleum  Sector in Stock Market

Petroleum Intends to Pay Back New Payment From Receivables For Foreign Partners Before End of June

Completion of Petroleum Products Trading Station in Ain Sokhna 

 Chairman of the Egyptian Holding Company for Natural Gas (EGAS) said that 
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Egypt fines European oil tanker 58 million 
pounds for having a broken oil pipeline in Suez

BP agrees with Egypt to speed of the 
development of Atulfield

Egypt provides a full need of factories of natural gasper day
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Arab News 
Bahrain : Reserves of Newly Discovered Field Are 80 Billion Oil Barrels 

Bahrain Petroleum Minister, Sheikh 
Mohammed Ben Khalifa Al- 
Khalifa, said that Oil reserves from 
newly discovered field, the largest in 
Bahrain, estimated not less than 80 
billion barrels from Oil.
Bahrain announced that it discovered 
reservoirs of oil and gas in the deep 
of its west coast.
Ben Khalifa confirmed that 
independent ratings conducted by D 
Guler, Mac Notton, and Halliburton 

emphasizes that National corporation 
of Oil and Gas discovered large 
quantities of Oil on Bahrain’s bay not 
less than 80 billion barrels and from 10 
to 20 TCF from deep Gas. 
He added that they reached an 
agreement with Halliburton to start at 
drilling two new wells in 2018 and more 
business evaluation for possibilities 
and start long range production.
Bahrain, a small Oil producer and non-
OPEC member, is getting oil revenues 

from two fields, Bahrain field and 
Abu Saafa field which it shares with 
Saudi Arabia.

Iraq Signs Contract With Baker Hughes And General Electric associated Gas processing 
Iraq Oil Ministry said it signed a 
contract with Baker Hughes and 
General Electric to process crude oil 
associated gas from two fields at the 
south of Iraq.
General Electric was the first 
revealed about the plan at July  at 
framework of Iraq efforts to finish 
burn associated Gas  of oil by 
2021. Iraq continues burning some 

extracted gas with crude oil at the 
fields because of shortage of necessary 
accompanying to address and convert it 
to fuel for local consumption or export.
Burning Gas costs the government 
missing revenues about $2.5 billion 
and its quantities are enough to 
cover most shortfall at offered gas to 
generate electricity according to the 
International Bank.

The contract with Baker Hughes and 
General Electric relates processing gas 
from Al-Nasiryah and Gharaf fields. 
This is the second contract Iraq 
signed for associated gas processing 
after a similar agreement with 
American Orion at January.  And it is 
expected to increase Iraq production 
from associated gas with increasing 
Oil production.

UAE sign Two Contracts with More Than $3.5B On Samsung Engineering

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC), said 
that it signed two contracts  on South Korean Samsung 
Engineering Company on a value more than $3.5 billion.
ADNOC said in a statement that the first contract 
for business EPC worth $3.1 billion for a project of 

strengthening morona of crude oil refining.
MORONA refining is expected to be completed by the end 
of 2022. It will allow Ruwais complex to reach 420 MBPD 
from Zakum crude or any other crude, This step allows 
providing more from Merban high value  crude for export 
to Global Markets.
And the second contract for business EPC project worth 
$473 million to restore energy and water at Ruwais Oil 
refinery also.
It is expected to finish this project by the end of 2023. It 
will produce additional 230 MW from custom electricity 
for sale and 62400  cubic meters from water daily through 
’’Pick up the heat which was in the air during the update of 
four giant gas turbines fitted by closed technology session 
and benefit from it at electricity generation’’ .
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International News 
Russia : Broader Cooperation Agreement With OPEC May Be Indefinitely  
Russian Federation Energy Minister, 
Alexander Novak said that there is 
an arrangement where Moscow will 
cooperate under it with OPEC may 
be indefinitely, when the present 
agreement to curb Oil Production 
elapsed by the end of the year. 
OPEC Organization agreed with senior 
producers on their head Russia, on 
curb Oil Production about 1.8 million 
barrels/daily till the end of 2018 to 
reduce Oil stocks.
Many market parties are worry about 

what will happen for the Oil market 
after the agreement finish.
Novak said to reporters « Agreement 
may be Indefinitely « at a signal to 
future cooperation with OPEC after 
the current agreement ends. 
Novak repeated his proposal to create 
common organization with OPEC to 
facilitate common efforts Global Oil 
market .
Novak said  « This Organization 
may be International at its essence 
somehow, it might meets once 

every half year and discuss Oil 
market situation, and it will include 
OPEC countries and non members 
countries in the organization».

India Exposures A Plan Costs $3 - $4 Billion To Develop Giant Gas Field in Iran

Two familiar sources with Reuters 
news agency, said that it is expected 
that India exposures a plan cost three to 
four billion Dollars to develop Farzad 
B the Iranian Gas field in Tehran after 
Iran trimmed project domain. 
Tension relations between the two 
countries, both connected by strong 
Commercial links long time ago,  After 
Iran sought Iran to find other investors 
at the field, in addition to information 
reports pointed that Iran will give it to 
Russian GAZPROM.
On response to that, India put its 

Oil refineries which is owned by the 
country  to reduce Oil Imports from 
Iran .
In Meeting at New Delhi last February, 
India trimmed development plan 
domain for Farzad B field, and it was 
asked from  India to submit a proposal, 
as it was said by the two sources, who 
request non detection about their 
identity because issue sensitivity .
New Delhi and Tehran are trying to 
narrow differences between them 
about field development rights since it 
was discovered by Indian Companies 

led by (ONGC) VIDESH, external 
investment arm for Oil and Natural 
Gas Company of India, in the year 
2008.

China Plans To Raise Liquefied Gas Energy and Increase shale Oil Production

China SINOPEC Group, The mother company for SINOPEC 
Corporation, plans to increase liquefied natural gas more on the 
coming six years and raise local production from shale oil about 
two thirds by 2020. 
This plan comes at the framework of Governmental Energy 
Company efforts to produce clean fuel forms half of its total 
supply from energy by 2030. 
SINOPEC Group said that its Natural Gas Energy supplies will be 60 
billion cubic meter by 2030, it will include imports and local production. 
SINOPEC produced 27 billion cubic meter from Gas at 2017.
The group plans to add new facilities to receive imported liquefied 
gas on the extension of east China coast, to hit total energy to 26 
million ton annually by 2023, more than the nine million ton currently, 
including the port which was established in Tianjin recently.
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Calibration of Pressure Working Devices; Inspection of Safety-Relieving Devices; 
Provision of Liquid and Gas Pressure Test Services

Since 2003, flow measurement Systems Company has been established according to the 
investment authority laws and executive regulations to serve the oil &gas sectors as well as 
industrial & commercial sector in Egypt & the region to provide hydro test and calibration 
services.
We are accredited by the ILAC, based on the international mutual recognition 
arrangements (MRA), under the guidelines of ISO/IEC 17025 for general requirements 
for competence of calibration and testing laboratories. We are certified ISO 9001, 
OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001. The ILAC is the peak international authority on 
laboratory accreditation. Laboratory accreditation provides our clients with 
formal recognition of the competence of our laboratory. We are re-evaluated 
regularly by the accreditation body to ensure our continued compliance 
with requirements.  Thus, being accredited is highly regarded 
both nationally and internationally as reliable indication of our 
technical competence.  Accordingly our data is readily 
accepted overseas.

 Ó Fully computerized and plc controlled test unit, capable of 
building pressure up to 30,000 psi by using two air-driven 
pumps, one for quickfilling and the other to build up pressure 
to the test value.

 Ó The pressure test Monitored digitally on system wide screen 
and recorded on paper charts to issue full test report.

 Ó Camera system is installed for monitoring the test and observing any leakage.
 Ó The test unit operated with remote control systems

PRESSURE TEST

We undertakes Inspection, Overhaul, Calibration and 
Certification of all types of Pressure Relief Valves AS (A 
SAFETY RELIEF VALVES , PRESSURE SWITCH And 
PILOT VALVES ) with high accuracy equipments( Ventill test 
unit , Haskel gas boosters , pressure sensors )   FMS carries 
out these jobs according to procedures developed ‘In House’ 
conforming to the requirements of BS EN ISO 41261:2013-, 
API-598 and API 576 standards.

PRESSURE SAFETY VALVE CALIBRATION AND TESTING

Objective :
Air blowing services as an efficient way to remove construction 
debris, loose rust, liquids, and other contaminants from 
process piping.

Application processes :
 Ó Air Flushing for piping diameters less than 6”.
 Ó Air Blowing (Buffing) for piping diameters bigger than 6”.

AIR BLOWING

Everything you need for your Automation and Control Systems
 Ó Control Panel Design & Fabrication.
 Ó Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC).
 Ó OIT‘s (Operator Interface Panels) or HMI’s (Human 

Machine Interface).
 Ó Pondhop automation and control systems.
 Ó Process Plant Troubleshooting & Engineering Problem 

Solving.

FMS INTEGRATED CONTROL

 Ó Calibration for pressure gauges up to 30 KPSI (Analog 
& Digital).

 Ó Calibration for pressure recorder (Renting and repair).
 Ó Calibration for tong torque and tong line pull systems.
 Ó Calibration for silo tanks weight indicator systems.
 Ó Length measurement tools (verniercalliper- micrometers)
 Ó Calibration for with different kind and ranges of torque wrenches.
 Ó Calibration for all kind of pressure transmitters and 

transducers.

CALIBRATION SERVICES

Equally applicable to new build modules as well as 
existing plant , good flange management can provide 
a single point source of all information relating to the 
history, make up or any other relevant details relating to 
all flanges within a system.
Applications:
 Ó Used during engineering construction, commissioning 

and shutdowns
 Ó Flange break register during shutdown and maintenance

PIPELINE SERVICES
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ENPPI, The First Company will Begin Putting Up Part of Its Shares In The Stock Market

PETROJET Implemented 80 Projects With Revenue More Than 23 Billion Egyptian Pounds During 2017

Minister of Petroleum and Mineral 
Resources Tarek Al-Mulla, stressed 
that there is a strategic direction for 
the Petroleum Sector to exploit all 
the capabilities and expertise of the leading National 
Oil Companies specialized in the design and execution 
of petroleum projects and give them strong payments in 
order to expand their volume and spread at the regional 
and international levels in this vital field, Stressing the 
importance of providing the latest technologies and standards 
of excellence and continuous development of the capabilities 
and potential of these companies through the construction of 
national technical calibers  able to support the successful work 
process and upgrade to the global level under the commitment 
Implementing all the standards of quality management 

systems, environment, occupational 
safety and health in accordance with the 
latest international standards in order 
to qualify for winning contracts for the 

implementation of new projects and increasing the number of 
foreign markets in which it operates. 
Al-Mulla said that the selection of ENPPI as the first 
company will begin to put part of its shares in the first phase 
of the government proposals program in the stock market 
came after extensive and careful studies, which contributes 
to the expansion of the company›s proprietary base. It 
represents one of the important ways and mechanisms that 
will contribute to providing part of the financing. In order to 
enhance ENPPI,s competitiveness with the world›s leading 
companies specialized in these fields. 

Engineer Walid Lotfy, President of PETROJET Company, said 
that it succeeded in implementing number of great Petroleum 
projects and other national projects reached 80 projects during 
2017 and currently implementing other new projects inside 
Egypt, besides implementing Petroleum projects abroad, which 
contributed in achieving non preceded contracts inside and 
outside Egypt, where company’s revenues reached more than 
23 Billion Egyptian Pounds during 2017 with increase 91% 
than last year. 
He noted that PETROJET executed number of great projects 
in Gas production field, development of basic structure, and 
refining specially in early production from ZOHR natural gas 

field in Port Said and Gas fields in west delta in Alexandria for Torres and Libra fields production, and the first stage of 
development of MIDOR refining lab in Alexandria, and butane storage and trading warehouses in Sohag, and establish Gas 
line to transfer Gas from Dahshour to the new Administration Capital, besides development projects of Phenol extraction 
and Butane production units in Al-Amreya, Alexandria.

Corporation News

Petroleum Sector and SHELL Begin Drilling 10 Wells In Phase IX ( B ) in West Delta Area of The Mediterranean Sea

Petroleum Sector begins wells drilling operations in Gas 
production project in phase IX ( B ) in West Delta area 
of the Mediterranean Sea in the framework of current 
development program in discovered fields and put new 
Gas wells on production map to contribute in insuring local 
market needs from energy.
This came in the report which was presented to Engineer 
Tarek  Al-Mullah, Petroleum and Wealth Minister, from 
Engineer Hesham Attar, President of Rashid and Al burulus 
Gas Company, about Gas production project in phase IX 
(B) in deep West Delta area in the Mediterranean Sea, 
which showed already moving drilling device « NGT1 « 

from Mexican bay towards drilling location in phase IX (B) 
in deep West Delta area in the Mediterranean Sea, in order 
to start implementation of drilling operations according 
to planned program which includes drilling 10 wells, 8 
development  wells and 2 exploration wells, starting with 
an exploration  well.
The report added that it is planned to release first Gas 
production from 3 wells from phase IX (B) during financial 
year 2018 / 2019 and other wells will be completed during 
2019 by finishing full project implementation, where its 
cost investment reaches $807 million, implemented by 
Petroleum sector and Global SHELL.

Hady Meiser Egypt 

Hady Meiser Egypt for producing steel 
gratings is specialized in fabricating steel 
gratings ( black-galvanized ) as well as steel 
stair steps which is also made with gratings 
by press welding according to DIN 24537 & 
24531 and ISO 1461 & ASTM A 123 . All 
specification is according to the shown onto 
our catalogue and dimensions are according 
to client,s inquiries.

Address :ElShrouk Industrial Zone – Khanka 
– Kaiobia
Contacts :
01001726068 - 01144877633
 0127 679 8800 – 01001726135
Fax : +2 02 44698047 - 44698212- 44604123
E-mail : trabia.meiser@gmail.com&trabia
              meiser@hadymeiser.com

Mr. Taha Abo Rabia
General Manager 

Delivering vital quality and safety data with advanced non-destructive testing (NDT) services 

Mosco is participating for the first time in EGYPS 2018

Intertek, a leading Total Quality 
Assurance provider to industries 
worldwide has been awarded a contract 
to provide Eddy Current Testing (ECT) 
on heat exchanger tubes belonging to 
several oil and gas plants. ECT is an 
advanced non-destructive testing 
method which can detect various 
forms of internal and external damage 
such as degradation through cracking, 
corrosion, erosion, pitting, fretting and 
gradual wall loss generally found in 
non-ferromagnetic tubing. 
Intertek’s expert non-destructive 
testing team successfully completed a 
project which provides customers with 
vital detailed information regarding 
the safety condition of tubes as well as 
predicting their remaining service life.  

For more than 130 years, companies around 
the world have depended on Intertek to 
help ensure the quality and safety of their 
products, processes and systems.  
Mr. Hussein El Gendy, Egypt Country 
Manager, Intertek Industry Services 
and Business Assurance commented: 

“We are pleased to continue this 
commitment within Egypt through 
our provision of technical inspection, 
staffing, asset integrity management 
and technical training services in 
addition to advanced non-destructive 
testing services such as ECT.”

MOSCO produces 100% Egyptian 
overalls with high quality and 
challenging prices which were praised 
by the attendees and many contracts 
were signed by many companies to 
supply Mosco overalls.

MOSCO provides our clients with 
innovative products and services with 
an emphasis on quality, cost, and 
time. Our focus is on new technology 
solutions, customer satisfaction, and 
to uphold the highest professional 
standards in the oil and gas industry
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Intertek, a leading Total Quality 
Assurance provider to industries 
worldwide has been awarded a contract 
to provide Eddy Current Testing (ECT) 
on heat exchanger tubes belonging to 
several oil and gas plants. ECT is an 
advanced non-destructive testing 
method which can detect various 
forms of internal and external damage 
such as degradation through cracking, 
corrosion, erosion, pitting, fretting and 
gradual wall loss generally found in 
non-ferromagnetic tubing. 
Intertek’s expert non-destructive 
testing team successfully completed a 
project which provides customers with 
vital detailed information regarding 
the safety condition of tubes as well as 
predicting their remaining service life.  

For more than 130 years, companies around 
the world have depended on Intertek to 
help ensure the quality and safety of their 
products, processes and systems.  
Mr. Hussein El Gendy, Egypt Country 
Manager, Intertek Industry Services 
and Business Assurance commented: 

“We are pleased to continue this 
commitment within Egypt through 
our provision of technical inspection, 
staffing, asset integrity management 
and technical training services in 
addition to advanced non-destructive 
testing services such as ECT.”

MOSCO produces 100% Egyptian 
overalls with high quality and 
challenging prices which were praised 
by the attendees and many contracts 
were signed by many companies to 
supply Mosco overalls.

MOSCO provides our clients with 
innovative products and services with 
an emphasis on quality, cost, and 
time. Our focus is on new technology 
solutions, customer satisfaction, and 
to uphold the highest professional 
standards in the oil and gas industry
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New Products

Mobile Resin-Coating Service

Hexion introduced the Voyager mobile resin-coating service, with initial location in the Permian Basin. Voyager is the 
first mobile manufacturing solution that provides in-basin resin-coated-proppant manufacturing for application in 
the oil and gas industry. The mobile resin-coating technology offers customers efficient manufacturing of resin-coated 
proppants on any substrate. Manufacturing can occur in any location that offers optimum logistics to the wellsite. The 
mobile plant occupies a small footprint and offers a variety of advantages over a traditional manufacturing facility; most 
notable is its mobility, which enables strategic and efficient placement near transloads and sand mines. With transportation 
being a major cost associated with the use of proppants, freight costs are significantly reduced by the ability to locate 
coating capacity close to areas of high drilling and completions activity. The mobile resin-coating service is operated 
with fewer personnel, which further reduces costs. It is also supported by a mobile quality-control center to ensure high-
quality standards through systematic monitoring and product testing.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.hexion.com.

Fig(1) The Voyager mobile resin-coating service from Hexion provides a small footprint and heightened field efficiency.

Chemical-Injection System

Magnetic Thickness Detector

Remote Automation Monitoring (RAM) products allow 
upstream and midstream operations to increase chemical-
injection precision and efficiency while reducing chemical 
and overhead costs. RAM uses patent-pending, virtual-
flowmetering and stroke-¬counting technology to achieve 
precise dosage delivery. RAM’s IPC2000 cellular pump 
controller uses this technology to sense each compression 
stroke delivered by the pump without additional sensors, 
cables, or components (Fig. 2). It offers major savings on 
equipment costs and includes PROFLO proportional flow-
control technology. PROFLO allows the option of setting 
chemical-delivery targets on the basis of conventional 
quart-¬per-day parameters, or in parts per million (PPM). 
The PPM mode permits a simple input signal from a 
product flowmeter to automatically modulate chemical 
dosage on the basis of the user-set PPM concentration 
level. All RAM ¬cellular- and satellite-based controllers 
feature integrated tank monitoring, local autonomous 
pump and tank management, comprehensive battery 
management, temperature-controlled methanol injection, 
and security alerts. They also offer comprehensive scheduled/polled reporting through text, a mobile web page, or RAM’s 
FLEET web-based human/machine interface.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.remoteautomationmonitoring.com..

GOWell’s latest-generation magnetic-thickness-
detector (MTD) tool is capable of evaluating 
quantitative thickness measurements of three concentric 
pipes (Fig. 3). The instrument combines a high-power 
transmitter, improved ¬signal/noise electronics, and 
fully configurable acquisition. This flexible approach 
allows a wide range of evaluations under different 
conditions and conveyance systems, including logging 
in large pipes (up to 18⅝ in.), fast logging of single 
pipes, chrome- and alloy-pipe evaluation, thick casings, 
and memory-optimized logging. Internally, the tool 
acquires up to 300 channels of pulsed-eddy-current 
transient decay that can be transmitted in real time 
to surface or stored downhole. Real-time logging is 
possible either in combination below any of GOWell’s 
existing Multi-Finger Caliper (MFC) tools or when 
combined with PegasusStar, -GOWell’s high-speed 
telemetry system. Memory acquisition is supported by 
GOWell’s memory logging system. When run with their 
Pegasus¬Star platform, the MTD is fully combinable 
with  the MFC tool  and their Digital-Radial-Bond Tool, 
allowing a comprehensive evaluation of well integrity, 
providing accurate thickness information for multiple pipe strings as well as the cement-bond quality.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.gowellpetro.com.

Fig. 2—  Remote Automation Monitoring’s IPC2000 cellular pump controller.

Fig. 3—  GOWell’s MTD tool can evaluate quantitative thickness 
measurements of three concentric pipes.
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High-Pressure Pump Packing

Gardner Denver’s Redline Packing is the critical seal system in the heart 
of the pump, which creates a Gardner Denver’s Redline Packing is the 
critical seal system in the heart of the pump, which creates a barrier 
between the fracturing fluid and the environment. With redesigned 
header and pressure rings and refined material makeup, the packing 
can withstand increased heat, friction, and abrasion in high- pressure 
environments, ultimately leading to longer product life. Its improved 
performance in harsh wells extends maintenance intervals, reducing 
downtime and increasing margins. The increased asset-usage rate allows 
for packing to be changed at the maintenance facility rather than at an 
operator location, decreasing nonproductive time (NPT). Gardner Denver 
collaborated with customers throughout North America for more than 1 
year to test Redline Packing and ensure its success across a variety of 
challenging environments. In field trials, the packing pumped more than 

100 million lbm of sand, reduced maintenance time by 50%, diminished NPT, and improved fleet efficiency and safety.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.gardnerdenver.com.

Fig (3) Gardner Denver’s Redline Packing is designed 
to withstand high-pressure environments.

Symmetric Propagation Resistivity Tool

National Oilwell Varco (NOV) recently launched its Tolteq symmetric propagation resistivity (SPR) tool. The tool 
uses an array of symmetrically placed transmitters and receivers to measure formation resistivity while drilling. When 
run in conjunction with the TolteqiSeries measurement-while-drilling platform, the SPR tool’s formation-resistivity 
measurements can be transmitted in real time for well-placement or geosteering applications. The tool provides 
independent service companies with access to a critical technology required to deliver logging-while-drilling (LWD) 
services. Operating at dual frequencies (400 kHz and 2 MHz), the tool measures attenuation and phase shift between the 
two receivers and correlates them with the formation resistivity. It has a robust mechanical design, comes in multiple 
sizes to suit a broad range of hole sizes and well designs, and provides borehole-compensated formation resistivities 
with multiple depths of investigations and vertical resolutions. With eight different formation resistivity measurements, 
the SPR tool has high-resolution memory data with fast-data-download capability. When combined with multiple 
transmitter-receiver combinations, it provides better delineation of bed boundaries during well-placement operations 
and improves the estimate of total hydrocarbon in place.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.nov.com.

Fig(2) NOV’s Tolteq SPR tool records formation-resistivity measurements that can be transmitted in real time for well-placement or 
geosteering applications.

Chemical-Injection System

Magnetic Thickness Detector

Remote Automation Monitoring (RAM) products allow 
upstream and midstream operations to increase chemical-
injection precision and efficiency while reducing chemical 
and overhead costs. RAM uses patent-pending, virtual-
flowmetering and stroke-¬counting technology to achieve 
precise dosage delivery. RAM’s IPC2000 cellular pump 
controller uses this technology to sense each compression 
stroke delivered by the pump without additional sensors, 
cables, or components (Fig. 2). It offers major savings on 
equipment costs and includes PROFLO proportional flow-
control technology. PROFLO allows the option of setting 
chemical-delivery targets on the basis of conventional 
quart-¬per-day parameters, or in parts per million (PPM). 
The PPM mode permits a simple input signal from a 
product flowmeter to automatically modulate chemical 
dosage on the basis of the user-set PPM concentration 
level. All RAM ¬cellular- and satellite-based controllers 
feature integrated tank monitoring, local autonomous 
pump and tank management, comprehensive battery 
management, temperature-controlled methanol injection, 
and security alerts. They also offer comprehensive scheduled/polled reporting through text, a mobile web page, or RAM’s 
FLEET web-based human/machine interface.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.remoteautomationmonitoring.com..

GOWell’s latest-generation magnetic-thickness-
detector (MTD) tool is capable of evaluating 
quantitative thickness measurements of three concentric 
pipes (Fig. 3). The instrument combines a high-power 
transmitter, improved ¬signal/noise electronics, and 
fully configurable acquisition. This flexible approach 
allows a wide range of evaluations under different 
conditions and conveyance systems, including logging 
in large pipes (up to 18⅝ in.), fast logging of single 
pipes, chrome- and alloy-pipe evaluation, thick casings, 
and memory-optimized logging. Internally, the tool 
acquires up to 300 channels of pulsed-eddy-current 
transient decay that can be transmitted in real time 
to surface or stored downhole. Real-time logging is 
possible either in combination below any of GOWell’s 
existing Multi-Finger Caliper (MFC) tools or when 
combined with PegasusStar, -GOWell’s high-speed 
telemetry system. Memory acquisition is supported by 
GOWell’s memory logging system. When run with their 
Pegasus¬Star platform, the MTD is fully combinable 
with  the MFC tool  and their Digital-Radial-Bond Tool, 
allowing a comprehensive evaluation of well integrity, 
providing accurate thickness information for multiple pipe strings as well as the cement-bond quality.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.gowellpetro.com.

Fig. 2—  Remote Automation Monitoring’s IPC2000 cellular pump controller.

Fig. 3—  GOWell’s MTD tool can evaluate quantitative thickness 
measurements of three concentric pipes.
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Remote Support Software System
Weatherford’s AccuView  collaboration software transmits secure, 
real-time information between personnel on the platform rig and 
remotely located experts involved with production. The software 
system facilitates real-time analysis of foot-by-foot performance. 
It has been used to execute casing exits in more than 140 wells to 
date and has achieved a single-trip casing exit in all but one case. 
Recently, AccuView enabled the successful execution of a shallow-
angle casing exit on Sakhalin Island, Russia, using its real-time 
remote support system. In the months leading up to the operation, 
Weatherford tested and verified all communications (including wired, 
wireless, and satellite transmissions) between the rig and operational 
support centers. Establishing a secure channel of communication 
was crucial in enabling real-time collaboration during the casing 
exit, which was achieved in a single trip. Weatherford anticipates 
further deployments of the AccuView system in Russia for various 
well-construction and completion operations, including casing 
exits, fishing, and liner-hanger installations.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.weatherford.com.Fig (4) The AccuView system from Weatherford supports 

real-time collaboration between the rig and offsite experts by 
securely transmitting key operational data.

DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™     Designed for a Challenge!!
FORTILIFE™ RO Elements tackle the most challenging 
waters and applications, with reliable performance and 
expert support from Dow.
The DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ product family 
offers industrial users a reliable and highly efficient option 
to help solve highly difficult water challenges, such as 
wastewater reuse and minimal liquid discharge.
FORTILIFE™ CR100 Element
 Ó Up to 50% reduction in the number of cleanings
 Ó More effective and efficient cleaning of biofilm, organic 
compounds and scale, achieved through the widest pH 
range in cleaning (pH 1 – 13), made possible by the 
most advanced DOW FILMTEC™ RO membrane sheet 
available today

 Ó Up to 10% energy savings at the  
 Ó same water productivity

FORTILIFE™ XC70 Element
 Ó The ability to achieve reject (TDS) level > 70,000 ppm 
within standard reverse osmosis (RO) operating limits, 
helping maximize the RO recovery rate - Improved fouling 
resistance and cleaning efficiency through careful module 
design

 Ó Consistent overall permeate quality to address customer 
requirement over an element’s life

FORTILIFE™ XC80 Element
 Ó The ability to achieve reject (TDS) level > 80,000 ppm 
within standard reverse osmosis (RO) operating limits, 

helping lower brine volume and maximize water recovery 
in the brine concentration step

 Ó Improved cost-efficiency of the overall MLD or Zero 
Liquid Discharge (ZLD) system due to brine reduction to 
downstream thermal treatment

 Ó Lower reverse osmosis (RO) energy consumption
 FORTILIFE™ XC-N Element
 Ó Selective and high monovalent ion passage, coupled with 
high divalent ion and Chemical Oxygen Demand  (COD) 
rejection, facilitate the production of high purity salt 
solution in permeate while reducing concentrate waste

 Ó High permeability membrane chemistry allows for 
increased water recovery and/or low energy operation

 Ó Robust membrane and reliable long-term performance

Water & Process Solutions

Extended-Contact Stimulation Service
Reservoir contact is a critical element of a successful carbonate 
stimulation treatment. The high reactivity of hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
prevents it from penetrating deeply into the formation. Retarded 
acid systems such as gelled and emulsified acids have been used 
to address this problem. However, gelled acids are known to cause 
polymer damage to the formation, and emulsified acids promote 
high friction pressures and have surface handling issues that limit 
their use. Schlumberger introduced the OpenPath Reach extended-
contact stimulation service to optimize matrix stimulation and acid 
fracturing of carbonate reservoirs with an easily handled, retarded, 
single-phase acid system that overcomes conventional acid-system 
challenges. Because the acid system is water-soluble, the OpenPath 
Reach service can be designed with friction reducers and other 
additives developed for HCl. OpenPath Reach services have been 
performed in North America and Central Asia. In North America, an 
operator wanted deep matrix stimulation of a horizontal well through 
coiled tubing. An OpenPath Reach service was designed to pump the 
single-phase retarded acid system through the coiled tubing and a 
diversion product through the backside, allowing for accurate start 
and stop points to ensure complete, uniform stimulation.
 Ó For additional information, visit www.slb.com/OpenPath.

Fig (6) SLB Extended-Contact Stimulation

Dry Additive Mix Unit

National Oilwell Varco (NOV) 
introduced a new dry additive mix 
unit to its Rolligon product line. 
The unit is designed to address 
the challenges that operators face 
on their fracturing sites, providing 
greater flexibility in additive 

The elimination of the mineral oil 
reduces both the product cost and 
the volume of product transported 
to the job site, thereby improving 
logistics efficiencies and reducing 
logistics cost. The new mix unit 
uses a custom-engineered mixer to 
premix the dry additive with water 
for optimal mix quality. The unit 
is designed to handle the high feed 
rates needed for gel applications, 
but can be easily adapted to 
accommodate much lower feed 
rates. The unit also includes on-
board bulk hoppers, which can be 
pneumatically filled, and a dust-
collection system. Additionally, 
automated mixing controls allow 
for minimal interaction by operator 
personnel. In addition to the 
standalone unit shown, NOV offers 
dry additive systems incorporated 
into traditional hydration units.
 Ó For additional information, visit           
www.nov.com.

selection to reduce costs and improve 
performance. Traditional gels, which 
were slurried in diesel or mineral oil, 
have previously been used on the basis 
of their ease of metering. However, 
efforts to reduce costs have led to the 
rise of accurate dry gel additive systems. 

Fig (7) Dry Additive Mixing Unit
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Intercom Enterprises is the first Egyptian 
partner to BMC in Egypt. 

Intercom Enterprises,a leading SystemsIntegrator in Egypt 
for more than 25 years, proudly announces its partnership 
with BMC as the first BMC partner in Egypt, offering our 
customers in Egyptthe unequalled technology of BMC for 
Digital Enterprise Management. 

BMC is a global leader in innovative software solutions, 
which enables Enterprises Customers in Government, 
Banking, Telco and Oil & Gas to take control of their IT 
Operations. This is done through the BMC Digital Enterprise 
Management suite which is an integrated set of IT solutions 
designed to fast track digital business for the ultimate 
competitive advantage, from the Data Center to mobile to 
cloud and beyond through a suite of IT Service Management, 
Cloud Management, Workload Automation, IT Automation 
and IT Operations Management solutions. 

“In today’s society, customers expect ‘instant service’; this 
means that when they request something, they now expect it 
in minutes or hours instead of days or weeks. This can only 
be done through the digital transformation of the enterprise. 
BMC plays a fundamental role in this through its solutions 
for Digital Enterprise Management” said Waleed Sultan, 
Managing Director for Intercom Enterprises

On May 7, Intercom Enterprises and BMC will highlight 
Digital Enterprise Management technology and how it can 
transform enterprises into more digital ones. How to automate 
business and IT operations to gain competitive advantage. 

“We are proud to be the first partner for BMCin Egypt and 
we have been investing heavily with BMC over the past 
several months to build our local team of resources who 
will work with BMC team to service the Egyptian market. 
The BMC solution suite offers true value to enterprise 
customers that are seeking to digitally transform and we are 
committed to enhancing this value through a team of locally 

expert resources who would design and implement the BMC 
solutions to meet the growing requirements of enterprise 
customers”, continuedWaleed Sultan. 

About Intercom Enterprises: 

Intercom Enterprises is a leading systems integrator that has 
been adding value to the Egyptian information technology 
market since 1992.Over the years, Intercom has not only 
been integrating technology systems but also integrating 
different success factors and advancement criteria that have 
enabled us to stand out from our competitors and establish 
a solid market reputation as a well-trusted technology and 
enterprise solution partner.

68 El-Tayaran St., Postal Code 11371, Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt. 
P. (+2 02) 2400 1800    F. (+2 02) 2263 1573   
Call Center: (+2 02) 2263 1975, (+2 02) 2263 1977 
E. info@intercom.com.eg www.intercom.com.eg

Waleed Sultan
Managing Director



Timeline:
game-changing 
gas discoveries 
in the eastern 
Mediterranean

Unlike the Gulf of Mexico or the North Sea, the Mediterranean 
Sea has always been better known for stunning climate, 
cuisine and a booming tourism trade than offshore oil and 
gas. But as ‘easy oil’ becomes an increasingly rare prospect 
and as productivity in mature regions such as the North Sea 
continues to decline, exploration firms are pushing their search 
for hydrocarbons into deeper waters and in territories that 
previously hadn’t been considered. In that context, oil and gas 
resources in the Mediterranean have become more attractive 
in the last decade, pulling in investment like never before.
“Oil companies have taken great risk, and at great expense, 
venturing into the deep waters of the south Atlantic and east 
Africa over the last several years to test unproven plays, with 
mixed results,” Energean Oil & Gas business development 
manager Hank David in 2014, extolling the virtues of the 
Adriatic Sea in particular. “Here is an area of political 
stability, in the heart of the European market, with abundant 
new acreage availability.”
While several Mediterranean offshore regions are 
attracting explorers, it is in the east that some of the biggest 
hydrocarbon discoveries of the last decade have been made. 
Huge gas finds in Israeli, Cypriot and Egyptian waters have 
seen industry eyes swivel to the Levant Basin in the eastern 
Mediterranean Sea, which, according to a 2010 estimate 
by the US Geological Survey, could hold as much as 122 
trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas in total, equivalent to 
the reserves of Iraq.
But as much as these discoveries have driven speculation 
on how gas markets might be changed and what export and 
energy benefits might accrue for the countries involved, 
they have also fuelled territorial tension that has, at times, 
threatened to destabilize a region already riven by conflict.

This timeline brings together some of the 
most important milestones in the develop-
ment of offshore gas projects in the east-
ern Mediterranean.

January 2009: Tamar discovery kicks off gas rush
The discovery of gas at the Tamar field, located in Israeli 
waters 90km west of the port city of Haifa, brought a new 
scale to the oil and gas industry in the eastern Mediterranean. 
The field’s reserve estimates were raised from 3.1tcf before 
drilling to 5tcf after flow testing of the first appraisal well in 

Massive gas discoveries in the 
Mediterranean Sea’s Levant Basin 

have attracted a flood of investment 
– and no shortage of geopolitical 

tension. This timeline brings 
together some of the most important 

milestones in the development of 
offshore gas projects in the eastern 

Mediterranean.

February 2009, and then revised up again to 6.3tcf after the 
second appraisal well was drilled. By the time the field entered 
full production in 2013, reserves were estimated at 10tcf.
The largest-ever gas find in the eastern Med to that point 
was also the largest discovery made by operator Noble 
Energy, which led the project alongside a consortium of 
Israeli partners, and a new energy dawn for Israel, whose 
only previous source of offshore gas production was 
the shallow-water Mari-B field (also operated by Noble 
Energy). According to Noble, Tamar today supplies 60% of 
Israeli power generation, underlining the stakes involved in 
developing hydrocarbons in the region.

August 2010: Lebanon drops Tamar/Leviathan claim, but 
tension remains
Territorial disagreements have existed in the eastern 
Mediterranean for decades, but the gas discoveries at the 
Tamar and, subsequently, Leviathan fields, has brought them 
into focus. Israel and Lebanon, in particular, have exchanged 
sharp words over maritime sovereignty issues.
In August 2010, Lebanon submitted a proposal for the 
maritime border with Israel, endorsed by the US, which 
excluded the Tamar and promising Leviathan developments, 
despite having previously argued that around 30% of the 
field lay in its territory. That defused the potential for an 
immediate flare-up between the two countries, but tension 
remains to this day, with Israel contending earlier this year 
that an offshore area targeted for exploration by Lebanon 
falls inside its borders, a move that Lebanese Parliament 
Speaker NABIH BERRI described as “a new attack on 
Lebanon’s sovereignty”.

December 2010: Leviathan trumps Tamar
As significant as the Tamar find was, it was dwarfed by the 
subsequent discovery at the Leviathan gas field, 29km south-
west of Tamar, less than two years later. According to Noble 
Energy, which once again spearheaded the exploration and 
now leads the team developing the project, the field contains 
22tcf of recoverable natural gas.
Development of the discovery is ongoing, with the first gas 
deliveries expected by the end of 2019. Noble has adopted 
a phased approach for the project’s development, with the 
first phase set to include four subsea wells, each capable of 
flowing upwards of 300 million cubic feet per day of gas.

December 2010: Israel and Cyprus agree maritime border
While tensions flared with Lebanon over hydrocarbons in 
the Levant Basin, by the end of 2010 Israel had hammered 
out an accord demarcating maritime borders with Cyprus. 
The deal had naval security implications, and set an official 
separation of Cypriot and Israeli hydrocarbon reserves; 

Cyprus had already done the same with Egypt and Lebanon 
in 2003 and 2007, respectively.
Turkey was less pleased with the agreement, considering 
Cyprus’s border agreements invalid due to the unacknowledged 
claims of the self-declared Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus, which is recognized only by Turkey.

December 2011: Cyprus joins the club with Aphrodite 
discovery
Despite the strong words from Turkey, the maritime border 
agreement with Israel paved the way for Cyprus to press on 
with a drilling program at the Aphrodite gas field in block 
12 of its exploratory drilling zone, which it had licensed to – 
you guessed it – Noble Energy in 2008.
Drilling at block 12 began in September 2011, without 
incident or provocation from Turkey, and Noble announced 
the discovery in December of the same year. With an 
estimated gas reserve of 4.2tcf, the Aphrodite field completed 
the exploration hat-trick that has earned the company its 
leading position in the eastern Mediterranean. The company 
says it is still working with the Cypriot government on a 
final field development plan, but the most recent proposal, 
according to Israeli stakeholder Delek Drilling, involves five 
initial production wells with a combined output of up to 800 
million cubic feet per day.

August 2015: Eni’s record-breaking Zohr find
Italian super major Eni made huge waves in 2015 with a 
record-breaking discovery at Zohr field in block 9 of 15 
exploration zones that Egypt put up for tender in 2012. With 
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seen industry eyes swivel to the Levant Basin in the eastern 
Mediterranean Sea, which, according to a 2010 estimate 
by the US Geological Survey, could hold as much as 122 
trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas in total, equivalent to 
the reserves of Iraq.
But as much as these discoveries have driven speculation 
on how gas markets might be changed and what export and 
energy benefits might accrue for the countries involved, 
they have also fuelled territorial tension that has, at times, 
threatened to destabilize a region already riven by conflict.

This timeline brings together some of the 
most important milestones in the develop-
ment of offshore gas projects in the east-
ern Mediterranean.

January 2009: Tamar discovery kicks off gas rush
The discovery of gas at the Tamar field, located in Israeli 
waters 90km west of the port city of Haifa, brought a new 
scale to the oil and gas industry in the eastern Mediterranean. 
The field’s reserve estimates were raised from 3.1tcf before 
drilling to 5tcf after flow testing of the first appraisal well in 

Massive gas discoveries in the 
Mediterranean Sea’s Levant Basin 

have attracted a flood of investment 
– and no shortage of geopolitical 

tension. This timeline brings 
together some of the most important 

milestones in the development of 
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February 2009, and then revised up again to 6.3tcf after the 
second appraisal well was drilled. By the time the field entered 
full production in 2013, reserves were estimated at 10tcf.
The largest-ever gas find in the eastern Med to that point 
was also the largest discovery made by operator Noble 
Energy, which led the project alongside a consortium of 
Israeli partners, and a new energy dawn for Israel, whose 
only previous source of offshore gas production was 
the shallow-water Mari-B field (also operated by Noble 
Energy). According to Noble, Tamar today supplies 60% of 
Israeli power generation, underlining the stakes involved in 
developing hydrocarbons in the region.

August 2010: Lebanon drops Tamar/Leviathan claim, but 
tension remains
Territorial disagreements have existed in the eastern 
Mediterranean for decades, but the gas discoveries at the 
Tamar and, subsequently, Leviathan fields, has brought them 
into focus. Israel and Lebanon, in particular, have exchanged 
sharp words over maritime sovereignty issues.
In August 2010, Lebanon submitted a proposal for the 
maritime border with Israel, endorsed by the US, which 
excluded the Tamar and promising Leviathan developments, 
despite having previously argued that around 30% of the 
field lay in its territory. That defused the potential for an 
immediate flare-up between the two countries, but tension 
remains to this day, with Israel contending earlier this year 
that an offshore area targeted for exploration by Lebanon 
falls inside its borders, a move that Lebanese Parliament 
Speaker NABIH BERRI described as “a new attack on 
Lebanon’s sovereignty”.

December 2010: Leviathan trumps Tamar
As significant as the Tamar find was, it was dwarfed by the 
subsequent discovery at the Leviathan gas field, 29km south-
west of Tamar, less than two years later. According to Noble 
Energy, which once again spearheaded the exploration and 
now leads the team developing the project, the field contains 
22tcf of recoverable natural gas.
Development of the discovery is ongoing, with the first gas 
deliveries expected by the end of 2019. Noble has adopted 
a phased approach for the project’s development, with the 
first phase set to include four subsea wells, each capable of 
flowing upwards of 300 million cubic feet per day of gas.

December 2010: Israel and Cyprus agree maritime border
While tensions flared with Lebanon over hydrocarbons in 
the Levant Basin, by the end of 2010 Israel had hammered 
out an accord demarcating maritime borders with Cyprus. 
The deal had naval security implications, and set an official 
separation of Cypriot and Israeli hydrocarbon reserves; 

Cyprus had already done the same with Egypt and Lebanon 
in 2003 and 2007, respectively.
Turkey was less pleased with the agreement, considering 
Cyprus’s border agreements invalid due to the unacknowledged 
claims of the self-declared Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus, which is recognized only by Turkey.

December 2011: Cyprus joins the club with Aphrodite 
discovery
Despite the strong words from Turkey, the maritime border 
agreement with Israel paved the way for Cyprus to press on 
with a drilling program at the Aphrodite gas field in block 
12 of its exploratory drilling zone, which it had licensed to – 
you guessed it – Noble Energy in 2008.
Drilling at block 12 began in September 2011, without 
incident or provocation from Turkey, and Noble announced 
the discovery in December of the same year. With an 
estimated gas reserve of 4.2tcf, the Aphrodite field completed 
the exploration hat-trick that has earned the company its 
leading position in the eastern Mediterranean. The company 
says it is still working with the Cypriot government on a 
final field development plan, but the most recent proposal, 
according to Israeli stakeholder Delek Drilling, involves five 
initial production wells with a combined output of up to 800 
million cubic feet per day.

August 2015: Eni’s record-breaking Zohr find
Italian super major Eni made huge waves in 2015 with a 
record-breaking discovery at Zohr field in block 9 of 15 
exploration zones that Egypt put up for tender in 2012. With 
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more than 30tcf of potential gas resources, Zohr is thought 
to be significantly larger than Leviathan and now holds the 
title of the largest-ever gas discovery in the Mediterranean.
December 2016: Total, Eni, BP ink Egypt exploration deals
December 2016 brought a testament to the Zohr discovery’s 
ability – along with other discoveries in the West Nile Delta 
– to draw further investment offshore, with three separate 
exploration agreements signed between Egypt and Total, BP 
and a subsidiary of Eni, worth a total of $220m.
All three of these oil giants have looked to expand their 
presence in the eastern Mediterranean since the Zohr 
discovery. “In 201617- we’re investing more money in Egypt 
than any country in the world,” said BP chief executive Bob 
Dudley in February, after BP acquired a 10% stake in the 
Zohr field from Eni.

February 2017: Noble approves Leviathan Phase I plan
In February this year, nearly seven years after making the 
discovery Noble Energy approved the $3.75bn first phase of 
the Leviathan development project. Volatile energy prices, 
regulatory reform in Israel and drilling issues made the road 
to a final investment decision a long one for the scheme, 
which is being reported as Israel’s largest-ever infrastructure 
project.
The first phase will bring four production wells online, 
and also involves the construction of subsea pipes to carry 
the gas, via a processing platform to Israeli and Jordanian 
customers. Exploratory drilling also continues. Further 
phases of the project will see Leviathan’s gas transported 
and sold further afield, with customers being sought in 
Turkey and Europe.

October 2017: Lebanon completes first offshore licensing 
round
Lebanon’s long-delayed attempt to get started on exploratory 
drilling of its own finally came to fruition in January, when a 
tender for exploration rights was re-launched. That tendering 
process en0064ed in October, with a consortium comprising 
Eni, Total and Russian gas firm Novatek the only bidder. The 
partners offered bids on two blocks.
The fruits of the licensing round were thrown into doubt in 
early November when Lebanon’s Prime Minister Saad al-
Hariri announced his resignation, sparking a political crisis 
that, at the time of writing, has not been resolved despite 
Hariri recently agreeing to put his resignation on hold to 
allow for consultation. Several days after the announcement 
of the PM’s resignation, Energy and Water Minister Cesar 
Abi Khalil urged bidding companies to continue technical 
discussions, in spite of the disruption.

February 2018: large gas discovery offshore Cyprus
Eni and Total have reportedly made what is believed to be a 

large gas discovery at their Calypso prospect in the Block 6, 
offshore Cyprus.
News reports have cited Cypriot Minister of Energy, 
Commerce, Industry and Tourism YiorgosLakkotrypis on 
Friday said that there were ‘encouraging signs’ at the project, 
however he refused to give more details on the quantity.
“The findings are encouraging. A reserve has been located 
but the morphology of the particular target is complicated 
so we need more time…I won’t talk about quantities or 
anything else,” he said on Friday, according to Xinhua News 
Agency.
While we wait for Eni and Total to spill the beans on the 
Calypso size, Israel’s news website Globes has reported that 
Calypso might hold 170230- BCM of gas.
If proven true, Globes opines, the discovery in Cyprus could 
make life tough for the companies developing the Leviathan 
field offshore Israel.
Globes feels that energy giants such as Total and Eni, 
with enough cash for development a proven track record 
of bringing their gas discoveries to production fast, might 
make Cyprus an important gas player in the region, and a 
competitor to Israel.
The newspapers stressed the fact that Eni has managed to 
bring the giant Zohr field online in a little more than two 
years since the discovery, while on the other side, Israel’s 
Leviathan, found in 2010, is expected to start production in 
2020.

Egypt’s infrastructure 
and inevitable pioneer-
ing position
Egypt’s existing LNG terminals on the two flanks of Nile 
Delta seem to be the answer to the East Med gas surplus 
question. The two plants, which are currently nearly idle 
due to gas diversion to the domestic grid have an aggregate 
export capacity of c.12mtpa and are capable of exporting 
1.7bcf/d with limited mothballing requirements. That 
theoretical export capacity provides a platform to handle 
combined production of Leviathan (phase II) and Aphrodite 
at mature levels as well as Egypt’s peak exportable surplus 
in 2021 based on our own forecast. Moreover, connecting 
Mediterranean discoveries to Egyptian infrastructure 
requires substantially lower investment than 
Excess reserves in both countries are, nonetheless, not 
material enough to justify new LNG investments on a 
standalone basis.
Egypt’s hub position would bring the region substantial 
benefits, such as optimizing resources and investments, 
alleviating external balances in Egypt and Cyprus, 
diversifying gas supply to Europe and deepening the global 
LNG market.
Nevertheless, there are three constraints for the development 
of the Egyptian gas hub. The first constraint to East Med 
gas integration is geopolitical sensitivity between Egypt and 
Israel on the one hand and Cyprus and Turkey on the other. 
Development of cross-border energy projects faces a web 
of complex political risks that have to be negotiated and 
documented by host countries as well as various upstream 
and downstream partners through inter-government 
agreements (IGA) and host-government agreements 
(HGA). Those documents would have to reflect acceptable 
terms with long horizons amidst changing geopolitical and 
industry environments. We single out two specific political 
risks to the hub strategy. The first risk is classic political 
reservation between Egypt and Israel linked to limited 
bilateral economic cooperation since the Peace Accords as 
well as pending arbitrations on previous energy disputes. 
The second and emerging risk is the complexity of Turkey’s 
political situation in the region.
Turkey, which relies on Russia for 56% of its natural gas 
supply, could be willing to diversify its supply sources. With 
the recent restoration of diplomatic ties between Turkey and 
Israel, talks related to gas supply have progressed. In the 
short term, there could be an agreement on a gas pipeline 
linking the two countries. Nevertheless, according to the 

Israeli energy minister, the possibility of Turkish gas imports 
from Leviathan is compatible with exports to the Egypt’s 
LNG terminals.
The second constraint is limited financial capacity to invest 
in a regional hub strategy. Boosting Egypt’s gas production 
and integrating Cypriot/Israeli gas into LNG infrastructure 
require significant public investment. This investment 
entails settling EGPC arrears and increasing the gas price 
payable to oil majors in order to drill costlier Deepwater 
wells. The increase has to be partly passed on to end-users 
in the form of higher prices at the pump. Linking East Med 
gas fields to Egypt also entails laying multi-billion dollar 
subsea pipelines that could be co-sponsored by the national 
oil companies of hostcountries, including Egypt, hence 
requiring large CAPEX outlays.
 It is worth mentioning that even if the EGP devaluation 
has resulted in a substantial improvement in external 
liquidity, Egypt’s balance of payments remains a source 
of vulnerability. Given that current account deficits are 
expected to last in the medium term, Egypt’s external 
liquidity situation will remain dependent on the capacity 
to attract foreign investment. It should also be noted that 
external support for Egypt has shifted from grants to loans in 
the past two years, which increases external debt and further 
pressures the BoP. 
A third constraint to regional energy integration is regulatory 
uncertainty in host countries. While Egypt has had a stable 
regulatory regime for the hydrocarbon sector since 1950s, 
upstream regulation has proved to be cumbersome in Israel 
and, at least, untested in Cyprus. An important milestone 
for Leviathan was the clearing up of anti-trust issues and 
announcement of the Final Investment Decision (FID) 
in early 2017. However, it is less clear how Cyprus’s 
hydrocarbon laws will evolve given the industry’s infancy 
and the absence of development of the Aphrodite discovery 
to date.
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Can you offer us some insight 
intoKuwait Energy’skey recent 
achievements in Egypt?

Kuwait Energy has four assets in Egypt 
namely; East Ras Qattara (ERQ), Burj 
El Arab (BEA), Abu Sennan, and Area 
A. We continue to invest in drilling 
development and exploration wells in all 
our assets to increase, or at a minimum 
maintain, production and enhance 
reserves to support Egypt’s economy. 

Even during the local turmoil in 2011, 
Kuwait Energy didn’t halt is operations 
despite the turbulent times. Over 55% 
of Kuwait Energy’s overall production 
stems from Egypt. We remain keen to 
increase our production, where possible, 
by carrying out an intensive work-over 
program and drilling new wells.

Recently, with the support of EGPC 
and the ministry, we have successfully 
obtained the necessary military permits 
in ERQ, which allowed us to resume 

drilling and increase the production 
rate in the asset, which currently stands 
at 17,500 bopd. Moreover, this has 
facilitated the process of appraising 
the recent discovery that we made 
late in 2014 at the deep Jurassic level/
reservoir. This was a result of drilling 
the Shahd-4 well, which tested at 2,400 
barrels of condensate and 20 mmscf 
of gas per day. This Jurassic discovery 
reinforces the value of our existence in 
Egypt by positioning the Company as 
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Actively works with the Egyptian Government 
to find opportunities and boosting the fast 
growing Egyptian economy
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an oil as well as gas producer.

As for Area A, we successfully 
managed to boost the production of 
this mature field from 1,200 bopd at 
the commencement of our operations 
in 2008 to 9,000 bopd today. The 
Company also succeeded at keeping 
the production level of Area A above 
6,500 for more than 8 years, which 
secured us at a leading role for being a 
pioneer in the management of mature 
fields.We have recently announced the 
oil discovery of South Kheir-1X (SK-
1X) in Area A at Western Desert at an 
initial oil flow rate of 2,452 barrels of 
oil per day (bopd) from the Hamman 
Faraun MBR/Belayim formation 
at 128 /64 - inch choke size. This 
discovery is considered a direct result 
of our technical team reprocessing 
old 2D/3D seismic and identifying 
drillable exploration opportunities, and 
demonstrates Kuwait Energy’s ability to 
continue to find hydrocarbons in mature 
fields as just mentioned. It is worth 
mentioning here that Kuwait Energy is 
proud of its track record of around 55% 
exploration success rate in Egypt. 

Abu Sennanon the other hand, is 
producing 4,000 boepd. A rate that 
is subject to increase following the 
planned drilling activities in 2018. We 
also hopeful that the recent ministerial 
approval obtained will facilitate 
securing a 5-year exploration phase 
extension. This will be critical to unlock 
the full potential of the Abu Sennan 
asset. Additionally, the Company 
has introduced a great example of 
utilizing EGPC idle resources in the 
Qarun JV company by mobilizing and 
recommissioning a 20 years old gas 
plant at Abu Sennan that handles up to 
34 mmscfd.

Lastly, BEA is currently producing 
1,500 bopd. Our ability to boost BEA’s 
production from 130 bopd at the start of 

our operations to over 2,000 bopd was 
one of the greatest milestones we have 
achieved in Egypt.

Kuwait Energy takes great pride in 
its relationship – that has grown into 
a partnership –  with the Egyptian 
Government and the Egyptian General 
Petroleum Company (EGPC). In 
support of project; Petroleum Sector’s 
modernization, that aims to transform 
Egypt into a regional Oil and Gas hub 
by achieving the petroleum’s sector 
full potential, Kuwait Energy actively 
works with the Egyptian Government 
to find opportunities that aim to boost 
Egypt’s fast-growing economy. This 
support is exhibited by facilitating 
Egypt’s entry into its first international 
venture through the Egyptian General 
Petroleum Company (EGPC) in Iraq 
in Block 9 acquiring 10% participating 
interest. In 2017, Egypt’s presence in 
Iraq expanded to also include ownership 
of a 15% revenue interest in the Siba 
gas field in Basra, Iraq, where Kuwait 
Energy is also the operator of the field.

What are your future plans for the East 
Ras Qattara (ERQ), the Abu Sennan, 
the Burg El Arab and Area A assets?

Our future plans for the four assets 
focuses mainly on drilling development 
wells to increase production and explore 
the unexplored acreage to increase our 
reserves.  In ERQ, we resumed drilling 
early in 2018, and we are planning to 
drill more development and exploration 
appraisal wells to increase production 
and delineate the Jurassic structure that 
we discovered late 2014. 

In Area A, the exploratory well we 
drilled in late 2017 marked the start 
of our drilling campaign which entails 
drilling three more wells by the end 
of 2018. Moreover, we are planning 
to expand the water injection to other 
areas inside the field.

As for Abu Sennan, we are planning 
to drill one exploratory well and two 
development wells by the end of 2018 
and start water injection at Al-Jahraa 
field. 

Lastly, for BEA, we are in active 
dialogue with EGPC to extend the 
license for 10 more years to develop the 
area in the most optimal way.

Does your focus remain on drilling 
further wells to improve and 
maintain production? 

Kuwait Energy will continue to inject 
capital into its Egyptian portfolio to 
minimize any decline in production 
levels in its assets. We continue to carry 
extensive work-over programs and drill 
further development wells to achieve 
this and increase production further.

What type of enhancement plans 
do you have for your projects to 
optimize production?

Kuwait Energy is very keen on applying 
new technologies that enhance and 
optimize production levels. We have 
led numerous initiatives in this regard 
which reflected to increasing production 
and reserves.

Has the excellent relationship you 
established with the Egyptian 
General Petroleum Corporation 
following the commissioning of a gas 
plant led to other projects? 

As mentioned before, our relationship 
with EGPC is distinguished at all levels. 
We enjoy an open relationship based on 
trust and partnership. 

As our partners in two of our Iraqi 
assets, we work closely with them 
operationally, technically, and 
financially. This compliments our 
special relationship with Egypt 
Government, which is maintained by a 
management team and 100% Egyptian 
local workforce of over 180 staff.
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utilizing EGPC idle resources in the 
Qarun JV company by mobilizing and 
recommissioning a 20 years old gas 
plant at Abu Sennan that handles up to 
34 mmscfd.

Lastly, BEA is currently producing 
1,500 bopd. Our ability to boost BEA’s 
production from 130 bopd at the start of 

our operations to over 2,000 bopd was 
one of the greatest milestones we have 
achieved in Egypt.

Kuwait Energy takes great pride in 
its relationship – that has grown into 
a partnership –  with the Egyptian 
Government and the Egyptian General 
Petroleum Company (EGPC). In 
support of project; Petroleum Sector’s 
modernization, that aims to transform 
Egypt into a regional Oil and Gas hub 
by achieving the petroleum’s sector 
full potential, Kuwait Energy actively 
works with the Egyptian Government 
to find opportunities that aim to boost 
Egypt’s fast-growing economy. This 
support is exhibited by facilitating 
Egypt’s entry into its first international 
venture through the Egyptian General 
Petroleum Company (EGPC) in Iraq 
in Block 9 acquiring 10% participating 
interest. In 2017, Egypt’s presence in 
Iraq expanded to also include ownership 
of a 15% revenue interest in the Siba 
gas field in Basra, Iraq, where Kuwait 
Energy is also the operator of the field.

What are your future plans for the East 
Ras Qattara (ERQ), the Abu Sennan, 
the Burg El Arab and Area A assets?

Our future plans for the four assets 
focuses mainly on drilling development 
wells to increase production and explore 
the unexplored acreage to increase our 
reserves.  In ERQ, we resumed drilling 
early in 2018, and we are planning to 
drill more development and exploration 
appraisal wells to increase production 
and delineate the Jurassic structure that 
we discovered late 2014. 

In Area A, the exploratory well we 
drilled in late 2017 marked the start 
of our drilling campaign which entails 
drilling three more wells by the end 
of 2018. Moreover, we are planning 
to expand the water injection to other 
areas inside the field.

As for Abu Sennan, we are planning 
to drill one exploratory well and two 
development wells by the end of 2018 
and start water injection at Al-Jahraa 
field. 

Lastly, for BEA, we are in active 
dialogue with EGPC to extend the 
license for 10 more years to develop the 
area in the most optimal way.

Does your focus remain on drilling 
further wells to improve and 
maintain production? 

Kuwait Energy will continue to inject 
capital into its Egyptian portfolio to 
minimize any decline in production 
levels in its assets. We continue to carry 
extensive work-over programs and drill 
further development wells to achieve 
this and increase production further.

What type of enhancement plans 
do you have for your projects to 
optimize production?

Kuwait Energy is very keen on applying 
new technologies that enhance and 
optimize production levels. We have 
led numerous initiatives in this regard 
which reflected to increasing production 
and reserves.

Has the excellent relationship you 
established with the Egyptian 
General Petroleum Corporation 
following the commissioning of a gas 
plant led to other projects? 

As mentioned before, our relationship 
with EGPC is distinguished at all levels. 
We enjoy an open relationship based on 
trust and partnership. 

As our partners in two of our Iraqi 
assets, we work closely with them 
operationally, technically, and 
financially. This compliments our 
special relationship with Egypt 
Government, which is maintained by a 
management team and 100% Egyptian 
local workforce of over 180 staff.
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Providing value through
performance
At Spirax Sarco we fully understand, the pressure the oil and gas industry 
is under to reduce emissions and improve energy efficiency.
With more than 5,000 employees and operations in 38 countries, we are uniquely placed 
to help reduce the total cost of ownership of steam and condensate systems.

Through the range of steam system services and products on offer, we can help 
you realise significant long-term savings by mitigating risks and achieving 
optimum performance for plant operations.

Our ‘Total Customer Solutions’ approach, saves costs and allows 
focus to be maintained on day to day operations.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Ayman Khattab
South Gulf & East Africa VP - BHGE



What can you tell us about BHGE’s future 
plans of expansion in Egypt? 
BHGE has always been a key partner to Egypt’s oil and gas 
sector. Our presence dates back to the early 1900s when we 
were part of the country’s first oil discovery. Egypt holds 
some of the world’s largest oil discoveries and as the world’s 
only fullstreamcompany we have a major role to play in the 
development of its natural resources. 

We have more than 600 employees in country and continue 
to increase our local capabilities through our engagement 
in large-scale projects that are driving further local impact. 
Most recently BHGE was awarded with a major contract 
for subsea oilfield equipment for the development of phase 
2 of the giant Zohr gas field offshore Egypt; BHGE will 
provide project management, engineering procurement, 
fabrication, construction, testing and transportation of a 
subsea production system. 

The award underlines the global scope and breadth of 
BHGE’s fullstream portfolio and local capabilities, with 
engineering support for the project coming from the UK, 
Italy and Norway. The steel structures will be manufactured 
in Alexandria, supporting local employment in Egypt, as 
well as the UK, Norway and Italy. Project management 
services will also be supported from Egypt and from the UK.

BHGE is committed to in-country localization, in 2018, BHGE 
also extended its’ partnership with Petrojet by signing a deal that 
will allow Petrojet to provide manufacturing and fabrication 
services for BHGE’s upstream oil and gas operations in Egypt, 
including the fabrication, construction, and testing of heavy-
duty structures and components for BHGE’s subsea production. 
It is the first step to include petrojet on BHGE supply chain that 
will serve the global market.

Also, BHGE recently signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) for the “Upstream Gateway Project” 
with the Egyptian Ministry of Petroleum to support the 
modernization and digitization of the Egypt’s oil and 
gas sector. The MoU, which is aligned to the ministry’s 
Modernization Program, focuses on driving efficiency 
across Egypt’s oil and gas sector through the management 
of bid rounds using BHGE’s advanced digital solutions for 
data consolidation and aggregation in a secure central data 
lake. The digital transformation of MoP’s National Data 
Center will further support the energy sector’s growth and 
attractiveness to international investors.

Leveraging decades of expertise in-country and growing 
its local manufacturing ecosystem, BHGE is committed 
to helping secure Egypt’s energy future through the 

development of local talent and efficiency-driven solutions.

How can BHGE participate in transforming 
Egypt into an energy hub in the region?
We are proud to be partners with Egypt in its key project 
Zohr from the well construction to the  production of 
phase 2 leveraging our oil field equipment porfiolio while 
providing project management, engineering procurement, 
fabrication, construction, testing and transportation of a 
subsea production system and previously in the construction 
and operation of Egypt LNG infrastructure all are key and 
critical components of making Egypt gas or energy hub.

We are excited about our partnership with the Ministry of 
Petroleum in Egypt for the “Upstream Gateway Project”, it 
marks our continued support of the ministry’s Modernization 
Program, with special focus on the upstream sector as a 
starting point. On the longer term, the project has scalability 
to support the modernizations and digitization of Egypt’s 
midstream and downstream oil and gas sector, leveraging 
BHGE’s fullstream capabilities and solutions to drive further 
productivity and cost-efficiency across the value-chain. This 
project is aligned to our future vision in making Egypt’s oil 
and gas sector an attractive investment destination and a hub 
to serve the region.

We are considering Egypt’s capabilities in terms of human 
capital and infrastructure and potentially more localization 
in country, we have a long standing partnership with Egypt 
for more than 100 years; we’re committed to Egypt will 
continue to work with the Ministry, our customers and 
partners to help them achieve their vision and goals for the 
region. 

BakerHugheshasbecomestrongerwithawid
erportfolioofservicesafterthemergewithGE.
Statethe points of strengths of the merge 
including the market indicators, services, 
minds sharing and future vision.
Across the industry, the focus now is on integrating 
products, services and processes quickly and seamlessly 
so we can improve productivity and project economics for 
our customers and start building long-term value for our 
shareholders. We have created a new category, becoming the 
industry’s first and only fullstream company, we bring all 
the potential and capability of BHGE and GE technologies, 
full stream eventually will help optimize and improve the 
efficiency and therefore better economics and lower the 
cost/ barrel for our customers.

Ultimately, no other company brings together capabilities 

across the full value chain of oil and gas activities—from 
upstream to midstream to downstream. When it comes 
to delivering digital solutions, we can connect entire 
enterprises, breaking down silos and delivering intelligence 
across every piece of the value chain.

What is BHGE plan of digitalization and 
turning into artificial intelligence and robotics 
in operations?
BHGE is leading the digital transformation of the oil and gas 
industry, bringing the latest in technological innovation and 
providing our customers with more ways to maximize their 
efficiency, increase uptime and optimize their production. 
We’re bringing together the full power of digital solutions 
and technology from across BHGE’s industrial businesses 
to advance the oil and gas industry.

Companies should strive for ways to reduce costs and 
by digitizing operations, our customers in the oil and gas 
sector can benefit with significant cost savings, increased   
maintenance efficiency and effectiveness, avoiding 
unplanned downtime, minimizing the  need  for  scheduled  
downtime,  and  maximizing  equipment  availability,  all  
while increasing safety.

Some of our solutions like Asset Performance Management 
(AMP), JewelSuite and Iltellistream look at optimizing 
performance across the value chain; we believe that digital 
is the way forward and will help the oil and gas industry 
moving forward and we working on them on executing it. 

How does the company’s technology and 
strengths affect its market share and presence 
in the industry?
In today’s oil and gas industry, innovation is paramount 
to staying ahead, especially when it comes to expensive 
offshore operations. We are continuously looking for ways 
to increase the industry’s access to new technologies and 
strengthen operational efficiencies. 

Collaboration and partnership are key components to our 
success. We are working closely with our E&P customers 
to co-create new solutions that can increase efficiency, 
optimize production and improve ultimate recovery. 

In Egypt, BHGE is helping customers develop energy 
reserves with its latest technologies in a cost-effective 
manner that is  safe and environmentally compliant which 
has positioned us in becoming one of the best-in-class 
company in providing complex technology solutions in the 
most efficient way.

How do you evaluate the Egyptian petroleum 

market in this era and what are the main 
challenges that face BHGE?
Overall, we’re seeing a very positive economic environment 
and growth across the sectors. If we focus on the oil and 
gas sector, we see how these major gas explorations can be 
an enabler for economic and industrial growth in Egypt. 
We also see the role it could play in driving Egypt towards 
energy independency and eventually to exporting gas in 
the future. All these are positive indicators to the economic 
scene in Egypt and the future of the industry.

The whole industry suffered from cost and pricing pressure 
versus value that can be gained from new technologies. We 
hope to see that correction follow the recovery in the oil 
price and allow more utilization of the latest technology.

However, as mentioned earlier one of the key improvements 
of how the industry can operate better is the modernization 
program looking at the overall process of the supply chain. 
It will help creating healthier environment and will improve 
top to bottom processes.

What needs to change to improve how the 
industry operates locally?
One of the key improvements of how the industry can 
operate better is the modernization program looking at the 
overall process of the supply chain. This initiative set a clear 
path for Egypt to confidently compete for a new ambitious 
position in the global market as a Regional Oil & Gas Hub. 
The pillars of the modernization program address many 
elements such as human capital development, enhancing 
leadership capabilities and creating future leaders, it also 
aims in improving investment climate and attract investors, 
thus, It will help creating healthier environment and will 
improve top to bottom processes

Ensuring a predictable and attractive investment climate 
would help attract significant foreign direct investment and 
better utilization of the country’s Oil &Gas resource base. 
In the longer run, Egypt faces the challenge of transitioning 
to a more environmentally sustainable economic model. A 
range of energy efficiency and renewable investments are 
already financially viable under current conditions in the 
industrial, commercial, and residential sectors, especially 
if accompanied by more coherent regulation and better 
monitoring and enforcement.
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Established in Egypt in 1982 as a free zone company under the investment 
law number 8 / 1997
Admasco committed to facilitate its esteemed customers with professional 
services, quality products, timely deliveries and excellent pre and post-sales 
supports through highly qualified Admasco team and pioneered principals.

Admasco Oil Field Services Co.

Main Office: 28 Rd. 270, 4th Sector, New Maadi, Cairo, Egypt        
Tel.: +202 27025224          Fax: +202 27023290 E-mail: admasco@admasco.com.eg
Free Zone Warehouse: Free Zone Amerya - Alex.
Work Shop Yard: Plot 17S, Industrial Zone, Investment Land, Qattamia, Cairo, Egypt

CAMTECH Manufacturing FZCO
API 6D, API 6A, API QI Valves Manufacture of 
Ball, Gate, Globe, Butterfly, Check and Pigable 
Valves

NOV Process & Flow Technologies US, Inc. 
Choke Valves 
NOV-MD Totco 
Rig Instrumentation, Gauges, Recorders & Mud 
Monitoring Systems

Hoffer Flow Controls, Inc. 
Turbine Flow Meter for Fluid, Gas, Water and 
Steam

AXON Energy Products
Single, Double, Spherical BOP API, Gate, 
Valves, Choke Kill Manifold

Check Point - Pumps & Systems
Wellhead Control System, Chemical Injection 
Pumps and Chemical Injection Package

JVS Flow Control
Chock Manifold- Chokes & Gate Valves
Drilling equepment repair and recirtification.

Maitech International, Inc. - USA
Line Pipes, Casing Pipes & Pipe Fittings – 
Stockiest

TripleFast Middle East Ltd.
Manufacturer of a Bolting Gaskets, Seals and 
Machined Components

Admasco Work Shop
ISO 17025 & ISO 41261- for Gauge, Relief 
Valves Calibration.
In Processing:- API 570, 598, 6D, 510, 1402, 
7K & 16C for Hydrostatic Test Pipes, Valves, 
Vessels, BOP & Hoses.
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Mediterranean Oilfield Service Co. MOSCO

The Brain Of Oil & Gas Services

Fifth Settlement, 90 road, villa 141, New Cairo, Cairo, 
Telefax: +2 02 256 472 41   Mobile: +2 011 133 380 25
Email: info@mosco-eg.com    www.mosco-eg.com

« Mediterranean Oilfield Services Company MOSCO 
was established in 2010 as 100% Egyptian Free Zone 
Company working in diversified offshore services field.
Since 2010, MOSCO became synonymous of «quality,» 
«reliability,» «capabilities,» & «practical,».
As an agency for several multinational manufacturers 
and owners we are specialized  in the following services:
 
• Charter Offshore Support Vessel
• Charter Jack-up Drilling Barge and accommodation 

units.
• Oil Tools and General Supplies.
• PPE.
• Well Test.
 

WE WANT TO EARN YOUR DEEPEST TRUST.
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ZOHR FIELD: ENHANCED CHARACTERIZATION OF PRODUCTIVE 
INTERVALS BY MEANS OF AN INNOVATIVE TEMPERATURE 
MONITORING APPLICATION DURING WELL TESTING

By
S. Zayed, S. Giannone, S. Sizostris, Petrobel, G. Galli, E. Beretta, F. Roncarolo, Eni, D. Fyfe, Metrol

Abstract
Production Logging Acquisition is the most 
fruitful way to collect information about 
down hole well behavior. One of the most 
critical parameters is the definition of the 

contributing net pay during well test operations in order to 
reduce the Pressure Transient Analysis uncertainties. Where 
possible, a PLT string may be run at the end of the well 
test to provide a down-hole flow profile and a discrete fluid 
allocation in front of the perforated interval at the different 
choke conditions. However, these operations in offshore deep-
water wells are often not performed because they are risky, 
time consuming and therefore with high associated costs.
Recently a new temperature tool able to be integrated on 
perforation guns has been introduced into commercial 
service. This specific configuration has been successfully 
tested in a deep water gas well in the Egyptian offshore 
(Zohr field) in order to map the flowing temperature profile 
in front of the perforated zone during all the well test periods 
(perforations, clean-up, main flows and build-up phases).
The acquired temperature profiles versus time were 
collected in memory mode and interpreted in order to obtain 
a quantitative down-hole flow profile characterized by a 
robust agreement with the reservoir petrophysical properties.
Finally, the calculated productive pay was used for well 
test interpretation, leading to a better understanding of the 
reservoir behaviour and a more detailed calibration of the 3D 
reservoir model. Most importantly, the data collected with 
such application has allowed detailed characterization of the 
deliverability of the various reservoir zones, in particular the 
lower permeability intervals.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding fluid movement from the reservoir through 
the perforated intervals becomes crucial in conventional 

well management but it is also considered strategic during 
well test operation in defining the actual producing net pay. 
This information is not only required for a comprehensive 
dynamic petrophysical reservoir characterization but can 
also provide reliable input data for a more robust pressure 
transient analysis.
Historically these kinds of information are collected after 
the well test operation with a PLT acquisition with an 
increase of costs and risks especially in deep water wells. 
The application of a Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors 
(MDTS) tool clamped on perforating guns should provide 
reliable temperature measurements that can quantitatively 
characterize the down hole flow profile.

GEOTHERMAL PROFILE AND TEMPERA-
TURE SURVEYS
Temperature surveys are the mainstay of logging for 
downhole fluid movement detection.
Usually the temperature in a well increases with depth. The 
actual rate of increase will depend upon the geographic area, 
the mineralogy of the formation, the petrophysical properties 
of the rocks and its thermal features. For production logging 
purposes, this temperature profile (T) is generally assumed 
linear and called « Geothermal Gradient»:
T=G x Z + T0
where
T0=Mean surface temperature (°C or °F)
G=Geothermal gradient (°C/100 m or °F/100 ft)
T =Downhole temperature (°C or °F) at depth Z (m or ft)
Geothermal Gradient is typically in the range of 0.92.7- 
°C/100m (or 0.51.5- °F/100 ft)
The fluid production will cause the wellbore temperature 
to deviate from the Geothermal profile in the near 
wellbore region (fluids enter the wellbore at the Reservoir 

 Ó Oil: pipeline, tanker.
 Ó Gas: pipeline, LNG.
 Ó Oilgas – multiphase pipeline.

Drive mechanism in oil reservoirs, agents for influence 
on formation.
 Ó Waterflooding.
 Ó Gasflooding.
 Ó WAG.
 Ó Chemical flooding.
 Ó Depletion (in case of active natural drive forces)

Drive mechanism in gas reservoirs.
 Ó Depletion.
 Ó Cycling process.

Wells type.
 Ó Vertical.
 Ó Horizontal.
 Ó Multilateral.

Wells number, wells pattern and wells spacing.
 Ó Wells pattern: 1, 3 –line, 5,7,9-sports, etc.
 Ó Variants with a different wells spacing.
 Ó Variants with a different formation sweep.

An optimal type of onshore facilities systems and a logistic 
to maintain production systems also can be determined only 
on the basis of a multivariate approach. It should also be 
noted that all these technological solutions are interrelated 
and substantially affect each other.
At the same time, in conditions of poor geological exploration 
of reservoirs an underestimation of geological uncertainties 
of reservoir properties and hydrocarbon reserves could lead 
to a selection of wrong strategies of a field development.
The elaboration of offshore field development strategy in 
conditions of an uncertainty of geological characteristics 
and properties of formations is presented in some 
articles. For example, (Chaudhury G., Whooley A. 2014) 
addressed the issues interlinkages geology, drilling and 
well completion with surface conditions in terms of cost 
and risk management in the case of  understudied  reservoir 
geology. The methodology and technology of assessment 
of required value and  quality  of geological reserves at the 
stage of exploration of offshore fields for the going from a 
phase  evaluation  to a phase  definition  are presented in paper 
(A.N.Shandrygin, I.I.Dyakonov, D.A.Dubrovsky, 2014). 
Fast tracking development of new deposits of hydrocarbons 
reservoir bordering with already exploited fields is described 
in article (Rajiv Nischal, Ramashish Rai R., Sood A.K., 
2004). The authors examined the different concepts of the 
field development with several options of products gathering 

and transportation. (Manceau E., Zabalza - Mezghani I., 
Roggero F., 2002) considered the problem of optimization 
of wells location and identification of the most important 
geological parameters for a field development using the 
theory of experimental design and Response Surface Method. 
A methodology and recommendations for development of a 
field with layers saturated by different viscosity fluids (high 
viscosity oil and light oil) are given in the paper (Usman 
M. etc all., 2013). The sensitivity study was performed for 
searching the best scenario that provides a greatest profit. 
Special procedure for the optimization of offshore field 
development strategy with the analysis of different variables 
(number and location of wells, platforms capacity, time of 
input and abandonment of wells and etc.) is described by 
(Gaspar A.T. etc all., 2014). The workflow for accounting 
of geological uncertainties with automatic implementation 
of numerous (hundreds)  geological models  and automatic 
selection of wells trajectories on offshore fields is presented 
in paper (Hegstad B.K., Saetrom J., 2014).
Thus, the problem of finding of effective approaches for the 
development of offshore fields in conditions of the geology 
uncertainty has been already solved to a certain extent. But 
in the existing studies nobody almost touched aspects of a 
decision-making workflow for the strategy of offshore oil-
gas field development.
In this article we present the workflow for the choice 
of strategy of offshore oil-gas field development on the 
example of a relatively shallow field with open year-round 
sea surface (i.e. outside the Arctic zone).
This case corresponds to the most significant number of 
variants on the types of used production systems and options 
of external transport of products from a field.
Workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy of offshore 
oil-gas field development
The proposed workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy 
of offshore oil-gas field development includes several stages 
demonstrated in Figure 1.
Selection of a type of production systems for oil and gas 
under the terms of their applicability on the field
We review the existing offshore production systems for 
hydrocarbons recovery with aim to determine the possibility 
of using them on the field on the basis of information about 
sea depth, sea bottom characteristics, climate, condition for 
products transportation and etc.
As result of the review we define a set of oil and gas 
production systems for further analysis of their applicability 
on the field.
Development of fields with several vertically stacked oil and 
gas/gas condensate reservoirs usually occurs with combining 
of oil productive and gas productive zones in separate 
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reservoir model. Most importantly, the data collected with 
such application has allowed detailed characterization of the 
deliverability of the various reservoir zones, in particular the 
lower permeability intervals.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding fluid movement from the reservoir through 
the perforated intervals becomes crucial in conventional 

well management but it is also considered strategic during 
well test operation in defining the actual producing net pay. 
This information is not only required for a comprehensive 
dynamic petrophysical reservoir characterization but can 
also provide reliable input data for a more robust pressure 
transient analysis.
Historically these kinds of information are collected after 
the well test operation with a PLT acquisition with an 
increase of costs and risks especially in deep water wells. 
The application of a Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors 
(MDTS) tool clamped on perforating guns should provide 
reliable temperature measurements that can quantitatively 
characterize the down hole flow profile.

GEOTHERMAL PROFILE AND TEMPERA-
TURE SURVEYS
Temperature surveys are the mainstay of logging for 
downhole fluid movement detection.
Usually the temperature in a well increases with depth. The 
actual rate of increase will depend upon the geographic area, 
the mineralogy of the formation, the petrophysical properties 
of the rocks and its thermal features. For production logging 
purposes, this temperature profile (T) is generally assumed 
linear and called « Geothermal Gradient»:
T=G x Z + T0
where
T0=Mean surface temperature (°C or °F)
G=Geothermal gradient (°C/100 m or °F/100 ft)
T =Downhole temperature (°C or °F) at depth Z (m or ft)
Geothermal Gradient is typically in the range of 0.92.7- 
°C/100m (or 0.51.5- °F/100 ft)
The fluid production will cause the wellbore temperature 
to deviate from the Geothermal profile in the near 
wellbore region (fluids enter the wellbore at the Reservoir 

Temperature). This deviation is proportional to the flow rate.
In case of a high pressure gas well (7,500 psi), where a 
large productivity is characterised by very small pressure 
drawdown, the gas will enter the wellbore with little 
expansion and, consequently, minimal or no Joule-Thomson 
cooling effect takes place (i.e: gas is behaving more 
like a liquid). The gas will enter the wellbore at the local 
formation temperature. At even higher pressures, the gas 
will experience Joule-Thomson heating as it expands into 
the wellbore.

MULTIPLE DISCRETE TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR SYSTEM
The Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool 
tested in this real case is a wireless temperature monitoring 
system that allows continuous high-resolution temperature 
profiles to be gathered from any section of the well (see Fig. 
1).
The MDTS tool is deployed clamped onto perforating 
guns for short-term applications (like in the presented case 
history) but could be also adapted for medium or long-term 
applications on tubing, casing or sand screens. The system 
is manufactured with multiple discrete temperature sensors 
enclosed within a control line and connected to a memory 
processor able to store and transmit, in case of permanent 
installation, the collected data to the surface.
The main applications of the technology are:
 Ó Distributed Temperature Measurement
 Ó TCP gun fire and performance verification
 Ó Flow allocation during DST
 Ó Continuous flow profiling throughout operations
 Ó Cross flow detection and monitoring during build-up
 Ó Valid alternative to PLT in deep water wells
 Ó Memory mode data storage

The main specifications of the technology are a wide 
temperature range from -20 to 150 °C, the capability 
to provide a sample rate from one minute to daily, and a 
temperature resolution of 0.004 °C ( higher than Fibre Optic 
technology). High versatility permits designing the sensor 
spacing from 0.25 to 10 meters.

MULTIPLE DISCRETE TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR SYSTEM
The Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool 
tested in this real case is a wireless temperature monitoring 
system that allows continuous high-resolution temperature 
profiles to be gathered from any section of the well (see Fig. 1).
The MDTS tool is deployed clamped onto perforating 

guns for short-term applications (like in the presented case 
history) but could be also adapted for medium or long-term 
applications on tubing, casing or sand screens. The system 
is manufactured with multiple discrete temperature sensors 
enclosed within a control line and connected to a memory 
processor able to store and transmit, in case of permanent 
installation, the collected data to the surface.
The main applications of the technology are:
 Ó Distributed Temperature Measurement
 Ó TCP gun fire and performance verification
 Ó Flow allocation during DST
 Ó Continuous flow profiling throughout operations
 Ó Cross flow detection and monitoring during build-up
 Ó Valid alternative to PLT in deep water wells
 Ó Memory mode data storage

The main specifications of the technology are a wide 
temperature range from -20 to 150 °C, the capability 
to provide a sample rate from one minute to daily, and a 
temperature resolution of 0.004 °C ( higher than Fibre Optic 
technology). High versatility permits designing the sensor 
spacing from 0.25 to 10 meters.

APPLICATION BACKGROUND - WELL 
TEST OPERATIONS
The objectives of the well test planned for the vertical well 
5 (second test in the field) are in general to better define the 
dynamic behavior of the drilled reservoir and in details:
 Ó To evaluate reservoir pressure and temperature
 Ó To estimate the average reservoir properties (k & kh) and 
well parameters (skin components)

 Ó To assess the transient well deliverability by reaching a 
gas rate of about 50+ MMscf/D

 Ó To verify any presence of reservoir heterogeneities within 
the radius of investigation

 Ó To collect representative fluid samples (surface and 
bottom hole)

 Ó To establish the most likely flow profile at the perforated 
interval

The well 5 was tested along the 7” liner section by using a 4 
½” DST string, with a perforated interval from xx93 to xx83 
m MD with a total length of 90 m in front of a carbonate 
reservoir characterized by two zones with a heterogeneous 
permeability scenario. The lower section from xx36 to xx83 
showed high mobility and permeability values respectively 
from MDT and NMR log, while the upper part from xx93 
to xx36 presented a similar porosity associated with lower 
mobility and permeability values.
The total test duration lasted about four days, with a main 
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build-up period extended up to 36 hrs.
The DST string was equipped with two memory gauge 
carriers for wireless real time data transmission, and four 
memory gauges (3 tubing + 1 annulus) for each carrier. Two 
additional pressure gauges were set above and below the 
perforations.
The DST string was also equipped with Down Hole 
Samplers, for a total of 4 bottles coated (230 cc/each) and 4 
bottles non coated (230 cc/each).
In order to characterize the perforated reservoir behaviour 
during the whole testing phase, a Multiple Discrete 
Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool was installed on 4 ½” 
TCP guns with a sensor spacing of about 1.6 meters. During 
the perforating operation, no damage was incurred by the 
MDTS system.
The well testing sequence consisted of the following 
phases (see Fig.3):
a) Clean up (Total duration of 24 hrs)
b) First Build up (Total duration of 12 hrs) – Downhole shut in
c) Main Flow (Total duration of 26 hrs)

 Ó Opened with 28 / 64’’ choke, Flowing Period 1 
(FLOW#1) and condensate sampling.

 Ó Increased to 36 / 64’’ choke, Flowing Period 2 
(FLOW#2) and condensate sampling

 Ó Increased to 40 / 64’’ choke, Flowing Period 3 
(FLOW#3) and condensate sampling.

 Ó Down hole sampling activation
d) Main BU (Total duration of 36 hrs) – Downhole shut-in

 Ó Down hole shut-in. Started main build-up. Total build 
up duration was 36 hrs. After that the killing operation 
was started.

MDTS TEMPERATURE DATA ANALYSIS 
AND QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION
During the overall well test periods, the MDTS tool provided 
a temperature profile every one minute along the entire 
perforated interval, including 20 meters above the open 
section. The application was carried out in memory mode and 
all the data collected during the operations were downloaded 
and analysed at the end of the well test. The temperature data 
have been used to provide a down hole flow profile for the 
three main flow periods and to reduce the uncertainties in the 
Pressure Transient Analysis interpretation.
Before starting with the data analysis and interpretation, 
it is very important to specify that during the well testing 
operations the down hole pressure was always higher than 
7150 psia (see Fig.3). Proved by literature and real cases in 
gas wells, at pressures less than about 6000 psia, the Joule 

Thomson effect will cause cooling of gas or heating of liquid 
when a pressure drop occurs
At pressure values higher than 8000 psia, gas behaves more 
like a liquid and the Joule-Thomson effect causes heating 
when the pressure is dropped.
Considering the actual conditions of a Pressure of 7500 
psia (51.71 Mpa) and a Temperature of 60 °C (333.15 K) 
(see Fig.3) and referring to the experimental graph below in 
Fig.4 (Vrabec et al, 2007), P&T are very close to the Joule-
Thomson inversion temperature and pressure (blue cross in 
the mentioned graph), therefore a slight gas expansion will 
cause neither heating nor cooling effect.
Starting to analyse the collected data, the temperature 
profiles acquired before the perforating operation 
highlighted that the wellbore environment had been cooled 
by the circulation of cold drilling fluids when compared 
to the geothermal gradient (wellbore temperature is 2.7 
°C below the geothermal gradient dotted pink line in Fig. 
5). Additional greater cooling effects in the lower part of 
the interval to be perforated (grey area) may be attributed 
to small drilling fluid losses in the reservoir highlighting 
permeable formations.
During the perforating operation, temperatures showed 
a homogeneous heating (light blue and green curves) 
compared to the temperature profile before firing (yellow 
curve in Fig. 6). This scenario confirms that all the charges 
present in the TCP guns were effectively activated.
Starting to analyse the collected data, the temperature 
profiles acquired before the perforating operation 
highlighted that the wellbore environment had been cooled 
by the circulation of cold drilling fluids when compared 
to the geothermal gradient (wellbore temperature is 2.7 
°C below the geothermal gradient dotted pink line in Fig. 
5). Additional greater cooling effects in the lower part of 
the interval to be perforated (grey area) may be attributed 
to small drilling fluid losses in the reservoir highlighting 
permeable formations.
During the perforating operation, temperatures showed 
a homogeneous heating (light blue and green curves) 
compared to the temperature profile before firing (yellow 
curve in Fig. 6). This scenario confirms that all the charges 
present in the TCP guns were effectively activated.
The continuous heating up observed during the main flow 
(see Fig.9), due to producing intervals warming up to 
formation temperature, confirmed a great gas production in 
the lower part of the perforations (green arrows in Fig.9). In 
the upper part of perforations the rising gas was cooled where 
there were additional contributions at a lower temperature 
(red arrows in Fig.9).
The temperatures acquired during the main build-up 
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build-up period extended up to 36 hrs.
The DST string was equipped with two memory gauge 
carriers for wireless real time data transmission, and four 
memory gauges (3 tubing + 1 annulus) for each carrier. Two 
additional pressure gauges were set above and below the 
perforations.
The DST string was also equipped with Down Hole 
Samplers, for a total of 4 bottles coated (230 cc/each) and 4 
bottles non coated (230 cc/each).
In order to characterize the perforated reservoir behaviour 
during the whole testing phase, a Multiple Discrete 
Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool was installed on 4 ½” 
TCP guns with a sensor spacing of about 1.6 meters. During 
the perforating operation, no damage was incurred by the 
MDTS system.
The well testing sequence consisted of the following 
phases (see Fig.3):
a) Clean up (Total duration of 24 hrs)
b) First Build up (Total duration of 12 hrs) – Downhole shut in
c) Main Flow (Total duration of 26 hrs)

 Ó Opened with 28 / 64’’ choke, Flowing Period 1 
(FLOW#1) and condensate sampling.
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up duration was 36 hrs. After that the killing operation 
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all the data collected during the operations were downloaded 
and analysed at the end of the well test. The temperature data 
have been used to provide a down hole flow profile for the 
three main flow periods and to reduce the uncertainties in the 
Pressure Transient Analysis interpretation.
Before starting with the data analysis and interpretation, 
it is very important to specify that during the well testing 
operations the down hole pressure was always higher than 
7150 psia (see Fig.3). Proved by literature and real cases in 
gas wells, at pressures less than about 6000 psia, the Joule 
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(see Fig.3) and referring to the experimental graph below in 
Fig.4 (Vrabec et al, 2007), P&T are very close to the Joule-
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the mentioned graph), therefore a slight gas expansion will 
cause neither heating nor cooling effect.
Starting to analyse the collected data, the temperature 
profiles acquired before the perforating operation 
highlighted that the wellbore environment had been cooled 
by the circulation of cold drilling fluids when compared 
to the geothermal gradient (wellbore temperature is 2.7 
°C below the geothermal gradient dotted pink line in Fig. 
5). Additional greater cooling effects in the lower part of 
the interval to be perforated (grey area) may be attributed 
to small drilling fluid losses in the reservoir highlighting 
permeable formations.
During the perforating operation, temperatures showed 
a homogeneous heating (light blue and green curves) 
compared to the temperature profile before firing (yellow 
curve in Fig. 6). This scenario confirms that all the charges 
present in the TCP guns were effectively activated.
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phase highlighted intervals in thermal equilibrium with 
the surrounding formation confirming that most of the 
production came from the lower part of the perforations (see 
green arrows in Fig. 10). Indeed, in correspondence of these 
intervals, the temperature readings during the main build-
up phase reached the value of the geothermal gradient. In 
conclusion, the most prolific producing intervals will warm 
the near wellbore rock formation, achieving geothermal 
gradient temperature more quickly than the less prolific 
intervals (see Fig. 9 and 10).
The continuous heating up observed during the main flow 
(see Fig.9), due to producing intervals warming up to 
formation temperature, confirmed a great gas production in 
the lower part of the perforations (green arrows in Fig.9). In 
the upper part of perforations the rising gas was cooled where 
there were additional contributions at a lower temperature 
(red arrows in Fig.9).
The temperatures acquired during the main build-up 
phase highlighted intervals in thermal equilibrium with 
the surrounding formation confirming that most of the 
production came from the lower part of the perforations (see 
green arrows in Fig. 10). Indeed, in correspondence of these 
intervals, the temperature readings during the main build-
up phase reached the value of the geothermal gradient. In 
conclusion, the most prolific producing intervals will warm 
the near wellbore rock formation, achieving geothermal 
gradient temperature more quickly than the less prolific 
intervals (see Fig. 9 and 10).
The second interpretation approach uses as input the 
temperature curves at the end of each flow period. The 
workflow includes a temperature modeling based on an 
Energy Model. In this model, the wellbore is segmented into 
small well intervals. Each of these segments is defined by its 
bottom pressure (Ps-) and temperature (Ts- ) and its bottom 
mass flow rate (qs-). The wellbore/reservoir interface is 
defined by its pressure (Psf) and temperature (Tsf) while 
the reservoir is characterized, far from the well, by its 
geothermal temperature (Tgeo) and by its pressure (Pe).
For a producer well, as in this case, the temperature is 
updated starting from the lowest producing segment moving 
up in the wellbore to the top of perforations matching a 
simulated temperature profile (the blue curve in the output 
window in Fig.13) with the measured one (the red curve in 
the same Figure).
The result is very similar to the previous approach and 
confirmed that both the lower and the upper reservoir were 
contributing during the well test with similar percentage of 
gas allocations. The upper reservoir contributed 3% of the 
total production monitored at surface condition while the 
lower part produced 97% as presented in Fig.13.

In the specific analysed case both the interpretation 
approaches (shut-in and flowing input curves) can be 
considered reliable and robust.

CONCLUSIONS
Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool 
clamped on TCP guns has been successfully applied during 
well test operation in Zohr-5 well. No sensor damage was 
noted during the perforating operation.
MDTS data have been recovered after the well test and 
analysed, providing strategic information for the down hole 
flow profiling and for the well test interpretation.
In the specific analysed case both the interpretation 
approaches (shut-in and flowing input curves) can be 
considered reliable and robust.

CONCLUSIONS
Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool 
clamped on TCP guns has been successfully applied during 
well test operation in Zohr-5 well. No sensor damage was 
noted during the perforating operation.
MDTS data have been recovered after the well test and 
analysed, providing strategic information for the down hole 
flow profiling and for the well test interpretation.
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phase highlighted intervals in thermal equilibrium with 
the surrounding formation confirming that most of the 
production came from the lower part of the perforations (see 
green arrows in Fig. 10). Indeed, in correspondence of these 
intervals, the temperature readings during the main build-
up phase reached the value of the geothermal gradient. In 
conclusion, the most prolific producing intervals will warm 
the near wellbore rock formation, achieving geothermal 
gradient temperature more quickly than the less prolific 
intervals (see Fig. 9 and 10).
The continuous heating up observed during the main flow 
(see Fig.9), due to producing intervals warming up to 
formation temperature, confirmed a great gas production in 
the lower part of the perforations (green arrows in Fig.9). In 
the upper part of perforations the rising gas was cooled where 
there were additional contributions at a lower temperature 
(red arrows in Fig.9).
The temperatures acquired during the main build-up 
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intervals, the temperature readings during the main build-
up phase reached the value of the geothermal gradient. In 
conclusion, the most prolific producing intervals will warm 
the near wellbore rock formation, achieving geothermal 
gradient temperature more quickly than the less prolific 
intervals (see Fig. 9 and 10).
The second interpretation approach uses as input the 
temperature curves at the end of each flow period. The 
workflow includes a temperature modeling based on an 
Energy Model. In this model, the wellbore is segmented into 
small well intervals. Each of these segments is defined by its 
bottom pressure (Ps-) and temperature (Ts- ) and its bottom 
mass flow rate (qs-). The wellbore/reservoir interface is 
defined by its pressure (Psf) and temperature (Tsf) while 
the reservoir is characterized, far from the well, by its 
geothermal temperature (Tgeo) and by its pressure (Pe).
For a producer well, as in this case, the temperature is 
updated starting from the lowest producing segment moving 
up in the wellbore to the top of perforations matching a 
simulated temperature profile (the blue curve in the output 
window in Fig.13) with the measured one (the red curve in 
the same Figure).
The result is very similar to the previous approach and 
confirmed that both the lower and the upper reservoir were 
contributing during the well test with similar percentage of 
gas allocations. The upper reservoir contributed 3% of the 
total production monitored at surface condition while the 
lower part produced 97% as presented in Fig.13.

In the specific analysed case both the interpretation 
approaches (shut-in and flowing input curves) can be 
considered reliable and robust.

CONCLUSIONS
Multiple Discrete Temperature Sensors (MDTS) tool 
clamped on TCP guns has been successfully applied during 
well test operation in Zohr-5 well. No sensor damage was 
noted during the perforating operation.
MDTS data have been recovered after the well test and 
analysed, providing strategic information for the down hole 
flow profiling and for the well test interpretation.
In the specific analysed case both the interpretation 
approaches (shut-in and flowing input curves) can be 
considered reliable and robust.
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well test operation in Zohr-5 well. No sensor damage was 
noted during the perforating operation.
MDTS data have been recovered after the well test and 
analysed, providing strategic information for the down hole 
flow profiling and for the well test interpretation.

Fig 1: Multi Discrete Temperature Sensors Tool

Fig 3: Well Test Events: BHP and Rate Histories

Fig 4: Joule Thomson Inversion Curves of Methane (●)
 and CO2 (■)
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Fig 5: MDTS Profiles before Perforating

Fig 6: MDTS Profiles during Perforating

Fig 7: MDTS Profiles during Early Clean-up phase
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Fig 8: MDTS Profiles during Later Clean-up phase

Fig 9: MDTS Profiles during Main Flow phase

Fig 10: MDTS Profiles during Main Build-up phase

Fig 11: Quantitative Flow Profiling from Temperature Build-up curve

Fig 12: Workflow for Quantitative Flow Profiling using Flowing Temperaturesvv

Fig 13: Quantitative Flow Profiling from Flowing Temperature
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 SUBSEA MEASURING/VIEWER
TECHNOLOGIES

In the oil industry it is always challenging to visualize a 
structure or pipeline section with precise as built dimensions 
due to the limited visibility underwater and the limited 
accuracy of underwater positioning.
There are number of possible metrology methods including: 
manual or digital taut wire, inertial measurement, 
photogrammetry, scanning 3D Sonar and lately the 3D Subsea 
Laser Metrology systems, which has several technical and 
safety/environmental reservations which negatively affect 
their durability and utilization such as:
• Laser can only operate efficiently when the device is static 
in a fixed position, but when required access from different 
locations or angles for long distances or complicated objects, 
then it becomes limited in both operation and accuracy in 
addition to the safety and environmental hazard.
Photo Realistic 3D Cloud (PRC) is a cutting edge innovative 
technology to scan complete structures and pipeline sections 
underwater to create a 3D Cloud of billions of points 
presenting the as-built of any scanned object.

• How it works and related technology:
PRC is made up of a series of points in 3D space, defined 
in X, Y & Z coordinates representing the surface of a target 
object and its surroundings. Distance, size and angle of the 
target are all measured from 3D cloud of points.
• How does the cloud of points work:
There is a relation in relative coordination between a 3D 
object and the 2D image taken for this object called “Physical 
Camera Model”, these physical and mathematical models 
accurately simulate what happens into a camera during the 
shooting process. Therefore; the 3D PRC s/w reverse the 
process to create an accurate 3D model presentation of the 
object from using multiple images taken to this object.
• Scaling and measuring items:
the 3D model presentation of the scanned scene is to scale. 
The user can easily visualize from the 3D cloud of points 
where to measure and simply select and measure. 
• Final report Delivery
Dependant on the area scanned, ex: 50m spooler with 3m 
visibility will take 3 hours.
From the 3D Cloud, a 3D CAD model can be generated.

Fig.1 (Spool Metrology Cloud Model)

Fig.2 (Crossing Survey)

Advantages:
• Reducing time and cost on all subsea inspection, survey 

and installation work when accurate measurement and 
dimensional data is required.

• Clear, precise measurements for pipeline curvature, free 
span and crossing clearance.

• Provides 3D visualization for structures with a high degree 
of accuracy.

• Speed of data processing into a usable format.
• Can be done using ROV, Divers.
• Environmentally friendly.

Applications: 
• Pipeline tie-in spool measurements.
• Subsea installation support.
• Subsea decommissioning survey.
• Mooring chain inspection.
• Riser and umbilical inspection.
• Free span survey.
• Out of Straightness survey for lateral/vertical measurements.
• FPSO hull and flexible riser’s inspection.
• Seabed surveys.

Data Management systems

Introduction
A common mistake that some people believe that data 
management systems are a typical copy of maintenance or 
ERP (Enterprise Resources and Planning) systems. However, 
such an idea is very un-true, as there are core differences 
between them, although there are some similarities, as the 
ERP and maintenance modules are already included as a 
partof any AIM system.

Main Features

Data Management, such a feature consolidates all 
Company’s assets data (pipelines, platforms, subsea 
structures, etc.) from the conceptual engineering up to 
installation and operation.

phase into one centralized data base allowing the Company 
to have a full access to their assets data and its current 
condition, efficient handling of information, planning and 
reporting. 

Asset Registry, a detailed Master Asset Register is developed 
for all Company’s assets identifying unique ID number per 
each asset. Each asset is linked to its geographic location, 
having its full details such as name, headings (from/to), 
PI&D reference, diameter size, lengths, pressure rating, etc.

Risk Based Assessment (RBI), different types of assets 
have different risk factors and regulatory requirements, so 
the scope, frequency and inspections are tailored based on its 
type, age, international industry standards, design parameter, 
etc. of each asset. This facilitates defining the scope of work 
by consolidating all information and documents related to 
each asset and required by Company AIM team to define 
inspection SOW based on the RBI.

Inspection Findings and Anomaly register – Traffic light 
system, a comprehanisve risk register incorporating a traffic 
light system, shall be developed and customized in order to 
represent all deviations from the design codes, internatioal 
industrial standards as per Company’s AIM team assessment/
recoomendation, as identified during inspections. The 
system has the ability to build up a customized anomaly 
management procedure with standard definitions and 
categorizations to allow the AIM team to analyze, trend and 
prepare action plans.

Electronic Library, provides access to all the assets data 
such as drawings, certificates, design, inspection plans, 
maintenance plans etc. in one centralized database.

MCS Asset Integrity Data management system (AIDM) 
is a live example of the tailored made solution built and 
designed to cover all the client’s requirements and needs in 
a simple, unified user friendly interface with a geographical 
representation for all client’s assets; enabling client to 
view risks, analysis, planning and follow up activities. 
MCS AIDM can be expanded to interface with the client’s 
existing systems to retrieve any required data from different 
departments.
AIDM has been successfully implemented for more than 
oneoperator in Egypt, Gulf Regions, and South East Asia, 
to consolidate all the asset life cycle stages from concept, 
engineering and design, construction, operation, inspection 
and finally maintenance.

Fig.1 (Comparison between Maintenance Mgmt. 
systems and Asset Mgmt. systems)

Fig 2. AIDM Database
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Sub-Surface Safety Valve SSSV Erosion Assessment in 
HPHT Gas Field - A Case Study

By
Benni Toldo, Andrew Shuttleworth, and Polina Zabelina, BP

Abstract
The objective of this paper is to discuss a 
methodology used to assess the erosion risk 
of well equipment in an HPHT gas field 
offshore Egypt. Raven is an offshore subsea 

HPHT wet gas field located in the West Nile Delta region. 
During the well design phase a few challenges were faced 
with the erosion assessment of the Sub-Surface Safety Valve 
(SSSV).
A preliminary erosion study assuming dry gas with no 
liquids in the tubing showed excessive erosion rates and the 
potential outcome of having to choke back production. The 
analysis was performed using different erosion models and 
empirical formulas and all gave comparable results.
In high rate gas wells the worst case for erosion is in dry gas 
conditions due to the direct impingement of the produced 
solids particles with the metal, as there is no liquid to provide 
‘cushion’ effect. The metal loss is greatly reduced if there is 
a liquid film present on the internal surface of the completion 
equipment, effectively dampening the impact energy of the 
solid particles with the metal. Produced formation water can 
help mitigate the erosion rate however it is anticipated that it 
will be produced only late in field life.
The worst case for erosion is experienced at the end-of-
plateau conditions, years before water breakthrough.
The next step of the study was then to estimate the amount 
of condensate dropout in the tubing as a mean of controlling 
the metal loss. The relatively low expected Condensate 
Gas Ratio (CGR) of the reservoir fluid implied that the 
predominant flow regime within the tubing would either be 
mist or annular flow, but to determine the rate of metal loss it 
was necessary to quantify the relative velocities of the liquid 
and gas phases. A black oil retrograde condensate PVT 
model was generated from a tuned Equation of State (EoS) 

model and was used in a nodal analysis tool to estimate liquid 
dropout across the tubing length. The erosion assessment 
was re-evaluated this time considering the liquid dropout 
at the SSSV (process conditions) showing an acceptable 
erosion rate.
This approach can be applied on many high rate gas 
fields where erosion rate is a threat that could impact the 
production rates. In our case, demonstrating the presence 
and quantifying the amount of liquid film in the tubing 
and the positive effect on reducing erosion, helped define 
appropriate operating envelopes to deliver the required well 
potentials.

Introduction
BP’s West Nile Delta (WND) project is a planned offshore 
gas development in 600m of water depth, 60km off the 
Egyptian Mediterranean coast. It will consist of 21 wells in 
five fields, flowing through three trunklines to three separate 
onshore facilities. Production from WND is expected to 
reach up to 1.2 billion cubic feet a day (bci/d), equivalent 
to about 25 per cent of Egypt’s current gas production 
and significantly contribute to increasing the supply of 
energy in Egypt. All the produced gas will be fed into the 
country’s national gas grid, helping to meet the anticipated 
growth in local demand for energy. Production is expected 
to start in 2017. The Miocene-age Raven field is the oldest 
and deepest of the fields in the WND development, with a 
HPHT environment (BHP >10000psi) that offers up some 
unique challenges. The reservoir fluid is a gas condensate 
with an expected CGR of ~30stb/mmscf and a Dew point 
of ~4800psia.
The seven Raven wells are expected to produce at an initial 
rate of 140mmsci/d gas with associated condensate for at 
least 15 years.

 Ó Oil: pipeline, tanker.
 Ó Gas: pipeline, LNG.
 Ó Oilgas – multiphase pipeline.

Drive mechanism in oil reservoirs, agents for influence 
on formation.
 Ó Waterflooding.
 Ó Gasflooding.
 Ó WAG.
 Ó Chemical flooding.
 Ó Depletion (in case of active natural drive forces)

Drive mechanism in gas reservoirs.
 Ó Depletion.
 Ó Cycling process.

Wells type.
 Ó Vertical.
 Ó Horizontal.
 Ó Multilateral.

Wells number, wells pattern and wells spacing.
 Ó Wells pattern: 1, 3 –line, 5,7,9-sports, etc.
 Ó Variants with a different wells spacing.
 Ó Variants with a different formation sweep.

An optimal type of onshore facilities systems and a logistic 
to maintain production systems also can be determined only 
on the basis of a multivariate approach. It should also be 
noted that all these technological solutions are interrelated 
and substantially affect each other.
At the same time, in conditions of poor geological exploration 
of reservoirs an underestimation of geological uncertainties 
of reservoir properties and hydrocarbon reserves could lead 
to a selection of wrong strategies of a field development.
The elaboration of offshore field development strategy in 
conditions of an uncertainty of geological characteristics 
and properties of formations is presented in some 
articles. For example, (Chaudhury G., Whooley A. 2014) 
addressed the issues interlinkages geology, drilling and 
well completion with surface conditions in terms of cost 
and risk management in the case of  understudied  reservoir 
geology. The methodology and technology of assessment 
of required value and  quality  of geological reserves at the 
stage of exploration of offshore fields for the going from a 
phase  evaluation  to a phase  definition  are presented in paper 
(A.N.Shandrygin, I.I.Dyakonov, D.A.Dubrovsky, 2014). 
Fast tracking development of new deposits of hydrocarbons 
reservoir bordering with already exploited fields is described 
in article (Rajiv Nischal, Ramashish Rai R., Sood A.K., 
2004). The authors examined the different concepts of the 
field development with several options of products gathering 

and transportation. (Manceau E., Zabalza - Mezghani I., 
Roggero F., 2002) considered the problem of optimization 
of wells location and identification of the most important 
geological parameters for a field development using the 
theory of experimental design and Response Surface Method. 
A methodology and recommendations for development of a 
field with layers saturated by different viscosity fluids (high 
viscosity oil and light oil) are given in the paper (Usman 
M. etc all., 2013). The sensitivity study was performed for 
searching the best scenario that provides a greatest profit. 
Special procedure for the optimization of offshore field 
development strategy with the analysis of different variables 
(number and location of wells, platforms capacity, time of 
input and abandonment of wells and etc.) is described by 
(Gaspar A.T. etc all., 2014). The workflow for accounting 
of geological uncertainties with automatic implementation 
of numerous (hundreds)  geological models  and automatic 
selection of wells trajectories on offshore fields is presented 
in paper (Hegstad B.K., Saetrom J., 2014).
Thus, the problem of finding of effective approaches for the 
development of offshore fields in conditions of the geology 
uncertainty has been already solved to a certain extent. But 
in the existing studies nobody almost touched aspects of a 
decision-making workflow for the strategy of offshore oil-
gas field development.
In this article we present the workflow for the choice 
of strategy of offshore oil-gas field development on the 
example of a relatively shallow field with open year-round 
sea surface (i.e. outside the Arctic zone).
This case corresponds to the most significant number of 
variants on the types of used production systems and options 
of external transport of products from a field.
Workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy of offshore 
oil-gas field development
The proposed workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy 
of offshore oil-gas field development includes several stages 
demonstrated in Figure 1.
Selection of a type of production systems for oil and gas 
under the terms of their applicability on the field
We review the existing offshore production systems for 
hydrocarbons recovery with aim to determine the possibility 
of using them on the field on the basis of information about 
sea depth, sea bottom characteristics, climate, condition for 
products transportation and etc.
As result of the review we define a set of oil and gas 
production systems for further analysis of their applicability 
on the field.
Development of fields with several vertically stacked oil and 
gas/gas condensate reservoirs usually occurs with combining 
of oil productive and gas productive zones in separate 
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Introduction
BP’s West Nile Delta (WND) project is a planned offshore 
gas development in 600m of water depth, 60km off the 
Egyptian Mediterranean coast. It will consist of 21 wells in 
five fields, flowing through three trunklines to three separate 
onshore facilities. Production from WND is expected to 
reach up to 1.2 billion cubic feet a day (bci/d), equivalent 
to about 25 per cent of Egypt’s current gas production 
and significantly contribute to increasing the supply of 
energy in Egypt. All the produced gas will be fed into the 
country’s national gas grid, helping to meet the anticipated 
growth in local demand for energy. Production is expected 
to start in 2017. The Miocene-age Raven field is the oldest 
and deepest of the fields in the WND development, with a 
HPHT environment (BHP >10000psi) that offers up some 
unique challenges. The reservoir fluid is a gas condensate 
with an expected CGR of ~30stb/mmscf and a Dew point 
of ~4800psia.
The seven Raven wells are expected to produce at an initial 
rate of 140mmsci/d gas with associated condensate for at 
least 15 years.

Well Design
The Raven wells will be completed with an open hole gravel 
pack across the reservoir section. A nodal analysis sensitivity 
was done to determine the optimal production tubing size 
required and resulted in the selection of a 7’’ x 6 5 / 8 x 5 1 
/2’’  tapered string as the optimal solution. The advantage of 
such design compared with single size tubing arrangement 
is that it allows maximizing the size and well deliverability 
within the ID limitations of the production casing /liner. A 
larger tubing size towards the upper section of the well helps 
maintain the gas velocities in the tubing within specified 
limits. A 5 ½  tubing retrievable safety valve (SSSV) will 
be installed 550m below the mudline. The SSSV size was 
dictated by the pressure rating required (10kpsi) and by the 
need to employ a specialized deep-set valve that would be 
able to operate within the subsea system hydraulic supply 
pressure limit of 10kpsi. Given the size restriction (4.4  ID) 
and the sharp increase in gas velocity across the SSSV, a 
concern around the erosion and integrity of the valve 
prompted a detailed erosion assessment. Results showing 
excessive erosion could have prompted a choking back of 
the wells towards the end-of-plateau with the inevitable 
economic impact of deferring production.

Erosion Modelling step-by-step
The step-by-step procedure utilized for this analysis is 
summarized below and presented in detail in the following 
chapters.
 Ó Established solids basis for erosion model: particle size 
and shape and concentration.

 Ó Selected single well  worst case  production profile from an 
erosion standpoint, in broad terms the one with the highest 
gas rates and the lowest produced liquids.

 Ó Performed a well nodal analysis to replicate the selected 
production conditions (year on year) for the life-of-field. 
Used a dry gas Black Oil model and Gray as an initial 
tubing lift correlation.

 Ó Reviewed the gas velocity across the tubing length for 
end-of-plateau conditions to pinpoint  hot spots  where fluid 
velocities are the highest. In our case the SSSV showed 
the highest velocity across the completion.

 Ó Performed first pass erosion modelling using SPPS 
considering dry gas velocity only (no liquids) Results 
showed excessive erosion based on the prescribed limits.

 Ó Performed a second pass erosion analysis this time 
considering gas and formation water superficial velocity. 
Erosion was still above the predefined limit during first 
producing years.

 Ó Used a tuned Equation of State (EoS) to model the 
hydrocarbon PVT conditions.

 Ó Re-run well nodal analysis matching the Black Oil model 
with the flashed PVT conditions. Used a multi-phase 
correlation (Petroleum Expert 2) to obtain liquid drop-out 
(gas condensate and water) in the tubing.

 Ó Performed final erosion assessment considering the 
combined effect of formation plus produced water and 
liquid condensate. Results of the analysis showed the 
erosion within the accepted limits.

Erosion model
There are a number of erosion models available to estimate 
the erosion rate, such as the API RP 14E, DNV RP-O501 
standard, SPPS erosion model. It has been recognized that 
API RP 14E methodology is not applicable for the conditions 
where solids are present in the flow.
Sand Production Pipe Saver (SPPS) erosion model v 3.4 
developed by the University of Tulsa was used to model the 
erosion rates for this work. At present it is considered to be 
one of the most comprehensive erosion models available 
to the industry. To calculate predicted erosion rates it takes 
into consideration multiple parameters which influence the 
erosion rate, such as gas and liquids superficial velocities, 
viscosities, solids particles size, rate and shape, material 
hardness and particle impact angle on the material as shown 
in the formula below:

Where ER is the dimensionless erosion ratio (mass of wall 
material divided by the mass of particles), C is a material 
dependent constant, HB is the Brinell hardness, Fs is the 
particle sharpness factor, f(Ө) is a function of particle impact 
angle (material dependent), Vp is the particle impact speed 
calculated from the particle tracking model, n is an empirical 
constant.
Presence of liquids highly influences the erosion rate, which 
can be explained by the fact that when there are liquids 
present in a gas stream sand particles will mostly be in the 
liquid phase which is present as a film on the inner pipe 
surface as well as droplets in the gas flow. Sand particles 
located in the liquid droplets entrained in the gas phase have 
higher velocity and cause higher level of erosion compared 
to those in liquid film on the pipe surface. When the liquid 
film thickness on the pipe surface increases, erosion rate 
decreases as this liquid film acts as a ‘cushion’ as it slows 
particle rates down while they are travelling through this 
film to hit the pipe surface. In general a beneficial effect is 
seen when the liquid
film thickness is greater than ½ of the solid particles diameter.
Flow regime is another key parameter in determining the 
erosion damage in a flow stream. In multiphase flows, the 
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two key points are the phase the solid particles travel in and 
how the phases are distributed within the pipe section. Due 
to the higher density and viscosity of the liquid vs. the gas 
phase, particles carried in liquids follow the flow streamlines 
more closely and are less likely to impact the pipe wall if the 
fluid changes direction (e.g. at the SSSV restriction). Hence, 
for the same velocities, flow regimes where the particles are 
carried in the gas phase can produce higher erosion rates 
than flow regimes where the particles remain in the liquid. 
For our particular conditions a sensitivity analysis showed 
that choosing a different flow regime could produce a 
difference in results of up to 50%. The flow map showed in 
Figure 2 was then used to confirm the flow regime input to 
the erosion model.
Finally it is critical to set the maximum allowable erosion 
rate during the design stage of the project to ensure future 
integrity. It should be pointed out that the widely used limit 
of 0.1mm/yr has been set for materials that are prone to 
synergistic effect of erosion-corrosion (i.e. carbon/low alloy 
steels and 13Cr steel), while in case of duplex stainless steel 
and higher CRAs (e.g. highly alloyed austenitic stainless 
steels, nickel alloys) no maximum limit is set and a material 
wastage tolerance is used instead.
For this particular case, considering that the SSSV at the 
point of interest was made of Nickel Alloy material, the 0.1 
mm/year erosion limit was considered overly conservative 
and a tolerable wastage allowance was used instead.

Solids design basis (size & loading)
A key input for the erosion analysis is the understanding 
of the solids particle size and quantity that will be 
produced. Selecting a particle size that is too small will 
lead to underestimation of the erosion of the equipment, if 
however a conservative number is assumed, it could lead to 
overestimating erosion rates and over-design of equipment 
(e.g. upgrade equipment metallurgy etc.) or even worse 
choking down the well production.
For this specific case an initial erosion study was done for 
screening purposes using the formation sand mean particle 
size (P50  150 microns) flagging the risk of erosion. Using 
the formation mean particle size for erosion modeling 
is a common practice for Cased and Perforated (C&P) 
completions but once the decision was made to complete the 
wells with Open Hole Gravel Pack (OHGP) this assumption 
proved too conservative since with downhole sand control 
the gravel is sized to actually stop the production of 
formation sand. For this reason it was assumed that the size 
of the formation solids that could be produced is 1 / 10 of the 
gravel used for gravel packing the well. This rule is based on 
Saucier experimental data shown in the plot below (Figure 
3), where the dotted line shows that for D/d ratios over ~10, 

the formation sand can flow through the gravel pack pore 
throats and be back-produced. For this field in specific, the
20 / 40 gravel pack assumed has a mean diameter of 650 
microns therefore the largest particle size that could pass 
through was set at 65microns.
These initial particle size assumptions were later confirmed 
from Screen/Gravel slurry flow-through testing by measuring 
the effluent particle size distribution passing through a 20 
/ 40 gravel pack, where the mean diameter was measured 
between 30 to 60 microns as shown in Figure 4.
This theory is applicable for semi-round particles however 
 Sharp  particles were assumed on the conservative side for 
the erosion model.
It should also be noted that predicted erosion rate is directly 
proportional to the sand loading and therefore it is important 
to make correct assumptions about the amount of sand 
expected. In this work sand loading was selected as 0.1 lb/
mmscf on the basis that sand and erosion monitoring devices 
(production tree acoustic sand detectors) will be able to 
determine such level of sand production and it would enable
operations to take required actions in case the sand loading 
increases above this value.

Nodal Analysis
As discussed in the previous section, three of the key inputs 
to the SPPS erosion modelling tool are the gas and liquid 
superficial velocities, and the expected flow regime. These 
were calculated using the Petroleum Experts’ PROSPER 
software using the following workflow:
1. Determine representative flowing conditions (flowing 

well head pressure, gas rate, water gas ratio)
2. Establish fluid properties and build appropriate PVT 

model
3. Input well design
4. Select an appropriate vertical lift correlation that will 

account for phase separation in the tubing
5. Calculate superficial gas and liquid velocities at a range 

of conditions
6. Establish flow regime at each condition

Flowing Conditions
The existing production forecasting profiles were used to 
establish the expected rates, wellhead flowing pressures 
(WHFP) and water gas ratios (WGR) at different points 
along the well life.
The production profile in Figure 5 shows the expected 
conditions for a typical Raven development well.
This profile was generated from a full-field GAP-Prosper-
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to the higher density and viscosity of the liquid vs. the gas 
phase, particles carried in liquids follow the flow streamlines 
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the formation mean particle size for erosion modeling 
is a common practice for Cased and Perforated (C&P) 
completions but once the decision was made to complete the 
wells with Open Hole Gravel Pack (OHGP) this assumption 
proved too conservative since with downhole sand control 
the gravel is sized to actually stop the production of 
formation sand. For this reason it was assumed that the size 
of the formation solids that could be produced is 1 / 10 of the 
gravel used for gravel packing the well. This rule is based on 
Saucier experimental data shown in the plot below (Figure 
3), where the dotted line shows that for D/d ratios over ~10, 

the formation sand can flow through the gravel pack pore 
throats and be back-produced. For this field in specific, the
20 / 40 gravel pack assumed has a mean diameter of 650 
microns therefore the largest particle size that could pass 
through was set at 65microns.
These initial particle size assumptions were later confirmed 
from Screen/Gravel slurry flow-through testing by measuring 
the effluent particle size distribution passing through a 20 
/ 40 gravel pack, where the mean diameter was measured 
between 30 to 60 microns as shown in Figure 4.
This theory is applicable for semi-round particles however 
 Sharp  particles were assumed on the conservative side for 
the erosion model.
It should also be noted that predicted erosion rate is directly 
proportional to the sand loading and therefore it is important 
to make correct assumptions about the amount of sand 
expected. In this work sand loading was selected as 0.1 lb/
mmscf on the basis that sand and erosion monitoring devices 
(production tree acoustic sand detectors) will be able to 
determine such level of sand production and it would enable
operations to take required actions in case the sand loading 
increases above this value.

Nodal Analysis
As discussed in the previous section, three of the key inputs 
to the SPPS erosion modelling tool are the gas and liquid 
superficial velocities, and the expected flow regime. These 
were calculated using the Petroleum Experts’ PROSPER 
software using the following workflow:
1. Determine representative flowing conditions (flowing 

well head pressure, gas rate, water gas ratio)
2. Establish fluid properties and build appropriate PVT 

model
3. Input well design
4. Select an appropriate vertical lift correlation that will 

account for phase separation in the tubing
5. Calculate superficial gas and liquid velocities at a range 

of conditions
6. Establish flow regime at each condition

Flowing Conditions
The existing production forecasting profiles were used to 
establish the expected rates, wellhead flowing pressures 
(WHFP) and water gas ratios (WGR) at different points 
along the well life.
The production profile in Figure 5 shows the expected 
conditions for a typical Raven development well.
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MBAL integrated asset model accounting for expected 
onshore and subsea pressure drops, and expected aquifer 
influx. As has already been discussed, the presence of a 
liquid film in the tubing can significantly reduce the rate of 
erosion, so the presence of produced water can be beneficial. 
Critically though, it was identified that the worst period 
for erosion is at the end of the plateau period in year four 
- several years before aquifer breakthrough is expected 
(in year 10). As the reservoir pressure falls and the choke 
is opened, the WHFP approaches flowline pressure whilst 
maintaining a constant gas rate of 140mmscf/d. This has 
the effect of increasing gas velocity until the well comes off 
plateau as shown in Figure 6.
An important part of the analysis was to quantify the presence of 
liquids present in the tubing, and of hydrocarbon condensates 
in particular, as the results show that the formation water 
could not be relied upon to mitigate erosion. In the specific 
case of Raven, even in wells which were producing 150 to 
200 STB / day of condensed water, only a minimal amount 
was actually condensing in the tubing with a negligible effect 
in the erosion rates compared with dry gas only.

Fluid Properties
A Peng-Robinson equation of state (EoS) model was created 
based on a compositional analysis of the reservoir fluid 
obtained from an appraisal well, and was tuned to match 
physical properties including dew point and viscosity. For 
speed and simplicity, rather than using this EoS in the well 
model, a black oil retrograde condensate PVT model was 
matched to the EoS. This was achieved by simulating a two 
stage flash in the PVT model; first to separator conditions, 
then to stock tank conditions. The fluid properties at these 
states were used to populate the Black Oil model.
As will be seen in the results, the low amount of condensed 
water alone did not contribute to mitigate erosion, but the 
hydrocarbon Dew point of approximately 5000psia implied 
that some liquid dropout would be expected in the upper part 
of the tubing as the WHFP decreased.
A simplified well design was included in the PROSPER 
model including ID restrictions (e.g. nipple profiles)

Vertical Lift Correlation
Vertical lift correlations make it possible to calculate the 
pressure drop experienced by a fluid along a given length 
of tubing as a function of rate. Given the bottom-hole 
and well head pressures it is then possible to calculate the 
rates and velocities of each fluid component. The pressure 
drop is divided into three components, associated with 
gravity, friction, and acceleration of the fluid; in oil wells 
the hydrostatic (gravity) term dominates, and acceleration 

terms may often be ignored, but in high rate gas wells the 
friction term can dominate and the acceleration term can be 
significant.
Prior to this investigation, the dry gas vertical lift correlation 
from Gray had been used for production forecasting, given 
the provn suitability of this model with relatively low CGR 
expected from the wells.
Unfortunately, the Gray correlation has its own internal 
calculator that overrides the input PVT properties and does 
not explicitly calculate the superficial velocities of liquid and 
vapour phases required by the SPPS model and so was not 
suitable for this investigation. Instead, the Petroleum Experts 
2 correlation was used. PE2 uses a flow map to characterize 
the flow regime and applies established correlations (Duns 
and Ros, Hagedorn Brown) based on these particular 
conditions. For the flow conditions seen in the Raven wells 
(moderate-low CGR gas) annular mist flow is the dominant 
flow regime meaning the Duns and Ros correlation is used.

Fluid Velocities and Flow Regime
The output from the nodal analysis is a pressure and velocity 
gradient with depth, for each year.
Importantly, the gas and liquid slip velocities, accounting 
for liquid holdup are included. These outputs can be used to 
calculate all the required inputs to the SPPS model. Figure 
8 shows the liquid superficial velocity in the tubing due to 
condensate drop out for the first four year of production. 
It can been seen that at year one the liquid velocity is 
negligible due to the low rates of condensed water only. 
On year 2 however the Dew point conditions are crossed 
and condensate drops out of solution in the upper part of 
the tubing. As the wellbore pressure drops year on year, 
more liquid condensate drops out in the tubing and in the 
sandface. Also note the spike in liquid velocity across the 
SSSV at 1200m.
The multi-phase vertical lift correlation also determines the 
flow regime which is another important input for the erosion 
model. The flow regime output from Prosper was cross checked 
using a vertical pipe flow regime map (see Figure 2) confirming 
that either mist or annular flow conditions were expected.

Erosion Analysis - Results
While other factors like density and viscosity play some part 
to the predicted erosion results, the governing factor in a gas 
well is the gas velocity. A gradient analysis was performed 
for three representative well conditions using a single phase 
tubing vertical lift model (Gray): start-up, end of plateau and 
1year after end of plateau (see Figure 9).
As expected, the results showed that the velocities at end-
of-plateau are much larger than the virgin conditions and 

declining once the gas rate is reduced. (post end-of plateau 
conditions). The other key takeaway was that the SSSV was 
showing as a potential erosion  hotspot  with a sharp increase 
in gas velocity across the ID restriction approaching 40m/s. 
Other well restrictions (e.g. downhole barrier valve, nipple 
profiles etc.) were not deemed as severe therefore the erosion 
assessment was concentrated at the SSSV only.
The SSSV restriction was modeled with SPPS as an elbow 
with an R/D ratio of 5 as per current company practices. A 
first pass erosion modelling was calculated considering dry 
gas velocity only however the erosion and material wastage 
was over the prescribed limits.
A second pass was done using the formation water velocity. 
The results showed that once the liquids start being 
produced a sharp reduction in erosion was predicted with a 
resulting decrease in cumulative metal loss. However, given 
that the formation water is not expected before 10 years of 
production the SSSV erosion risk during the end-of plateau 
period was still a concern.
The final step of the analysis consisted in running the erosion 
model this time adding the liquid velocity of the condensate 
dropout plus the formation water later in field life.
The model was run both using mist and annular flow regimes 
as sensitivity giving very comparable results. The summary 
of the erosion results is shown in Figure 10 and 11.

Conclusions
This analysis enabled the project to better understand and 

estimate the erosion threat for the downhole equipment in a 
complex HPHT well. The results showed that the erosion is 
manageable at the planned pressures and rates and in specific 
at low pressures (end-of-plateau) the erosion is more onerous 
than at High Pressure (virgin reservoir pressure) conditions 
where the gas velocity is lower.
The liquid condensate dropout in the production tubing 
(superficial liquid velocity) has been quantified through a 
methodical procedure and used as an input for the erosion 
model. This reduced the expected erosion rates in the early 
stages of production and at end-of-plateau conditions when 
the gas velocities are at their maximum.
The additional effect of formation water helped reduce the 
material wastage in late field life conditions.
The effect of produced condensed water on its own was not 
sufficient in reducing the erosion rates given the minimal 
amount of fluids in liquid form inside the tubing.
Finally, the effect of liquid film and its peculiar advantage 
in reducing the solids particle erosion rate in metals was a 
key enabler for the project to justify the well design as fit for 
purpose for the required gas rates and can be used for other 
fields with similar well conditions.
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MBAL integrated asset model accounting for expected 
onshore and subsea pressure drops, and expected aquifer 
influx. As has already been discussed, the presence of a 
liquid film in the tubing can significantly reduce the rate of 
erosion, so the presence of produced water can be beneficial. 
Critically though, it was identified that the worst period 
for erosion is at the end of the plateau period in year four 
- several years before aquifer breakthrough is expected 
(in year 10). As the reservoir pressure falls and the choke 
is opened, the WHFP approaches flowline pressure whilst 
maintaining a constant gas rate of 140mmscf/d. This has 
the effect of increasing gas velocity until the well comes off 
plateau as shown in Figure 6.
An important part of the analysis was to quantify the presence of 
liquids present in the tubing, and of hydrocarbon condensates 
in particular, as the results show that the formation water 
could not be relied upon to mitigate erosion. In the specific 
case of Raven, even in wells which were producing 150 to 
200 STB / day of condensed water, only a minimal amount 
was actually condensing in the tubing with a negligible effect 
in the erosion rates compared with dry gas only.

Fluid Properties
A Peng-Robinson equation of state (EoS) model was created 
based on a compositional analysis of the reservoir fluid 
obtained from an appraisal well, and was tuned to match 
physical properties including dew point and viscosity. For 
speed and simplicity, rather than using this EoS in the well 
model, a black oil retrograde condensate PVT model was 
matched to the EoS. This was achieved by simulating a two 
stage flash in the PVT model; first to separator conditions, 
then to stock tank conditions. The fluid properties at these 
states were used to populate the Black Oil model.
As will be seen in the results, the low amount of condensed 
water alone did not contribute to mitigate erosion, but the 
hydrocarbon Dew point of approximately 5000psia implied 
that some liquid dropout would be expected in the upper part 
of the tubing as the WHFP decreased.
A simplified well design was included in the PROSPER 
model including ID restrictions (e.g. nipple profiles)

Vertical Lift Correlation
Vertical lift correlations make it possible to calculate the 
pressure drop experienced by a fluid along a given length 
of tubing as a function of rate. Given the bottom-hole 
and well head pressures it is then possible to calculate the 
rates and velocities of each fluid component. The pressure 
drop is divided into three components, associated with 
gravity, friction, and acceleration of the fluid; in oil wells 
the hydrostatic (gravity) term dominates, and acceleration 

terms may often be ignored, but in high rate gas wells the 
friction term can dominate and the acceleration term can be 
significant.
Prior to this investigation, the dry gas vertical lift correlation 
from Gray had been used for production forecasting, given 
the provn suitability of this model with relatively low CGR 
expected from the wells.
Unfortunately, the Gray correlation has its own internal 
calculator that overrides the input PVT properties and does 
not explicitly calculate the superficial velocities of liquid and 
vapour phases required by the SPPS model and so was not 
suitable for this investigation. Instead, the Petroleum Experts 
2 correlation was used. PE2 uses a flow map to characterize 
the flow regime and applies established correlations (Duns 
and Ros, Hagedorn Brown) based on these particular 
conditions. For the flow conditions seen in the Raven wells 
(moderate-low CGR gas) annular mist flow is the dominant 
flow regime meaning the Duns and Ros correlation is used.

Fluid Velocities and Flow Regime
The output from the nodal analysis is a pressure and velocity 
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Importantly, the gas and liquid slip velocities, accounting 
for liquid holdup are included. These outputs can be used to 
calculate all the required inputs to the SPPS model. Figure 
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condensate drop out for the first four year of production. 
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and condensate drops out of solution in the upper part of 
the tubing. As the wellbore pressure drops year on year, 
more liquid condensate drops out in the tubing and in the 
sandface. Also note the spike in liquid velocity across the 
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flow regime which is another important input for the erosion 
model. The flow regime output from Prosper was cross checked 
using a vertical pipe flow regime map (see Figure 2) confirming 
that either mist or annular flow conditions were expected.

Erosion Analysis - Results
While other factors like density and viscosity play some part 
to the predicted erosion results, the governing factor in a gas 
well is the gas velocity. A gradient analysis was performed 
for three representative well conditions using a single phase 
tubing vertical lift model (Gray): start-up, end of plateau and 
1year after end of plateau (see Figure 9).
As expected, the results showed that the velocities at end-
of-plateau are much larger than the virgin conditions and 
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conditions). The other key takeaway was that the SSSV was 
showing as a potential erosion  hotspot  with a sharp increase 
in gas velocity across the ID restriction approaching 40m/s. 
Other well restrictions (e.g. downhole barrier valve, nipple 
profiles etc.) were not deemed as severe therefore the erosion 
assessment was concentrated at the SSSV only.
The SSSV restriction was modeled with SPPS as an elbow 
with an R/D ratio of 5 as per current company practices. A 
first pass erosion modelling was calculated considering dry 
gas velocity only however the erosion and material wastage 
was over the prescribed limits.
A second pass was done using the formation water velocity. 
The results showed that once the liquids start being 
produced a sharp reduction in erosion was predicted with a 
resulting decrease in cumulative metal loss. However, given 
that the formation water is not expected before 10 years of 
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period was still a concern.
The final step of the analysis consisted in running the erosion 
model this time adding the liquid velocity of the condensate 
dropout plus the formation water later in field life.
The model was run both using mist and annular flow regimes 
as sensitivity giving very comparable results. The summary 
of the erosion results is shown in Figure 10 and 11.
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This analysis enabled the project to better understand and 

estimate the erosion threat for the downhole equipment in a 
complex HPHT well. The results showed that the erosion is 
manageable at the planned pressures and rates and in specific 
at low pressures (end-of-plateau) the erosion is more onerous 
than at High Pressure (virgin reservoir pressure) conditions 
where the gas velocity is lower.
The liquid condensate dropout in the production tubing 
(superficial liquid velocity) has been quantified through a 
methodical procedure and used as an input for the erosion 
model. This reduced the expected erosion rates in the early 
stages of production and at end-of-plateau conditions when 
the gas velocities are at their maximum.
The additional effect of formation water helped reduce the 
material wastage in late field life conditions.
The effect of produced condensed water on its own was not 
sufficient in reducing the erosion rates given the minimal 
amount of fluids in liquid form inside the tubing.
Finally, the effect of liquid film and its peculiar advantage 
in reducing the solids particle erosion rate in metals was a 
key enabler for the project to justify the well design as fit for 
purpose for the required gas rates and can be used for other 
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Figure 2—Vertical pipe flow regime map

Figure 4—PSD of produced solids through 2040/ gravel 
pack (Lab test)
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Figure 5—Well Production Profile

Figure 3—Saucier test results used to base the size 
of solid particles
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Figure 6—Gas Velocity at the SSSV over field life (dry gas)

Figure 7—PVT model inputs

Figure 8—Tubing Superficial liquid velocity due to 
condensate dropout

Figure 9—Gas velocity vs. depth profile (using Gray)
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Figure 10—Erosion rate results (mm/year)
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Diar, a renowned consulting group, was founded in 2009 with a sharp focus on providing engineering, 
procurement and construction services to clients in diverse industries, adeptly handling their projects 
from conception to completion. 
Among the reputable projects Diar undertook, it prides itself in working with leading clients in the Oil & 
Gas industry including Shell and Total, while consistently maintaining a relentless focus on safety. 
With a vision of becoming one of the top professional firms in the field of Engineering & Consulting 
services in the MENA region, Diar assigns great importace to its three driving principles of safety, ethics 
and teamwork.   
We,re highly confident in our potential, our skilled workforce,  and the promising growth of the markets 
we serve, aspiring powerfully for continued success.

• Diar Consulting Group has been awarded a two years Engineering, 
Procurement and Construction Management (EPCm) services contract for 
Shell Lubricants October plant extension to oil facilities in Egypt.

• Under the contract, Diar Consulting Group will provide EPCm services 
primarily for a portfolio of brownfield project. The contract will be executed by 
Diar Group Egypt with support from its global delivery support in USA.

• Diar has awarded a new project to design the head office for Egypt Gas.

Our Clients
Awarded Projects

About Us

Villa 9, El-Shaikh Mohamed El-Gizawy st., 1st Settlement, New Cairo, Cairo
Tel.: +202 345 4411 - +201224008019        E-mail: info@diargroup.com www.diargroup.com
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Address: 37 Ibrahim Aboul Naga street,
Abbas Al-Akkad Extension, Nasr city, Cairo, Egypt.

Phone: +202 2 273 1374 - 2 670 0108
Fax: +202 2 272 6183

www.kobold.com
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INTERNATIONAL
MARINE WORKS (IMW)

International Naval Works (INW) Founded in 1977, INW is a leading name in Egypt and the Middle 
East’s Oil and Gas sector.

The company’s headquarter is based in Alexandria with branches in Cairo, UAE, KSA, Qatar and 
Kuwait.

INW expanded its operations in 2002 through inauguration of a sister company called International 
Marine Works (IMW).

IMW is a free zone which established to work exclusively for Oil and Gas industry.

IMW operations across two areas including Diving and Marine operations. Serving these areas IMW 
maintains a fleet of nine (9) vessels, including one(1) DP-2/AHTS offshore support vessel.

The company is able to offer a range of marine Services including Anchor Handling and Towing, 
Inspection, Maintenance and Operations’ Support.

A member in IMCA and ADC complimenting these services, IMW also owns and operates Five (5)
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and offers a unique array of Rope Access Techniques that 
enable its operate  in challenging environments, INW/IMW is  a full member (operator) in IRATA.

One of the Company’s Milestones is the Egyptian International Diving School (EIDS), the First Diving 
School approved by Maritime Safety (EAMS).
EIDS offers both commercial air diver training and recreational diving training, complying with 
international standards.

The Future Begins Here +203 5714407 / 8 / 9

+203 5714406

info@inw.com.eg

www.inw.com.eg
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OFFSHORE SAFETY CASE IMPLEMENTATION IN 
MEDITERRANEAN SEA

By
D. Strippoli, R. Steer, ERM.

Abstract
In response to the Macondo disaster, the 
EU published Directive 201330//EU on the 
Safety of Offshore O&G Operations. The 
transposing legislation serves to implement a 

Major Accident Hazard control (Safety Case) regime, similar 
to that which has been in place in the North Sea since the 
Piper Alpha disaster in July 1988. Such Safety Case regimes, 
based broadly on that introduced in the UK North Sea 
following the Piper Alpha disaster, are aimed at preventing 
the (re)occurrence of Major Accidents in the Offshore O&G 
sector and reducing their consequences, should they occur. 
Ultimately, the objective is to have a regime in place, which is 
effective in reducing the risk associated with Major Accidents 
across Europe. The legislation places requirements on both 
the industry operators and the regulators. Whilst preventative 
arrangements can be operator and local asset specific 
(but aligning to industry best practice and the Directive/
Legislation requirements), given the transboundary nature of 
potential consequences (e.g. major oil spill affecting highly 
sensitive environments) a more integrated, regional approach 
is required. Almost all countries in the Mediterranean region 
have some form of offshore O&G operations and clearly, the 
situation is complex as not all form part of the EU. At the same 
time, the socio-economic and environmental sensitivities 
of the Mediterranean Sea are well recognised. This paper 
outlines the challenging steps of the implementation status of 
the Safety Directive across EU on the basis of experience & 
lessons learned by the Authors in assisting O&G Companies 
across several countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea. The 
aim of the Paper is to present a Regional overview across the 
countries involved (EU, not EU, Accession EU) examining 
future trends for a sustainable development.

INTRODUCTION
Following the Macondo disaster, a range of changes have 
been implemented in relation to how Major Accident Hazards 
(MAHs) are controlled. From a European context, most 
notable has been the issue and subsequent transposition into 
local legislation of the European Union (EU) Directive on the 
Safety of Offshore Oil and Gas Operations (Directive 2013/ 
30 / EU). The reviews conducted by the EU, post Macondo, 
highlighted three key challenges:
 Ó The fragmented Offshore Safety/Major Accident Hazard 
control legislative regime;

 Ó The regulatory frameworks and arrangements did not 
provide effective response to MajorAccidents;

 Ó The liability regimes were such that the responsible parties 
may not be identifiable, able orliable to pay to remedy 
damage.

The EU Directive served to address these concerns, placing 
requirements on both the industry operators and the regulators, 
setting the requirement for the Competent Authorities to be 
established and increasing the level of Standards related to the 
Offshore Oil & Gas development in the Region.
The Directive and transposing legislation introduce a goal 
setting, risk based Major Accident control regime, which 
places the onus on the operator to provide a demonstration that 
effective arrangements are in place. This is consistent with the 
regime in place in the UK North Sea and the requirements are 
achieved via, for example, development and implementation 
of Safety Cases/Reports on Major Hazards (RoMHs), 
submission of Well Operations Notificatons, for example. 
The new regime also requires structured consideration on 
environmental (and therefore socio-economic) consequences 
and relevant preparedness for emergency response.

 Ó Oil: pipeline, tanker.
 Ó Gas: pipeline, LNG.
 Ó Oilgas – multiphase pipeline.

Drive mechanism in oil reservoirs, agents for influence 
on formation.
 Ó Waterflooding.
 Ó Gasflooding.
 Ó WAG.
 Ó Chemical flooding.
 Ó Depletion (in case of active natural drive forces)

Drive mechanism in gas reservoirs.
 Ó Depletion.
 Ó Cycling process.

Wells type.
 Ó Vertical.
 Ó Horizontal.
 Ó Multilateral.

Wells number, wells pattern and wells spacing.
 Ó Wells pattern: 1, 3 –line, 5,7,9-sports, etc.
 Ó Variants with a different wells spacing.
 Ó Variants with a different formation sweep.

An optimal type of onshore facilities systems and a logistic 
to maintain production systems also can be determined only 
on the basis of a multivariate approach. It should also be 
noted that all these technological solutions are interrelated 
and substantially affect each other.
At the same time, in conditions of poor geological exploration 
of reservoirs an underestimation of geological uncertainties 
of reservoir properties and hydrocarbon reserves could lead 
to a selection of wrong strategies of a field development.
The elaboration of offshore field development strategy in 
conditions of an uncertainty of geological characteristics 
and properties of formations is presented in some 
articles. For example, (Chaudhury G., Whooley A. 2014) 
addressed the issues interlinkages geology, drilling and 
well completion with surface conditions in terms of cost 
and risk management in the case of  understudied  reservoir 
geology. The methodology and technology of assessment 
of required value and  quality  of geological reserves at the 
stage of exploration of offshore fields for the going from a 
phase  evaluation  to a phase  definition  are presented in paper 
(A.N.Shandrygin, I.I.Dyakonov, D.A.Dubrovsky, 2014). 
Fast tracking development of new deposits of hydrocarbons 
reservoir bordering with already exploited fields is described 
in article (Rajiv Nischal, Ramashish Rai R., Sood A.K., 
2004). The authors examined the different concepts of the 
field development with several options of products gathering 

and transportation. (Manceau E., Zabalza - Mezghani I., 
Roggero F., 2002) considered the problem of optimization 
of wells location and identification of the most important 
geological parameters for a field development using the 
theory of experimental design and Response Surface Method. 
A methodology and recommendations for development of a 
field with layers saturated by different viscosity fluids (high 
viscosity oil and light oil) are given in the paper (Usman 
M. etc all., 2013). The sensitivity study was performed for 
searching the best scenario that provides a greatest profit. 
Special procedure for the optimization of offshore field 
development strategy with the analysis of different variables 
(number and location of wells, platforms capacity, time of 
input and abandonment of wells and etc.) is described by 
(Gaspar A.T. etc all., 2014). The workflow for accounting 
of geological uncertainties with automatic implementation 
of numerous (hundreds)  geological models  and automatic 
selection of wells trajectories on offshore fields is presented 
in paper (Hegstad B.K., Saetrom J., 2014).
Thus, the problem of finding of effective approaches for the 
development of offshore fields in conditions of the geology 
uncertainty has been already solved to a certain extent. But 
in the existing studies nobody almost touched aspects of a 
decision-making workflow for the strategy of offshore oil-
gas field development.
In this article we present the workflow for the choice 
of strategy of offshore oil-gas field development on the 
example of a relatively shallow field with open year-round 
sea surface (i.e. outside the Arctic zone).
This case corresponds to the most significant number of 
variants on the types of used production systems and options 
of external transport of products from a field.
Workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy of offshore 
oil-gas field development
The proposed workflow for preliminary choice of a strategy 
of offshore oil-gas field development includes several stages 
demonstrated in Figure 1.
Selection of a type of production systems for oil and gas 
under the terms of their applicability on the field
We review the existing offshore production systems for 
hydrocarbons recovery with aim to determine the possibility 
of using them on the field on the basis of information about 
sea depth, sea bottom characteristics, climate, condition for 
products transportation and etc.
As result of the review we define a set of oil and gas 
production systems for further analysis of their applicability 
on the field.
Development of fields with several vertically stacked oil and 
gas/gas condensate reservoirs usually occurs with combining 
of oil productive and gas productive zones in separate 
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Diverse factors, such as the presence along the Mediterranean 
Sea coastlines of countries with substantial differences in terms 
of maturity of their Offshore O&G Industry and legislative 
frameworks (i.e. countries under the EU jurisdiction, non 
EU countries and countries accessing the EU, with different 
cases and progress versus the EU legislation framework 
implementation) increase the Regional complexity (whereas 
for the entire Region the habitat is defined as Mediterranean 
Sea).
Additionally, the socio-economic and environmental 
sensitivities of the Mediterranean Sea are well recognised and 
documented by the EU Environmental Agency and similar 
entities. Clearly, control of Offshore Oil and Gas Operations 
Major Accident Hazards has a focus on preventing (and 
mitigating in case of occurrence) environmental consequences 
of oil spills & unplanned events.
Key (environmental and socio-economic) challenges have 
been therefore reviewed at a Regional level by the Authors with 
the aim of presenting an overview of the complexity of factors 
to be taken into account for a sustainable development of the 
Offshore Oil & Gas Industry in the Mediterranean Region. 
A benchmark study at a Regional level has been carried out 
starting from public domain information on the Mediterranean 
Sea. Particularly by accessing EU & International official 
Databases and analysing the Region by means of spatial data 
management tools (GIS – Geographical Information System 
platform) a set of information has been collected for all the 
countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea.
For the purpose of the assessment, the following countries 
have been considered (bordering the Mediterranean Sea from 
West to East and from North to South): Spain, France, Italy, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Turkey, 
Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, 
Morocco and Malta (make reference to Fig 1).
The results of this landscape review are reported in a tabular 
format indicating for each interested countries the following:
 Ó Legislative landscape, distinguishing the countries in 
EU, non-EU, Accession EU and clarifying the status of 
Directive 201330//EU implementation;

 Ó Offshore licensing framework, clarifying how and if new 
licensing process (Tendering, Offshore blocks licensing, 
etc….) are in progress;

 Ó Level of O&G Maturity : for this purpose the Authors 
slightly revised the classification presented in the Report 
“Research on Conditions and Design Parameters for 
Strengthening Offshore Safety Expertise in EU Member 
States” (REF #1 & #2), as follows:

 ● Group 1: Countries with mature offshore development 
(i.e. with installations >10 by 2014);
 ● Group 2: Countries with limited offshore activities 

(i.e. with 1 to maximum 10 installations by 2014);
 ● Group 3 (modified by Authors): Countries with zero 
offshore activities but with planned installations in 
short term (<2 - 3 years) prospective (i.e. countries 
with 0 installation by 2014, but with installation 
planned from a future prospective in a relatively 
short-term. In this countries offshore blocks are 
clearly allocated to operators and exploratory 
programs are on-going);
 ● Group 3.a (newly introduced by Authors) : Countries 
with zero offshore activities but with planned 
installations in short term (>3 years) prospective (i.e. 
same as above but with a long term implementation 
scenario); and
 ● Group 4 : Countries with no planned Offshore O&G 
developments;

 Ó Coastline exposure to potential spill: by means of spatial 
analysis tools in GIS, environment lengths (expressed in 
km) of mainland (and main islands) coastline have been 
calculated for each interested countries.

Finally, the Authors present case studies of implementation of 
Offshore Safety Cases Directive in EU water highlighting key 
challenges in connections with Regional sensitivities.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
 Ó Introduction: the present Paragraph;
 Ó Regional Sensitivities & Trends: whereby environmental 
& socio-economics sensitivities and relevant trends are 
analysed;

 Ó Benchmark: whereby the results of the benchmark/gap 
assessment exercise for which criteria are above described 
is presented;

 Ó Best Practices: analysing recent trends and presenting best 
practices; and

 Ó Conclusion.

REGIONAL SENSITIVITIES & TRENDS
The analysis of the criteria for a sustainable development 
of the Offshore Oil & Gas Industry in the Mediterranean 
Region should start from a review of the relevant legislative 
framework, sensitivities, challenges and trends. From a 
regulatory framework viewpoint, apart from the applicable 
EU Directive related to protection of EU waters, the most 
important legislative instrument is the Barcelona Convention 
for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the Coastal 
Region of the Mediterranean.
The convention, adopted in 1995, nowadays involves 22 
Contracting Parties determined to protect the Mediterranean 
marine and coastal environment while boosting regional and 
national plans to achieve sustainable development.
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The contracting Parties of the Barcelona Convention are 
Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Egypt, the European Community, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, 
Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, 
Slovenia, Spain, Syria, Tunisia and Turkey. Interestingly, 
despite a non-uniform country-specific legislative setting 
(especially for the non EU countries), all the countries involved 
at Regional level are joining efforts for the protection of the 
shared natural capital constituted by the Mediterranean Sea.
A promising outcome of this cooperation is related to the 
setting, within the Barcelona Convention, of a Protocol 
Concerning Specially Protected Areas and Biological 
Diversity in the Mediterranean (SPA/BD Protocol), which 
calls upon countries to establish MPAs (Marine Protected 
Areas). This includes the ongoing development of a specific 
region-wide network of SPAMIs (Specially Protected Areas 
of Mediterranean Importance). The SPAMI network is the 
principal existing regional network acting in EU and non-EU 
countries. SPAMIs may be set up in marine areas subject to 
parties› jurisdiction, and in areas situated partly or wholly on 
the high sea. Special criteria are applied to SPAMIs containing 
specific Mediterranean habitats of conservation importance 
and of endangered species. SPAMIs network, based on data 
available on official SPAMIs website on January 2017, is 
depicted in Fig 1.
The establishment of the SPAMIs network demonstrates 
that the Barcelona Convention plays a role in the region to 
overcome the boundaries of the different legislations (mainly 
EU versus not-EU) for an integrated Regional approach. 
Interestingly, also in the case of the Offshore Safety Directive 
implementation, the Barcelona Convention working group 
carried out a specific assessment from this perspective. The 
project, titled “Safety of offshore exploration and exploitation 
activities in the Mediterranean: creating synergies between the 
forthcoming EU Regulation and the Protocol to the Barcelona 
Convention”, was carried out in 2013 and documented in a 
Final Report (#3).
Stepping from the legislative domain to the assessment of 
the environmental regional sensitivities, it is well-known that 
several studies at country specific or regional level have been 
conducted to analyse and map out these aspects. Probably 
one of the most complete and up-dated review available 
is the Report from the European Environment Agency (#4) 
about State of Europe›s seas. This Report not only assesses 
in a structured and documented way the knowledge level 
of the Status of Europe’s seas (for each key component of 
the environmental and socio-economic marine ecosystems 
analyse the status, the 510- year outlook and the information 
availability and quality) but also introduces interesting and 
innovative concepts for an effective and integrated sustainable 
management.

In particular the European Environment Agency recognises 
how EU policies in the past focused on improving only 
the environmental efficiency of individual components of 
the society and/or nature (e.g. policies targeted individual 
industrial sectors or specific key species, such as endangered 
birds). By and large, such approaches have not managed to 
reverse the trend of negative environmental impacts (#5). 
This had led to a realization among the several stakeholders 
(policymakers and public authorities) that there is a very 
complex relationship between human activities (such as is the 
Offshore Oil & Gas Industry) and environmental problems.
A successful solution to these challenges, as stated by 
European Environmental Agency, require a more holistic, 
integrated and systemic approach. These solutions have to 
encompass not only the individual part of an ecosystem, but 
also recognise the linkages and connections between different 
parts of the ecosystem as well as all the inter-dependencies 
and linkages: this approach is the so-called Ecosystem-Based 
Management approach or EBM. On a long term scenario the 
EU is nowadays working towards a 2050 vision of societal 
transition, informed by a better acknowledgement of planetary 
boundaries, a circular green economy, and the resilience of 
society and ecosystems.
By assessing marine biodiversity and environmental challenges 
the State of Europe›s seas (#4) Report summarises the status 
of Mediterranean Sea biodiversity as unhealthy. It is not the 
aim of this Paper to analyse in depth trends and reasons of the 
status of Mediterranean Sea, whilst the Author’s interest is in 
documenting the actual level of stress of the possible receptors 
of driver of changes related to a further development of the 
Offshore Oil & Gas Industry in the Mediterranean.
The Mediterranean Sea, being a semi-enclosed environment, 
is more exposed to such drivers of changes. Key biodiversity 
elements of the Mediterranean Sea are related to the coastal 
region (#6), being the most important habitats documented 
in the Region related to coastal area (such as is the case of 
Cystoseira biocenosis and the Posidonia oceanica beds, 
Lithophyllum lichenoides communities, sensitive to oil, coral 
communites, etc..).
Probably Posidonia oceanica is the most emblematic and 
critical ecosystem in the Mediterranean (#6). In the recent 
past the beds / meadows of Posidonia oceanica regressed 
considerably (the EEA reports a 5%/year decline rate #4) 
and should be remembered that such meadows constitute the 
habitats and feeding areas of a very large numbers of other 
species (some of biodiversity relevance, some of socio-
economic importance, such as for the nursery of the fisheries 
stocks).
Driver of changes for this decline includes industrial and 
urban pollution, jointly with other causes (such as alteration to 
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the sedimentation process, leading to water turbidity, coastal 
construction and harbour developments, etc..).
Interestingly based on the review performed the Authors 
identified the presence of integrated tools and frameworks 
(such as the constitution of a regional network of marine 
protected areas) of Regional interest that could represent 
the basis for an integrated approach. For a semi-enclosed 
environment, already affected by biodiversity stress factor, an 
approach that goes behind boundaries is key for a sustainable 
future.

BENCHMARK
As focused in the Introduction the Authors conducted a 
Regional benchmark assessment focused on depicting for all 
the countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea:
 Ó Legislative landscape, distinguishing the countries in 
EU, not EU, Accession EU and clarifying the status of 
Directive 201330//EU implementation;

 Ó Offshore licensing framework, clarifying how and if new 
licensing process (Tendering, Offshore blocks licensing, 
etc….) are in progress;

 Ó Level of O&G Maturity;
 Ó Coastline exposure to potential spill: this parameter has 
been chosen considering also the importance of coastal 
habitats within the overall biodiversity balance of the 
Mediterranean Sea.

Interestingly, most of the EU countries that are welcoming the 
Oil & Gas Industry development within their EEZ (Exclusive 
Economic Zone) approached the offshore licensing / tendering 
process by performing Strategic Environmental Assessment 
of their programs in compliance with 200142//EC. In line 
with EU expectations, transboundary impacts have been 
assessed and key-findings included in action plans for future 
development.

BEST PRACTICES
Review of key Regional challenges/trends and standards 
increasing introduced by the Offshore Safety Case 
Directive highlighted the importance (and need) of a unique 
implementation strategy (standardization, cooperation, 
synergies) that considers all the related aspects in an integrated 
holistic manner (probably, and possibly, anticipating the future 
in an ecosystem-based management approach).
Several Oil & Gas developments, as documented by the 
summary provided in Tab. 1, are ongoing (or planned in the 
short-terms) facing almost the same challenges, but with an 
inhomogeneous set of standards to be complied. Interestingly 
the investors’ active in the Region represents a quite diverse 
set of companies and players, ranging from IOCs to NOCs and 

including some minor players in the market. More and more, 
driven also by the financial challenges affecting the Oil & Gas 
Industry, access to Project Finance is documented, not only in 
the case of minor players.
Therefore, consequently, whilst most of the IOCs (as per 
their own CSR commitments) comply with International 
Standards for Environmental and Social Performance (such as 
IFC – International Finance Corporation) the minor players 
are anyhow committed to comply with equivalent standards 
(such as EBRD / IFC Environmental & Social Performance 
Standards).
Such standards in the case of new developments, projects, drive 
as well the relevant permitting processes typically undertaken 
by means of Environmental Impact Assessment procedure (as 
per Directive 85 / 337 / EEC for the EU countries).
Participated permitting process are becoming more and more 
important, as a consequence of the increased participation of 
the public opinion and the increased environmentalist interest 
of the communities (in line with the highest Environmental & 
Social Performance Standards). Social acceptance for the Oil 
& Gas industry (and for the extractive industry) is becoming 
more and more a key factor into the strategic design of so 
complex investments. By analysing recent Oil & Gas prospects 
in the Adriatic Sea, a documented networking of NGOs is 
taking place (a key example is the “No oil- stop drilling of the 
Adriatic” synchronized protest that took place in June 2015 
simultaneously in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Italy and Montenegro, with coordination of the 70 largest 
NOGs in the Region).
As a consequence of all these factors, although there are not 
clear documented guidelines it is the Authors opinion (based 
on hands-on experience in supporting the Oil & Gas Industry 
in the Region in the latest years) that the level of standards 
considered by the Industry is increasing. More and more 
integrated approaches focused on bringing environmental 
and social acceptability criteria in the engineering design 
process by introducing a risk-based management process 
are documented. In the majority of the cases environmental 
and social mitigation, management and monitoring actions 
are incorporated into the Project’s Management Plans and 
Systems. Often (certainly in the case of Project Finance 
or according to Company / specific in-country legislation 
requirements) such Plans are implemented in live Action 
Plans, scrutiny by Third Parties.
The risk based, goal setting, Safety Case regime introduced 
by the Offshore Safety Case Directive is generally considered 
best practice for Major Accident Hazard control in a range of 
high hazard industry sectors, including the on and offshore Oil 
and Gas sector. Most international Operators and Contractors 
have their own Safety Case requirements as part of their 
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management system, regardless of whether they are operating 
in Safety Case regulated areas. Moreover, building on the 
recent trends and outlook for the future the Safety Cases 
approach implementation within the Project design is central 
within an integrated holistic management of Major Hazards. 
Learnings from the EPC industry clearly explain how an early 
front-end development can have positive effects on the value 
of the project (#8).
The Authors, revising several projects undertaken in the latest 
years in the Region, identified as common factor of successful 
integration of the Safety Cases into a wider environmental 
sustainable development of the projects / assets the following 
aspects:
 Ó Making the Safety Case/RoMH hazards more than a 
compliance document: using it as a means to engage 
the workforce/stakeholders in control of major accident 
hazards and as a tool to raise awareness of their roles and 
responsibilities;

 Ó Making an appropriate use of risk assessment 
methodologies, applied in a proportional , structured, 
systematic manner;

 Ó Requesting (as key Directive Requirement) to prepare and 
implement a Corporate Major Accident Prevention Policy 
(CMAPP) : CMAPP based on Authors experience serves to 
make the highest levels of an organisation visibly endorse 
and be accountable for the control of Major Accidents;

 Ó Requesting (as key Directive Requirement) an effective 
implementation of Safety and Environmental Management 
System (SEMS), designed and implemented to deliver on 
the commitments stated in the CMAPP.

CONCLUSIONS
The transposition of the EU Directive 201330//EU (and 
hopefully its wider implementation as best practice from 
the countries not subject to EU jurisdiction bordering the 
Mediterranean Region) presents an opportunity for a step-
change for a consistent and integrated management of 
the Oil & Gas Development in the Region. On parallel, 
interesting drivers and trends are converging versus the need 
of a consolidated, synergic and strategic approach for the 
stewardship of the Mediterranean Sea natural capital.
The landscape assessment of the Regional scenario highlighted 
how inconsistent and jeopardised is the control regime in 
the Mediterranean Sea and how is crucial a proper level of 
standardization at Regional level even beyond the EU borders. 
Whilst, North African countries and the so-called SEMED 
Region have to play a key role on these aspects, possible 
drivers of changes are related to the impact on the standards 
uplift related to the impact of Project Financing (especially in 
the Balkans, North African and SEMED Countries) and IOCs 

CRS commitments.
Finally, by analysing 20 years of implementation of the 
Offshore Safety Directive in the North Sea demonstrated over 
times the benefit for the industry and the communities in term 
of reduced risks and increased performances for Occupational 
Health. North Sea experience documents also how a proper 
staffing and capacity building from a Regulators perspective 
is a key driver for success. Whilst an immediate challenges 
for the Region is the setting of an unique framework, it should 
be also considered as imminent future challenge the need of 
setting relevant Competent Authorities (by means of capacity 
building programs, setting of dedicated functions from the 
Regulator side, etc…).
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Fig 1: Marine Protected Areas distribution in the Mediterranean Region

Country Legislative Framework 
(@1)

Offshore Licensing 
Framework

Level of O&G 
Industry Maturity 
(@2)

Coastline 
exposure (km) 
(@3)

Spain

EU Country – Offshore 
Safety Directive 
Infringement notice in 
2016

Established 
framework. Group 2 Approx. 1,175

France

EU Country
Offshore Safety Directive 
Infringement notice in 
Nov. 2016

Established 
framework. Group 3.b Approx. 2,300

Italy
EU Country – Offshore 
Safety Directive ratified 
2015

Established 
framework. Group 1 Approx. 9,030

Slovenia

EU Country – Offshore 
Safety Directive 
Infringement notice in 
2016

No licences in place & 
no opening Group 4 Approx. 61

Croatia
EU Country - Offshore 
Safety Directive adopted 
by Offshore Safety Act

New opening Group 1 Approx. 4,765

Tab. 1: Regional Benchmark
Results of the assessment are presented in the following Table.
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Fig 1: Marine Protected Areas distribution in the Mediterranean Region
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Country Legislative Framework 
(@1)

Offshore Licensing 
Framework

Level of O&G 
Industry Maturity 
(@2)

Coastline 
exposure (km) 
(@3)

Montenegro
EU Candidate
Offshore Safety Directive 
not-adopted

New opening Group 3.a Approx. 319

Albania
EU Candidate
Offshore Safety Directive 
not-adopted

New opening Group 3.a Approx. 646

Greece
EU Country
Offshore Safety Directive 
ratified 2016

New opening Group 2 Approx. 12,060

Turkey EU Candidate Established 
framework. Group 1 Approx. 7,290

Syria Not EU No licences in place & 
no opening Group 4 Approx. 298

Israel
Not EU - Offshore Safety 
Directive considered as a 
Code of Conduct (#7)

New opening Group 3.a Approx. 357

Lebanon Not EU New opening Group 2.a Approx. 804

Cyprus
EU Country Offshore 
Safety Directive 
transposed 2015

New opening Group 3.a Approx. 1,025

Egypt Not EU Established 
framework. Group 1 Approx. 1,976

Libya Not EU Established 
framework. Group 1 Approx. 2,758

Tunisia Not EU Established 
framework. Group 2 Approx. 1,250

Algeria Not EU Established 
framework. Group 3.b Approx. 1,962

Morocco Not EU
No licences in place 
& no opening in the 
Mediterranean Region

Group 4 (as far 
is concerned 
Mediterranean 
Region)

Approx. 680 (as 
far is concerned 
Mediterranean 
Region)

Malta
EU Country
Offshore Safety Directive 
ratified 2015

New opening Group 3.a Approx. 229

(@1) as per https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/countries_en website consulted in January 2017
(@2) Level of O&G Maturity : Group 1: Countries with mature offshore development (i.e. with installations >10 by 
2014); Group 2: Countries with limited offshore activities (i.e. with 1 to maximum 10 installations by 2014); Group 3 
(modified by Authors): Countries with zero offshore activities but with planned installations in short term (<23- years) 
prospective (i.e. countries with 0 installation by 2014, but with installation planned from a future prospective in a 
relatively short-term. In this countries offshore blocks are clearly allocated to operators and exploratory programs are on-
going); Group 3.a (newly introduced by Authors) : Countries with zero offshore activities but with planned installations 
in short term (>3 years) prospective (i.e. same as above but with a long term implementation scenario); and Group 4 : 
Countries with no planned Offshore O&G developments.
(@3) Coastline exposure expressed in km and is including only main land and main islands.
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Industry At A Glance
by
     Ali Ibrahim

Table (1) 
World Crude oil Supply.*
Supply (million barrels per day)

U.S (50states) OECD(1) North sea(2) OPEC(3) OPEC(4) world

Jan-17 14.7 26.3 3.2 39 37.3 96.9
Feb-17 14.9 26.6 3.3 38.9 37.2 97.1
Mar-17 15.1 26.8 3.3 38.8 37.1 96.7
Apr-17 15.2 26.6 3.1 38.9 37.2 97.2
May-17 15.4 26.8 3.3 39.3 37.7 97.8
Jun-17 15.4 27 3.3 39.6 37.9 98.3
Jul-17 15.6 27.2 3.4 39.9 38.3 99

Aug-17 15.4 27.1 3.4 39.8 38.1 98.6
Sep-17 15.4 26.8 3.5 39.7 38.1 98.3
Oct-17 15.5 27.4 3.6 39.5 37.8 98.6
Nov-17 16.75 27.0 3.5 38.4 36.7 97.2
Dec-17 16.45 27.76 4.31 39.17 37.5 98.0
Jan-18 16.36 28.19 4.71 39.36 37.7 98.8
Feb-18 16.72 28.73 4.77 39.26 37.6 98.8

Source EIA

* «Oil Supply» is defined as the production of crude oil (including lease condensate) Natural gas plant liquids, and other liquids, and re-
finery processing gain.

NA = no data available                                

 (1) OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and 
the United States.

(2) North Sea   includes offshore supply from Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, and the United Kingdom

(3) OPEC = Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar,   Saudi 
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

(4) OPEC = Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries doesn’t include Angola.

1 OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

2 The Persian Gulf countries are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Production from the 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone is included in Persian Gulf production.

3 North Sea includes the United Kingdom Offshore, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands Offshore, and Germany Offshore.

Table (2)

World crude oil production.  ( Million Barrels Per day )

 Libya Sudan Egypt OPEC(1) Persian 
Gulf(2)

North 
Sea(3) World

Nov-15 0.38 0.26 0.70 38.68 23.13 2.85 95.96
December 0.37 0.26 0.70 38.45 23.03 2.83 95.63
Jan.2016 0.37 0.26 0.70 38.5 23.1 2.84 95.66
February 0.36 0.26 0.70 38.37 23.0 2.81 95.29
March 0.32 0.26 0.70 38.34 23.06 3.22 95.39
April 0.33 0.26 0.69 39.03 23.58 3.25 95.71
May 0.29 0.26 0.69 39.06 23.96 3.15 95.53
June 0.33 0.26 0.69 39.6 24.35 2.92 96.15
July 0.31 0.26 0.69 39.55 24.45 3.28 96.65

 August 0.25 0.26 0.69 39.55 24.46 3.24 96.9
September 0.31 0.26 0.69 40.01 24.9 2.60 96.53

October 0.55 0.26 0.69 40.33 25.10 3.07 97.45
November 0.58 0.26 0.69 40.68 25.25 3.27 98.16
December 0.62 0.26 0.69 40.50 25.16 3.25 97.90

Source EIA

Table (3)
International petroleum consumption 
Million Barrels Per Day

 OECD(1)
U.S (50 
States) Canada Europe Japan Non-

OECD China Other Non 
-OECD World

Nov-15 46.57 19.23 2.43 13.85 4.23 47.87 11.46 18.54 94.44
December 46.84 19.23 2.4 13.48 4.7 47.24 11.13 18.23 94.08
Jan.2016 45.92 18.82 2.33 13.4 4.52 45.86 11.2 17.94 92.28
February 47.02 19.01 2.39 13.83 4.71 46.72 11 18.14 94.17

March 46.99 19.62 2.27 13.97 4.44 47.56 11.21 18.07 94.55
April 45.64 19.26 2.16 13.48 4.04 49.16 11.94 18.7 94.8
May 45.01 19.2 2.24 13.24 3.61 49.03 11.76 19.09 94.31
June 46.34 19.83 2.33 13.74 3.74 49.69 11.91 19.42 96.03
July 46.55 19.9 2.34 13.87 3.81 49.72 11.72 19.71 96.26

 August 46.47 19.99 2.38 13.57 3.82 49.46 11.65 19.66 95.93
September 47.03 19.86 2.37 14.40 3.73 49.82 11.90 19.69 96.85

October 46.61 19.62 2.35 14.17 3.72 49.23 11.73 19.07 95.83
November 46.83 19.60 2.39 13.88 4.01 49.23 11.97 18.67 96.06
December 47.02 19.51 2.36 13.53 4.46 48.49 11.63 18.25 95.50

Source EIA
 (1) OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
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For engineering and general construction services

Providing Egyptian Oil & Gas production companies, Power Generation 
Plants, Mining Industries and Petrochemical Production Companies 
with special technical solutions related to production facilities, such as, 
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EGY TECHNO provides clients with site assessment  for the existing 
facilities, towards rectification, upgrade and / or replace with new items.
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“Pipes and piping equipment supplier 
(including valves) of different steel grades.”
 ▪ Holding with autonomously operating Business Units
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 ▪ At home in over 40 countries worldwide
 ▪ More than 1,000 successfully completed projects
 ▪ Financial strength: Sales of around 1 billion Euro, 

more than 80% originating outside Germany
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Table (1) 
World Crude oil Supply.*
Supply (million barrels per day)

U.S (50states) OECD(1) North sea(2) OPEC(3) OPEC(4) world

Jan-17 14.7 26.3 3.2 39 37.3 96.9
Feb-17 14.9 26.6 3.3 38.9 37.2 97.1
Mar-17 15.1 26.8 3.3 38.8 37.1 96.7
Apr-17 15.2 26.6 3.1 38.9 37.2 97.2
May-17 15.4 26.8 3.3 39.3 37.7 97.8
Jun-17 15.4 27 3.3 39.6 37.9 98.3
Jul-17 15.6 27.2 3.4 39.9 38.3 99

Aug-17 15.4 27.1 3.4 39.8 38.1 98.6
Sep-17 15.4 26.8 3.5 39.7 38.1 98.3
Oct-17 15.5 27.4 3.6 39.5 37.8 98.6
Nov-17 16.75 27.0 3.5 38.4 36.7 97.2
Dec-17 16.45 27.76 4.31 39.17 37.5 98.0
Jan-18 16.36 28.19 4.71 39.36 37.7 98.8
Feb-18 16.72 28.73 4.77 39.26 37.6 98.8

Source EIA

* «Oil Supply» is defined as the production of crude oil (including lease condensate) Natural gas plant liquids, and other liquids, and re-
finery processing gain.

NA = no data available                                

 (1) OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and 
the United States.

(2) North Sea   includes offshore supply from Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, and the United Kingdom

(3) OPEC = Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar,   Saudi 
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

(4) OPEC = Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries doesn’t include Angola.

1 OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

2 The Persian Gulf countries are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Production from the 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone is included in Persian Gulf production.

3 North Sea includes the United Kingdom Offshore, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands Offshore, and Germany Offshore.

Table (2)

World crude oil production.  ( Million Barrels Per day )

 Libya Sudan Egypt OPEC(1) Persian 
Gulf(2)

North 
Sea(3) World

Nov-15 0.38 0.26 0.70 38.68 23.13 2.85 95.96
December 0.37 0.26 0.70 38.45 23.03 2.83 95.63
Jan.2016 0.37 0.26 0.70 38.5 23.1 2.84 95.66
February 0.36 0.26 0.70 38.37 23.0 2.81 95.29
March 0.32 0.26 0.70 38.34 23.06 3.22 95.39
April 0.33 0.26 0.69 39.03 23.58 3.25 95.71
May 0.29 0.26 0.69 39.06 23.96 3.15 95.53
June 0.33 0.26 0.69 39.6 24.35 2.92 96.15
July 0.31 0.26 0.69 39.55 24.45 3.28 96.65

 August 0.25 0.26 0.69 39.55 24.46 3.24 96.9
September 0.31 0.26 0.69 40.01 24.9 2.60 96.53

October 0.55 0.26 0.69 40.33 25.10 3.07 97.45
November 0.58 0.26 0.69 40.68 25.25 3.27 98.16
December 0.62 0.26 0.69 40.50 25.16 3.25 97.90

Source EIA

Table (3)
International petroleum consumption 
Million Barrels Per Day

 OECD(1)
U.S (50 
States) Canada Europe Japan Non-

OECD China Other Non 
-OECD World

Nov-15 46.57 19.23 2.43 13.85 4.23 47.87 11.46 18.54 94.44
December 46.84 19.23 2.4 13.48 4.7 47.24 11.13 18.23 94.08
Jan.2016 45.92 18.82 2.33 13.4 4.52 45.86 11.2 17.94 92.28
February 47.02 19.01 2.39 13.83 4.71 46.72 11 18.14 94.17

March 46.99 19.62 2.27 13.97 4.44 47.56 11.21 18.07 94.55
April 45.64 19.26 2.16 13.48 4.04 49.16 11.94 18.7 94.8
May 45.01 19.2 2.24 13.24 3.61 49.03 11.76 19.09 94.31
June 46.34 19.83 2.33 13.74 3.74 49.69 11.91 19.42 96.03
July 46.55 19.9 2.34 13.87 3.81 49.72 11.72 19.71 96.26

 August 46.47 19.99 2.38 13.57 3.82 49.46 11.65 19.66 95.93
September 47.03 19.86 2.37 14.40 3.73 49.82 11.90 19.69 96.85

October 46.61 19.62 2.35 14.17 3.72 49.23 11.73 19.07 95.83
November 46.83 19.60 2.39 13.88 4.01 49.23 11.97 18.67 96.06
December 47.02 19.51 2.36 13.53 4.46 48.49 11.63 18.25 95.50

Source EIA
 (1) OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

EGY-Techno
For engineering and general construction services

Providing Egyptian Oil & Gas production companies, Power Generation 
Plants, Mining Industries and Petrochemical Production Companies 
with special technical solutions related to production facilities, such as, 
pipeline, piping spools, steel structure, heaters, 
boilers, desolaters, pumping stations, 
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 ▪ Well Construction & Completion

Services
 ▪ Engineering & design
 ▪ Procurement of bare steel
 ▪ Pre-fabrication 3”-120”
 ▪ Internal linings
 ▪ External coatings
 ▪ Shipment
 ▪ Maintenance & support

Ferrostaal Group
“Pipes and piping equipment supplier 
(including valves) of different steel grades.”
 ▪ Holding with autonomously operating Business Units
 ▪ 2,700 employees worldwide, 50% located overseas
 ▪ At home in over 40 countries worldwide
 ▪ More than 1,000 successfully completed projects
 ▪ Financial strength: Sales of around 1 billion Euro, 

more than 80% originating outside Germany
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1 OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

2 The Persian Gulf countries are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Production from the 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone is included in Persian Gulf production.

3 North Sea includes the United Kingdom Offshore, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands Offshore, and Germany Offshore.

able (2)

World crude oil production.  ( Million Barrels Per day )

 Libya Sudan Egypt OPEC(1) Persian 
Gulf(2)

North 
Sea(3) World

Jan-17 0.68 0.22 0.69 39 24.7 3.2 96.9
Feb-17 0.69 0.22 0.68 38.9 24.5 3.3 97.1
Mar-17 0.59 0.22 0.68 38.8 24.4 3.3 96.7
Apr-17 0.54 0.15 0.68 38.9 24.4 3.1 97.2
May-17 0.78 0.15 0.68 39.3 24.5 3.3 97.8
Jun-17 0.85 0.15 0.68 39.6 24.7 3.3 98.3
Jul-17 1.01 0.15 0.68 39.9 24.7 3.4 99.1

Aug-17 0.86 0.15 0.68 39.8 24.7 3.4 98.6
Sep-17 0.93 0.15 0.66 39.7 24.8 3.5 98.3
Oct-17 0.96 0.15 0.66 39.5 24.6 3.6 98.6
Nov-17 0.98 0.15 0.66 39.22 24.46 4.1 98.5
Dec-17 0.92 0.15 0.65 39.2 24.5 4.3 98.0
Jan-18 1.01 0.12 0.63 39.4 24.6 4.7 98.8
Feb-18 0.98 0.12 0.63 39.3 24.6 4.8 98.8

Source EIA

Table (3)
International petroleum consumption 
Million Barrels Per Day

OECD(1) U.S (50 
States) Canada Europe Japan Non-

OECD China Other Non-
OECD World

Jan-17 45.97 19.23 2.36 13.29 4.31 49.78 12.83 18.61 95.74
Feb-17 47.33 19.13 2.47 14.24 4.55 49.94 12.59 18.9 97.27
Mar-17 46.85 19.61 2.39 13.92 4.17 49.9 12.64 18.85 96.75
Apr-17 45.95 19.53 2.16 13.86 3.82 50.84 13.11 19.08 96.79
May-17 47.01 20.02 2.46 14.2 3.54 51.14 12.77 19.47 98.15
Jun-17 47.46 20.49 2.43 14.43 3.39 51.78 12.95 19.87 99.25
Jul-17 47.87 20.59 2.44 14.6 3.57 50.99 12.6 19.94 98.86
Aug-17 47.53 20.27 2.48 14.35 3.68 51.43 12.56 20.06 98.96
Sep-17 46.98 19.58 2.44 14.85 3.63 51.55 12.75 19.81 98.54
Oct-17 46.94 19.81 2.42 14.57 3.65 51.56 12.6 19.43 98.5
Nov-17 47.2 19.9 2.41 13.9 4.23 51.3 12.98 19.35 98.98
Dec-17 47.80 20.08 2.43 13.87 4.50 51.37 13.34 19.06 99.18
Jan-18 46.64 19.98 2.33 13.48 4.27 51.52 13.87 18.84 98.15
Feb-18 48.15 19.95 2.44 14.42 4.52 52.74 14.24 19.11 100.89

Source EIA
 (1) OECD = Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
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1 OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries: Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

2 The Persian Gulf countries are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Production from the 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone is included in Persian Gulf production.

3 North Sea includes the United Kingdom Offshore, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands Offshore, and Germany Offshore.

able (2)

World crude oil production.  ( Million Barrels Per day )
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Gulf(2)

North 
Sea(3) World
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Table (5)   Egypt Rig Count per Area 

Fig. (1) Brent Crude Oil Price US $ per BBL

Fig. (2) Natural Gas Prices US $ Per MMBTU

Source EIA Fig. (3) Egypt Suez Blend Price (Dollars per Barrel) based on 33O API

Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17

Gulf of Suez 10 10 10 11 11
Mediterranean 
Sea 4 4 4 4 4

Western Desert 64 63 63 63 63
Sinai 12 13 13 13 13
Eastern Desert 6 6 6 6 5
Delta 2 2 2 3 2
Total 98 98 98 100 98

Source Petroleum Today
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•	 Wellhead	maintenance.

•	 CST	Wellhead	Agency.

•	 Load	test	for	elevators	&	

handling	tools.

•	 Manpower	Supply	.

•	 Cold	Casing	Cutter	Services.

•	 Pre-heating	&	Welding	services.

•	 Pressure	Test	Services

•	 Supplying	Blohm	&	Voss	

Handling	Tools.

•	 Manufacturing	Offshore	

Transportation	Baskets.

•	 Brine	filtration	services	(POD	

type).

•	 Fabrication	of	Flanges	&	Risers.

•	 Sandblasting	and	Painting.

Main Office:
Villa	No.	10,	309	St.,	New	Maadi,	Cairo	-		Egypt.
Tel.:	+202	27041628	/	27058727	/10	/	03
Fax:+202	27041624

Zahraa El-Maadi Base:
Zahraa	El-Maadi,	Industrial,Cairo	-	Egypt
Tel.:	+202	25218060	/	25218058
Alexandria:
Free	Zone	–	Al	Ameryia

www.midco- eg.com
info@midco- eg.com

MIDCO	 has	 a	 highly	 experienced	
professionals	specialized	in	upstream	
&	 downstream	 Oil	 &	 Gas	 related	
facilities	 services	 provides	 a	 full	
range	of	Services	&	supplying	
equipment	 these	 includes	&	
not	limited	to:
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Main Office:
Villa	No.	10,	309	St.,	New	Maadi,	Cairo	-		Egypt.
Tel.:	+202	27041628	/	27058727	/10	/	03
Fax:+202	27041624
Zahraa El-Maadi Base:
Zahraa	El-Maadi,	Industrial,Cairo	-	Egypt
Tel.:	+202	25218060	/	25218058

Maintenance and 
Refurbishment of Well Head

Based	 on	 API	 Standards-	 Setting	
up	Well	 Head-	Conducting	 on-site	
&long-term	well	head	maintenance-	
Service	benefits	are	far	greater	than	
purely-	providing	integrity	assurance	
for	 an	 Operator’s	 assets.-	 Strict	
guidelines	 are	 imposed	 on	 every	
activity	 undertaken	 to	 assess	 risk	
and	 eliminate	 it-MIDCO	 Wellhead	
Maintenance	is	very	powerful	in	risk	
elimination	 and	 meeting	 customer	
needs.

CST Well Head Agency

MIDCO	is	an	agent	for	CST	Well	
head	 manufacture	 in	 Egypt-	
Hungarian	 company	 founded	
in	 1991-	 Close	 to	 50	 years	 of	
experience	 in	 manufacturing	
assemblies	 for	 the	 oil	 &	 gas	
industry,	Manufacturer	 of	 high-
quality	Wellhead	and	X-mas	tree	
assemblies	 to	 fulfill	 individual	
customer	 needs	 worldwide-	
Assemblies	 described	 under	
API	6A	and	API	16A

Load test

The	API	specification	8C	determines	
the	 importance	 of	 performing	 a		
proof	 load	 test	 for	 handling	 tools	
equipment	 in	 the	 same	 manner	
as	 in	 actual	 service	 and	 with	 the	
same	area	of	the	contact	I	the	load	
bearing	surfaces	
performing	such	load	test	is	avoiding	
any	 suddenly	 cracks	 might	 happen	
while	 using	 handling	 tools	 with	 full	
capacity	at	rigs	site,	as	the	mentioned	
test	is	done	at	a	workshop.
Testing	 elevators	&	 handling	 tools	
loading	capabilities	up	to	750	tons	–	
Certifying	 the	accepted	 tools-	 load	
test	 equipment	 has	 been	 adapted	
to	test	different	types	of	devices	as	
slings	 and	 shackles	 with	 different	
types	and	sizes.
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 ■ How did you started your career and 
what are the challenges you faced ? 

Started with the great Marine world 
and approching my great Clients and 
customers in the marine world in Egypt 
and in the Middle  East and Africa Region. 
Building a trusty worthy relation 
between us and all Customers. 
Knowing we are selling the best products 
and services with the right price thst Vecom 
and Golden Sea Maritime is offering 
including All Marine and Offshore 
chemicals that is needed in the Market. 
With the best suitable Market price and 
the Quality that All Our customers are 
Looking For.

 ■ Tell us more about VECOM ?

Clean Ships – Clean Seas Vecom has been 
developing and producing cleaning- and 
metal surface treatment products since 1953. 
Vecom Marine focusses on the maritime 
industry. We deliver in about 850 ports 
worldwide in 49 countries. We do this from 
our own offices in some of the mainports 
and via our extended agency-network. 
Our current range of products include:

Cleaning products Fuel Oil treatment 
Coatings Water treatment products Safety 
& fire fighting products Gases and welding 
equipment Steel & Stainless steel surface 
treatment products

Vecom Marine has received the approvals 
of IMO for the Cargo tank cleaning 
additives, evaluated in accordance 
with the MEPC.1/CIRC.590 and as per 
requirements of regulation 13.5.2 of 
Annex II of Marpol 7378/. Click here for 
an overview of the products concerned. 
Vecom Marine is a member of IMPA .

 ■ How does Golden Sea Maritime sustain 

the quality in this competitive market? 

GoldenSea Maritime Group with all 
the support that we are taking from 
Vecom Marine chemicals Netherlands. 
We can and we are facing all chalenges 
and competition aggressively. 
But I am stressing on the Key of success 
wish is making our csutomers satisfied All 
the way and that is our Key of success. 
And Always try never to say Yes we can 
except when you Realy Can Do it to All your 
customers with the best professional Way. 

 ■ How do you evaluate the logistics 
business in Egypt anf the world?

Logistics and supplies in Egypt and in the 
world Can be Much more efeciant and 
professional and can be the Best fulfilment 
point for all Marine and Offshore customers 
if All the supply agents and technical ship 
suppliers can work like all multinationals 
and think Globaly and understands that 
the Trading marine customer can take 
his techncial needs worldwide and we 
as Technical ships suppliers must make 
sure he gets it anywhere in the world 
and with best price and quality he needs. 
Not a must to have thr fulfilment point in 

his own port or country but use our or their 
Netwrok in a professinal way to make our or 
their customers Happy and satisfied and that 
is Our GoldenSea Martime and Vecom Key 
of sucusess making our cusotmer Happy 
and satisfied by supplying the right Product 
in the Right time Worldwide. 

 ■ How can VECOM participate in putting 
Egypt as a regional energy hub?

We together with Vecom Marine Chemiclas 
are focusing on supporting the offshore 
market and helping to make sure thst 
Most of the chemicals needed for cleaning 
and ones used in all their applications for 
Explorations and Drilling Available and in 
stock so that can help them save money and 
time and gets their products with the specs 
that they are looking for in the right time.

 ■ In the future, where can we see your 
company?

I must say that I always had this Slogan 
in life that i always looking forward to 
make it Happen and I think its becoming 
to be True is to Have GoldenSea 
Martime Group «THE BASKET of 
The Marine and Offshore Industry» 
Meaning that to get to a point that All Our 
Loyal customers Also with the support 
and fulfilament of Vecom whenever they 
are in Need of Any Technical supplies 
that they Need for Marine or offshore 
its us who can Depend on knowing 
he will get the best Price for the right 
quality and item they are Looking for. 
 
Last and not Least TRUST is our key 
of sucess and being Partners with our 
customers is the best achievement that can 
get them achieve their Goals and Make us 
on the Top of the Market as Technical ships 

Mr. Karim Balbaa
Ceo/ Managing Director of GoldenSea Martime Group.

AN INTERVIEW WITH

Mr. Karim Balbaa
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�شرح الربان عمر عز الدين رئي�ص جمل�ص اإدارة ال�شركة الدولية البحرية IMW  باأن اأرباح 
 ال�شركة عام 2017 قد زادت مبقدار 7% مقارنة بايرادات ال�شركة يف العام ال�شابق 2016.

واأ�شاف يف ت�شريحات خا�شة ملجلة برتوليم توداي اأنه خالل عام 2017 جنحت ال�شركة 
يف احل�شول على عقود جديدة مع كل من �شركة برتول اأبو قري الأعمال الك�شف حتت ملاء 
 )Sea Water Intake( للمن�شات البحرية اخلا�شة بال�شركة وكذلك عقد تنفيذ ماأخذ املياه
International Dredging  اخلا�ص مبحطة كهرباء الربل�ص ل�شالح ال�شركة البلجيكية 
واأو�ش����ح رئي�ص جمل�ص اإدارة ال�شركة الدولية البحرية IMW  اأنه يف اطار تنفيذ ال�شركة 
خط����ة يف امل�شاركة املجتمعي����ة لتنمية املجتمع املحل����ي باملناطق املحيط����ة مبقر ال�شركة، 
قام����ت ال�شرك����ة الدولية البحري����ة IMW بزراعة وجتميل ميدان حمم����د جنيب  ب�شيدي 
ب�شر، وكذلك االإحتفال بيوم البيئة والذي حتتفل به ال�شركة �شنويا حتت �شعار " معا نحو 
بيئ����ة بحرية اأف�شل" لتنظيف �شاطئ اأبو هيف مب�شارك����ة جمتمعية  الأكرث من 50 غوا�ص 

من خمتلف نوادي الغو�ص باالإ�شكندرية.

IMW 7 % اإرتفاعا يف اأرباح ال�شركة الدولية البحرية

 ق���ال وزي���ر النف���ط البحريني ال�شيخ حممد ب���ن خليفة اآل خليف���ة اإن االحتياطيات النفطي���ة حلقل مكت�شف 
حديثا، هو االأ�شخم على االإطالق للبحرين، تقدر مبا ال يقل عن 80 مليار برميل من النفط املحكم.

كانت البحرين قالت اإنها اكت�شفت مكامن للنفط املحكم والغاز العميق قبالة �شاحلها الغربي.
واأكد بن خليفة اإن تقييمات م�شتقلة اأجرتها دي جولري وماك نوتون وهاليربتون توؤكد اكت�شاف الهيئة الوطنية 
للنفط والغاز كميات كبرية من النفط يف خليج البحرين ال تقل عن 80 مليار برميل من النفط املحكم وبني 

ع�شرة تريليونات وع�شرين تريليون قدم مكعبة من الغاز العميق.
واأ�ش���اف اأنه جرى التو�شل اإىل اتفاق م���ع هاليربتون للبدء يف حفر بئرين تقيميني اأخريني يف 2018 واملزيد 

من اأعمال التقييم الإمكانيات املكمن وبدء االإنتاج للمدى الطويل.

البحري��ن: احتياطيات حقل مكت�شف حديثا 80 ملي��ار برميل من النفط

قال���ت �شركة برتول اأبوظبي الوطنية )اأدنوك(  اإنها اأر�شت عقدين على �شركة �شام�شوجن 
الهند�شية الكورية اجلنوبية تزيد قيمتهما على 3.5 مليار دوالر.

وقال���ت اأدنوك يف بيان اإن العقد االأول لالأعمال الهند�شية وامل�شرتيات واالإن�شاءات اأُر�شي 
بقيمة 3.1 مليار دوالر مل�شروع يتعلق بتعزيز مرونة تكرير النفط اخلام.

ومن املقرر اأن يكتمل م�شروع مرونة تكرير اخلام بنهاية 2022. و�شيتيح امل�شروع ”ملجمع 
م�شف���اة الروي�ص غرب تكرير ما ي�شل اإىل 420 األف برميل يوميا من خام زاكوم العلوي 
اأو اأن���واع اخلام االأخ���رى، وتتيح هذه اخلطوة توفري املزيد من خ���ام مربان عايل القيمة 

للت�شدير اإىل االأ�شواق العاملية“.
والعق���د الثاين لالأعم���ال الهند�شية وامل�شرتي���ات واالإن�شاءات مل�شروع بقيم���ة 473 مليون 

دوالر ال�شرتجاع الطاقة واملياه يف م�شفاة الروي�ص النفطية اأي�شا.
ومن املقرر اأن يكتمل امل�شروع بنهاية 2023. و�شينتج 230 ميجاوات اإ�شافية من الكهرباء 
املخ�ش�ش���ة للبيع و62 األفا و400 مرت مكعب م���ن املياه يوميًا عرب "التقاط احلرارة التي 
كان يت���م اإطالقها يف الغ���الف اجلوي من خالل حتديث اأربع���ة توربينات غازية عمالقة 

مزودة بتقنية الدورة املغلقة واال�شتفادة منها يف توليد الكهرباء".

االمارات تر�شي عقدين باأكرث من 3.5 مليار دوالر على �شام�شوجن الهند�شية
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تط���رح احلكوم���ة اأ�شه���م 11 �شرك���ة تابع���ة لقطاع 
البرتول ف���ى البور�شة خالل الف���رتة املقبلة بن�شب 
متفاوت���ة ترتاوح من 15 اإىل 30 % ، و يهدف الطرح  

اإىل تو�شيع قاعدة امل�شتثمرين، 
الط���رح احلكومى يت�شم���ن 8 �ش���ركات تقيد للمرة 
االأوىل ف���ى البور�ش���ة، م���ن ب���ني ال�ش���ركات الت���ى 
�شيج���رى طرحه���ا ف���ى املرحل���ة االأوىل، �ش���ركات 
قطاع خدمات البرتول والتكرير: وياأتى على راأ�شها 
ال�شركة الهند�شية لل�شناعات البرتولية والكيماوية 
اإنبى" ُتطرح للم���رة االأوىل، �شركة احلفر امل�شرية 
ُتطرح للمرة االأوىل، و�شركة ال�شرق االأو�شط لتكرير 
الب���رتول "مي���دور" ُتط���رح للم���رة االأوىل، و�شركة 
اأ�شي���وط لتكري���ر الب���رتول ُتط���رح للم���رة االأوىل، 
و�شرك���ة االإ�شكندري���ة للزي���وت املعدني���ة "اأم���وك" 

مطروحة فى البور�شة.
وف���ى قط���اع البرتوكيماوي���ات، تاأتى �شرك���ة �شيدى 
كري���ر للبرتوكيماوي���ات مطروح���ة ف���ى البور�ش���ة، 

تعتزم وزارة البرتول �شداد دفعة جديدة من م�شتحقات ال�شركاء االأجانب قبل 
نهاية العام املايل احلايل، يتم متويلها من ال�شرائح التي ح�شلت م�شر عليها 

من قر�شي البنك الدويل وبنك التنمية االأفريقي.
للحكومة  تقدمت بطلب  ال��وزارة  اإن  البرتول،   وزارة  وقال م�شدر م�شوؤول يف 
من اأجل �شداد دفعة جديدة من م�شتحقات ال�شركاء االأجانب قبل نهاية العام 

املايل احلايل ح�شب ما ذكرت بع�ص ال�شحف امل�شرية.
من  جزء  �شرف  على  احلكومة  موافقة  حاليا  ننتظر  " نحن  امل�شدر  اأ�شاف 
قر�ص بنك التنمية االأفريقي والبنك الدويل، لتمويل �شداد جزء من م�شتحقات 
ال�شركاء االأجانب"، وفقا للم�شدر. وا�شتطاعت وزارة البرتول خف�ص م�شتحقات 
�شركات النفط العاملية لت�شل اىل 2.3 مليار دوالر بنهاية العام املايل املا�شي، 

وذلك عقب تطبيق برنامج االإ�شالح االقت�شادي خالل الفرتة املا�شية.

وم�شتقات���ه  االإيثل���ني  الإنت���اج  امل�شري���ة  وال�شرك���ة 
قري  اأبو  و�شركة  االأوىل،  للم���رة  "اإيثيدك���و" ُتطرح 
لالأ�شم���دة مطروحة فى البور�ش���ة، و�شركة الوادى 
لل�شناع���ات الفو�شفاتي���ة واالأ�شم���دة ُتط���رح للمرة 

االأوىل، وال�شركة امل�شرية ميثانك�ص الإنتاج امليثانول 
وال�شرك���ة  االأوىل،  للم���رة  ُتط���رح  "اإمييثانك����ص" 
امل�شري���ة الإنت���اج االألكي���ل بنزين "اإي���الب" ُتطرح 

للمرة االأوىل.

طرح اأ�شهم 11 �شركة تابعة لقطاع البرتول فى البور�شة

البرتول تعتزم �شداد دفعة جديدة من م�شتحقات 
ال�شركاء االأجانب قبل نهاية يونيو
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شركة المستقبل
للخدمات البتروليه والنقل

اهدافنا
• نسعى ألن يكون عمالؤنا راضون بأعلى قدرعن ما نقدمه 	
• من خدمات في مجال النقل	
• نضع السالمة نصب أعيننا كأهم اعتبار في جميع عملياتنا 	
• تخضع نشاطات الشركة ألعلى المعايير األخالقية والمهنية 	
• لزيادة الكفاءة لعمالئنا وتوفير مناخ عمل متميزلموظفينا 	

االبتكار   التحفيز وتوفير  المجتمع من خالل  والمشاركة في 
والتخصص لجميع أعمالنا لتحقيق متطلبات جميع عمالئنا

• نسعى أن تصبح الشركة رائدة في مجال خدمات النقل البري 	
بالشاحنات 

• الدخول في شراكة مع عمالئنا بهدف تحقيق النجاح المتبادل 	
لكال الطرفين 

سابقة األعمال 
* شركة دارا للبترول                * شركة خالدة للبترول

* شركة الحمرا اويل للبترول  * شركة سينو ثروة
* شركة  قارون للبترول           * شركة مارينا للبترول

* شركة ايست زيت بتروليم    * شركة عجيبة للبترول
* شركة بتروسيال للبترول       * شركه بدر للبترول

* شركة غرب بكر للبترول      * شركة مينا للبترول 

خدمات النقل التي تقوم بها الشركة تحتوي على اآلتي:
• نقل مواد بترولية بكافة اشكالها )سوالر – بنزين – الخ –(	
• نقل زيت خام.	
• نقل مياه الحفر.	
• نقل المياه المالحه.	
• نقل المياه العزبه.	

كما تقدم شركة المستقبل خدمات اخرى وهى:
• توفير عماله فنيه لشركات البترول.	
• تأجير سيارات بيك اب.	
• تأجير سيارات الشفط – فاكيم.	
• تاجير وتشغيل المعدات الثقيله.	

المركزالرئيسى : 1 شارع الملك فيصل.الجيزه
فرع اكتوبر : اسكان البداثل . الحى السادس

فرع راس غارب : مدينة راس غارب. البحر االحمر
فرع العلمين : مخل طريق العلمين طريق الشركات

فرع مطروح : شارع زاهر جالل. مرسى مطروح

تليفون : 0233823291 - 0233874420
فاكس: 0233874421

موبايل: 01201414143
www.mpst-eg.com
info@mpst-eg.com
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جمل�س الوزراء يوافق على عدد من االتفاقيات للبحث واال�شتك�شاف عن البرتول والغاز 

وافق جمل�ص الوزراء على م�شروع قانون بالرتخي�ص 
امل�شرية  الهيئة  م��ع  التعاقد  ف��ى  ال��ب��رتول  ل��وزي��ر 
فى  ب��ى،   برودك�شن  اي��وك  و�شركة  للبرتول  العامة 
و�شركة اينا اند�شرتيا نافتا دى. دى لتعديل اتفاقية 
االلتزام للبحث عن البرتول وا�شتغالله فى منطقة 
ال�شادرة مبوجب  الغربية  بال�شحراء  راأ�ص قطارة 
القانون رقم 4 ل�شنة 1989 املعدل بالقانون رقم 17 

ل�شنة 1994.
قانون  م�شروع  على  ال����وزراء  جمل�ص  واف��ق  كما    
الهيئة  مع  التعاقد  فى  البرتول  لوزير  بالرتخي�ص 
زعفرانة  كايرون  و�شركة  للبرتول  العامة  امل�شرية 
اأو�شينري  و�شركة  دى،  ت��ى  ال  كومبانى  برتوليم 
والغاز  للزيت  و�شركة �شحارى  ال تى دى  زعفرانة 
منطقة  فى  ا�شتغالله  وتنمية  البرتول  عن  للبحث 

تنمية �شمال الزعفرانة خلليج ال�شوي�ص.
مع  التعاقد  ف��ى  ال��ب��رتول  ل��وزي��ر  الرتخي�ص  وك��ذا 

جى  بى  و�شركة  للبرتول  العامة  امل�شرية  الهيئة 
دلتا ليمتد )�شل( و�شركة بى اأى �شى ال )ايجيبت( 
للبحث  االلتزام  اتفاقية  لتعديل  ليمتد  كوربوري�شن 
الدلتا  غ��رب  منطقة  فى  وا�شتغالله  ال��ب��رتول  عن 
البحرية العميقة بالبحر املتو�شط ال�شادرة مبوجب 
القانون رقم 89 ل�شنة 1995 املعدل بالقانون رقم 9 

ل�شنة 2002 والقانون رقم 188 ل�شنة 2008.
مع  التعاقد  ف��ى  ال��ب��رتول  ل��وزي��ر  الرتخي�ص  وك��ذا 
ال�شركة العامة للبرتول للبحث عن البرتول وتنمية 
ا�شتغالله فى مناطق تنمية بكر وكرمي بال�شحراء 
ال�شرقية ومناطق تنمية �شدر وع�شل ومطارمة ب�شبه 

جزيرة �شيناء.

اأكد املهند�ص طارق املال وزير البرتول والرثوة املعدنية اأن م�شر لديها العديد 
من الفر�ص التي �شتدعم النمو يف انتاج م�شر من الغاز على املديني القريب 
واملتو�شط ، يف �شوء م�شروعات تنمية حقول الغاز وخا�شة يف البحر املتو�شط 
اجلارى تنفيذها اأو املخطط العمل فيها خالل املرحلة املقبلة، والبالغ عددها 
16 م�شروعًا باإجماىل ا�شتثمارات تقدر باأكرث من 25 مليار دوالر و�شيتم ادخال 

هذه امل�شروعات على االإنتاج تباعًا خالل ال�شنوات االأربع املقبلة.
واأ�شاف املال اأنه خالل االأربع �شنوات املا�شية جنح قطاع البرتول يف تنفيذ 24 
م�شروعًا باإجماىل ا�شتثمارات 2.16 مليار دوالر وبلغ اجماىل انتاجها اليومى 

حواىل 1.4 مليار قدم مكعب غاز وحواىل 36 الف برميل متكثفات.
واأ�شار وزير البرتول اأن باكورة انتاج حقل ظهر باالإ�شافة اإىل حقول اأتول ونور�ص 
وغرب دلتا النيل هي اأبرز امل�شروعات التي �شاهمت بقوة يف زيادة انتاج الغاز 
موؤخرًا ، وجارى حاليًا ا�شتكمال مراحل االإنتاج التالية من حقل ظهر يف �شوء 
مليار قدم  انتاجه مبعدل 7.2  اإىل ذروة  للو�شول  املو�شوعة  الزمنية  الربامج 
مكعب غاز يوميًا ، هذا باالإ�شافة اإىل دخول املرحلة الثانية من حقول غرب دلتا 
النيل ) �شمال االإ�شكندرية وغرب املتو�شط ( والتي ت�شمل حقول جيزة وفيوم 

م�شر تنفذ 16 م�شروع غاز با�شتثمارات اأكرث من 25 مليار دوالر 

اإجمايل  لريتفع  احلاىل  العام  نهاية  من  اعتبارًا  االنتاج   خريطة  على  وريفن 
اإنتاج مرحلتي م�شروع حقول �شمال اال�شكندرية تدريجيا اىل 6. 1 مليار قدم 
مكعب غاز يوميًا ، و هذه اجلهود هي طريقنا لتحقيق االكتفاء الذاتي من الغاز 

مب�شيئة اهلل بنهاية هذا العام 
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